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1 Introduction
This cumulative thesis presents results obtained during my time in the research
group of Prof. Christine Peter for computational and theoretical chemistry at the
University of Konstanz. It is partitioned in three chapters. This chapter (Introduction)
covers the state of the art that is relevant for the results presented as reprints of four
publications in chapter 2 (Publications). The most significant conclusions from these
publications are then summarised in chapter 3.
While the first four sections of the Introduction chapter give an introduction into
the biological context and the computational background, including a review of the
relevant literature and own results that are not presented in publications included
in chapter 2, the fifth and last section (Objectives and Overview) names the overall
objectives of this thesis and relates the publications in chapter 2 to them. In these
first four sections I try to answer the following questions: What is the ubiquitin
(Ub) signalling system and what is known about its function in cells? What is
known about the conformation of multiple Ub proteins which are covalently linked
to each other? How to obtain conformational ensembles of proteins in solution using
computational methods, such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulation? How to
perform conformational characterisation of these ensembles which are represented
by a large high-dimensional data set?

1.1 The Ubiquitin Signalling System
In eucaryotic cells, the ubiquitin (Ub) protein can be found in almost all compartments. Ub is a relatively small, globular protein composed of 76 amino acids with a
remarkably stable native fold. [1] In its native conformation, Ub contains one α-helix
and one five stranded β-sheet (Figure 1.1A). Additionally, this protein has an exposed, four residue long, flexible C-terminal tail which can covalently attach to other
proteins in a post translational modification (PTM) process called ubiquitylation.
This process involves three enzymes (E1: activation, E2: conjugation, E3:ligation).
The initial step of ubiquitylation is the activation of Ub’s C-terminal carboxyl group
by the formation of a thioester bond to a cystein side chain of the Ub activating
enzyme E1. Subsequently, in a cascading process the activated Ub is transferred to
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Figure 1.1 : Nomenclature and topologies of Ub chains. A: Cartoon representation
of (atomistic) Ub coloured by secondary structure. All possible linkage sites – seven lysine
(K) residues and the N-terminal methionine (M) – are shown in stick representation (blue)
labeled by amino acid and residue number. B: Generic conformations of two ubiquitin dimer
(diUb) chains of different linkage types (K48 and K63-linked) in cartoon representation. The
so called proximal Ub-moiety which provides the lysine residue for linkage is displayed at the
top – in the same orientation for both dimers. The distal Ub moiety, which is always linked by
its C-terminus, is displayed at the bottom. C: Schematic representation of Ub chains linked
to a substrate and nomenclature used in this thesis. Top: covalently linked Ub dimer (diUb);
Bottom: covalently linked Ub trimer (triUb); Ub moieties inside oligomer: distal (d); middle
(m); proximal (p). Figure adapted without modifications from ref. 2. Reprint permission
granted by The American Chemical Society.

E2 and E3 enzymes and, finally, to a substrate’s lysine side chain by formation of an
isopeptide bond between Ub’s C-terminus and the ε-amino group. Ub itself exhibits
eight ubiquitylation sites – 7 lysine residues (K6, K11, K27, K29, K33, K48, K63)
and its N-terminal methionine (M1) – which leads to the formation of Ub chains of
different length (number of Ub moieties) and chain topology which is also termed
chain type based on the ubiquitylation site used for linkage formation (Figure 1.1).
Substrate and linkage type specificity is directed by different combinations of E2
and E3 enzymes of which approximately 40 and 600 are known in the human
genome, respectively. [3–5] The possibility of the outcome of either mono-, multimonoor polyubiquitylated proteins leads to an immense amount of different possible
ubiquitylation states of a substrate protein (Figure 1.2A). Commonly homotypic
Ub chains, i.e. all linkage types are the same inside a chain, have been reported
and investigated, but also heterotypic chains were found and investigated more
recently. [6–8]
Ubiquitylated proteins are recognised by other proteins which contain at least
one ubiquitin binding domain (UBD). By this, Ub chains are involved in different
mechanisms and cell signals, like complex formation, receptor binding and cell cycle

2
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Figure 1.2 : Ub chains and their physiological roles. A: Schematic representation of
some possible ubiquitylation states. B: Exemplary selection of known E2, E3 proteins which
assemble Ub chains and biological functions these chains where linked to in the past. Also
exemplary deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs) which disassemble Ub chains are shown. Figures
used in part without further modifications from ref. 6 which is distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons (CC BY) license.

regulation. [9] Approximately 200 proteins are known in the human genome which
contain UBDs and for some of these proteins it was shown that they have a higher
affinity for specific Ub chain types than for monoUb and some of them bind to chains
of different length with different affinities. [10,11] Ubiquitylation is reversible and Ub
can be cleaved from the protein it is attached to by deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs)
for either recycling or down regulation of an already existing Ub signal. Some DUBs,
of which approximately 100 members are known, nonspecifically cleave all types of
Ub linkages, but also linkage type specific DUBs are known which cleave distinct Ub
chain types with a high efficiency. [12] Interestingly, also complexes of E3 together
with a DUB were found which are able to edit already existing Ub chains. This
enzyme family is considered to be an attractive target for drug therapy of Ub system
related disorders. [13]
Due to their abundance, some linkage types, i.e. K48 and K63-linked Ub chains,
are better described and referred to as canonical linkage types. K48-linked chains
were the first which were found in cells and these chains became associated with
proteasomal degradation of proteins which appears to be the main role of the Ub
signalling system. [6] In the early stages of Ub research, it was found that at least a
K48-linked tetramer has to be formed to be recognised and transported to the 26S
proteasome. [14] More recent studies, investigated the impact of Ub chain length, as
well as of the position of Ub on the substrate’s surface and reported that all three
factors might determine the strength of the resulting proteasomal signal. [12,15] Some
results also indicate that a sufficient number of monoUb or K11/K48 (and K29 to
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some extent) mixed chains can trigger a degradation signal as well, which inspired the
idea of an ubiquitylation threshold model which supposes that the number of Ub on a
substrate is more important for proteasomal degradation than the linkage type. [6,16,17]
In contrast K63-linked and linear (M1-linked) Ub chains are involved in the NF-κB∗
and the Wnt† signalling pathway and also in DNA damage repair and regulation of
endosomal sorting pathways. [9,16,18] These two linkage types are apparently closely
related. Not only K63/M1 mixed chains were found and investigated, but it was
also found that K63-linked chains can serve as a template for ubiquitylation and
thus extension of this template chain at the M1 ubiquitylation site. [19] Apart from
these canonical linkage types (K48 and K63), it is still less clear how exactly the noncanonical linkage types are involved in cellular functions. However, some findings
allow the association of each linkage type to at least one mechanism. K6-linked
chains were found to be upregulated during cell stress response and mitophagy,
therefore this linkage type was associated with cell cycle control. Like K63 and
M1-linked chains, K27 linked chains are involved in DNA damage response and K33
linked chains were found to play a role in intracellular protein trafficking. [16]
Several ubiquitin-like proteins (Ubls) were found which have a different amino acid
sequence compared to Ub but do adopt a similar secondary structure fold and, as Ub,
are involved in PTM reactions as marker for cellular signalling pathways. One type of
Ubls are proteins which mimic a single Ub protein, like SUMO‡ , which is associated
with transcription, DNA repair and stress response, or NEDD8§ which is associated
with cell cycle progression. [20] Remarkably, some proteins, like FAT10¶ and ISG15k
adopt conformations which mimic an ubiquitin dimer (diUb), including the flexible
linker region between the two folded moieties. FATylated proteins are known to get
recognised and degraded by the proteasome and in contrast to ubiquitylated proteins,
FAT10 is not cleaved from its substrate protein but is degraded, as well. [21–23]
More recently, it was found that Ub itself can undergo PTMs, like acetylation and
phosphorylation, which adds an additional level of regulation and specificity but also
complexity to the Ub signalling system. [6] Nature and position of PTMs on the Ub
surface have an impact on signal outcome and allow cross talk between different modifications. Phosphorylation of Ub at Ser65 was associated with mitochondrial quality
control where it regulates lysosomal degradation of damaged mitochondria. [24,25]
Additionally, this modification alters the thermodynamic equilibrium between a state
nuclear factor ’κ-light-chain-enhancer’ of activated B-cells (NF-κB)
gene family that encodes proteins related to cell membrane signalling (Wnt)
‡
small ubiquitin-related modiﬁer (SUMO)
§
neural precursor cell expressed developmentally down-regulated protein 8 (NEDD8)
¶
human leukocyte antigen-F adjacent transcript 10 (FAT10)
k
interferon-stimulated gene 15 (ISG15)
∗
†
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which is known as the native fold and a second – usually less observed – state with
a shift between two β-sheet strands. [26,27] The physiological role of Ub acetylation
is largely unknown but it inhibits Ub chain elongation and affects Ub binding. [28]
Furthermore, Ub itself is modified with these Ubls, e.g. SUMOylation, which was
proven to exist in cell, and NEDDylation, where it is less clear that this modification
plays a physiological role. [6]
With Ub as a building block there exists a versatile mechanism for the regulation
of cellular signals which can be seen as a code on the macromolecular level and an
immense amount of work was invested during the past years on the investigation
of this code. So far, all chain types have been found in cells and in some cases their
abundance depends on the cell state. Most studies suggest that differently linked Ub
chains are recognised by different UBDs which results in different signal outcomes,
but also Ub chain length, ubiquitylation site of the substrate protein and PTMs of
the attached Ub may have an impact in certain circumstances. However, data on
mixed and atypical chain topologies are still scarce and it is therefore not possible
to conclude all rules which determine the function (grammar) of this code yet. [6]
However, some mechanisms have been supposed in the past. Ub was found to interact
with UBDs through discrete regions on its surface, and it was therefore suggested that
Ub binding is determined by the specific accessibility of these patches on different Ub
chains. [29] Based on observations, that an increased number of Ub proteins increases
the proteasomal degradation signal, avidity might also be a mechanism well fit to
explain the ubiquitylation threshold model, which describes the increase in affinity
by an increased number of weak interaction sides. In the past, it was found that
differently linked Ub chains obtain different conformations in solution, which is
indicating that Ub chain specificity might arise from a single (or multiple) linkage
type specific conformation(s) that is (are) recognised by a binding partner. Therefore,
for a full mechanistic description of Ub recognition, conformational characterisation
of Ub conjugates is of great importance for the understanding of cellular functions
on the molecular level. I will discuss the current state of knowledge about the
conformation of Ub chains in more detail in the following section.
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The Ubiquitin Signalling System
Ub is a small signalling protein which can be found in all eucaryotic cells.
Proteins are ubiquitylated by the covalent attachment of the Ub C-terminus
to their lysine side chain.
Ub itself can be ubiquitylated at eighth different sites which leads to the
formation of Ub chains with distinct topologies.
Three protein families (E1, E2, E3) are involved in the formation of Ub chains
and DUBs can reverse this process.
Different Ub chain types were linked to different cellular functions.
Ubls have a different amino acid sequence than Ub but mimic the characteristic
Ub secondary structure fold.
Ub itself can undergo PTMs, such as acetylation and phosphorylation.
Ub proteins (chains) interact via so called UBDs with other proteins but the
linkage specific recognition mechanism is still unknown.

6
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1.2 Conformation of Ubiquitin Chains
Due to its small size and thermodynamic stability, the three dimensional structure of
Ub is well characterised∗ and it is therefore also a popular model protein for method
development and validation. [32] Usually, Ub has a conserved secondary structure fold
but it was recently shown by Dong et al. that phosporylation of Ub at Ser65 can
induce a noticeable shift between two β-strands† compared to the native conformation. [33] The (un)folding dynamics of Ub were characterised to a great extent, as well,
which contributed to the understanding of protein folding in general. [34–36] Furthermore, through interdisciplinary research efforts, its dynamic properties in solution
and upon binding were characterised. [37–39] From these studies, there is evidence
that all three steps, i.e. diffusion, induced fit and conformational selection, which
are known to play a role in protein binding, are involved in Ub recognition to some
extent, although conformational selection seems to play a dominant role. [40,41] It was
also confirmed that structural heterogeneity (flexibility) is reduced (constrained) for
those Ub residues that are involved in contact formation. [42]
Ub forms non covalent dimers with a binding affinity of KD =4.9(3) mM and with a
symmetric interaction interface located at the β-sheet region. [43] A similar interaction
mode was also found more recently in atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of crowded Ub systems. [39] Although structures of all eight covalently linked
diUb were resolved experimentally and for some linkage type structures of longer
chains were obtained, structural information for diUb and larger Ub conjugates is
still sparse. One reason for this is that methods had to be developed first to obtain
Ub conjugates of a defined linkage topology and chain length. Nowadays, this is
accomplished by either synthetic or semi-synthetic synthesis approaches. [44] But also
analytical methods had to be improved to circumvent limitations, e.g. protein size in
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements, and to facilitate the investigation
of Ub chain conformation and dynamic.
One of the first diUb conformations was determined for a K48-linked dimer‡ ,
which appeared to be very compact and closed (Figure 1.3A). [45] For several years,
the ability of K48-linked chains to form this very compact interface was a mayor
component in discussions about the specificity of Ub recognition. This β-sheet
dominated interaction mode seems to be valid since it was found in multiple studies,
even in the non-covalent interaction of Ub proteins. [43] However, a more extended
PDB ID: 1UBQ, [30] 1UBI [31]
PDB ID: 5XK4 [33] (retracted conformation), 5XK5 [33] (relaxed, native conformation)
‡
PDB ID: 1AAR [45] (structure of K48-linked diUb from X-Ray diﬀraction), 2BGF [46] (structure of
K48-linked diUb from solution NMR)

∗
†
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Figure 1.3 : Dimer conformations and patches on Ub surface. A: Cartoon representations of K48 (1AAR) and K63-linked (2JF5) diUb coloured by secondary structure motives.
Figure used in part without modifications from ref. 2. Reprint permission granted by The
American Chemical Society. B: Four known interaction patches on Ub surface. Figure used
in part without modifications from ref. 53 wich is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons (CC BY) license.

and open conformation was obtained from X-ray experiments for K48-linked diUb∗ .
Furthermore, the dynamic character of diUb conformation in solution was revealed
by spectroscopic measurements indicating that Ub dimers adopt multiple stable
conformations. [48–51] Therefore, it is a consensus among most scientist in the Ub field,
that diUb, and most probably longer chains as well, assume a dynamic equilibrium
between different open and closed conformations in solution. [25,52]
For K63 and M1-linked diUb more extended, very similar conformations† were
reported with almost no contacts between the two Ub moieties (Figure 1.3B). [54]
Conformational similarity of these two linkage types is most probably due to their
spatial proximity on the Ub surface. It should be noted at this point that linear
(M1-linked) Ub chains have a different linkage chemistry compared to all other
linkage types, since these chains are bond via a peptide bond in contrast to an
isopeptide bond that is formed in the case of lysine side-chains. For several years,
the open conformation of K63-linked diUb was compared to the compact interface
of K48-linked diUb, and this stark contrast was blamed for specific binding of these
chain types to certain UBDs. [29] However, more than one conformation was found
for K63-linked chains, as well, and a dynamic equilibrium between different states
was confirmed in several studies, indicating that this behaviour is typical for all Ub
chains in general. [49,51,55]
In case of non-canonical chain types, even less structural information is available.
Castañeda et al. presented NMR and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data in∗
†
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PDB ID: 3AUL [47] (alternative open conformation of K48-linked diUb)
PDB ID: 2JF5 [54] (K63-linked diUb), 2W9N [54] (M1-linked diUb)
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dicating that differently linked diUb obtain multiple and to some extent linkage
type specific conformations in solution. [50] Yet another remarkable finding is that
the conformation of K11∗ and K48-linked diUb is pH and ion concentration dependent. [45,50,56] Considering the rather harsh conditions during sample preparation for
crystallographic measurements, this might indicate that X-ray structures of Ub chains
do not necessarily depict the most dominant conformation in solution.
From experimentally determined structures, two general interaction modes are
apparent for Ub chains: (1) the binding without involvement of the linker region
which occurs more often for UBDs and (2) the binding to the Ub chain linkage region
which is reported more often for DUBs. [10,57,58] It was also found that certain regions,
so called patches, on the Ub surface are often involved in interaction with binding
partners of which the hydrophobic patch (Leu8, Ile44, Leu71) is the most prominent
(Figure 1.3C). It was supposed that a linkage type specific accessibility of these
patches determines the linkage specific recognition of Ub chains. This theory was
sustained by early docking experiments which revealed that the hydrophobic patch
was buried inside the protein-protein interface in K48-linked diUb while it was fully
accessible in K63-linked diUb. [59] As discussed above, more recent results indicate
that K48-linked diUb obtains multiple and also more open conformations with an
exposed hydrophobic patch which is involved in binding to antibodies specific for this
linkage type. [47,51] An alternative, possible explanation is the molecular spacer model,
where an (ideal) spatial alignment of binding patches on the surface of a linkage
specific (predominant) Ub chain conformation is recognised by UBDs† . Therefore,
it is most probable that both binding models, i.e. patch accessibility and spatial
alignment, contribute to linkage specific recognition of Ub chains.
Concluding from the current state of knowledge, there are some validated findings
but also some reasonable assumptions regarding the mechanism of Ub recognition.
Protein binding in general is determined by different contributions of diffusion,
conformational selection and induced fit. [42,62] Under physiological conditions, a
single Ub chain can adopt different and to some extent linkage specific conformational
states in solution. [50,51] The actual number and thermodynamic stability of these
states is determined by the Ub chain topology. Each of those states may have a specific
contribution to each of the three steps of protein recognition: (1) The effective size of
the Ub chain (compact vs. extended) determines diffusion rate. (2) Binding patches
on the Ub chain surface can be arranged perfectly for binding via the conformational
selection mechanism, or (3) the respective Ub chain conformation is very similar
PDB ID: 2MBO (K11-linked diUb at pH 6.8, 0 mM NaCl), 2MBQ (K11-linked diUb at pH 6.8,
150 mM NaCl) [56]
†
PDB ID: 2LVP [60] (K48-linked diUb in contact with gp78CUE domain), 4NQK [61] (K63-linked diUb
in contact with 2CARD)

∗
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to the optimal binding mode and is recognised via an induced fit mechanism. In
consequence, each Ub chain type has a specific effective binding affinity (weighted
sum over all contributions) to a certain binding partner, which results in a specific
cellular signal.
To describe such a complex binding mechanism in its full extent, one needs thermodynamically weighted conformational ensembles for each physiologically relevant
Ub chain topology. For reliable conclusions, these ensembles should resemble the
thermodynamic and kinetic behaviour of these chains under physiological conditions
or at least in solution. Such data can be obtained from advanced computational
methods to compliment experimental results with high resolution information. This
topic will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

Conformation of Ubiquitin Chains
Conformation and dynamics of (mono)Ub were characterised to a great extent
in the past.
Experimentally determined structures of diUb are available for all of the eight
linkage types and for some linkage types structures of longer chains are known.
Some structures indicate that Ub chain conformation is linkage type specific.
More recent results indicate that Ub chains assume a dynamic equilibrium
between different open and closed conformations in solution.
Certain regions (patches) on the Ub surface were found to interact conspicuously often with UBDs.
Accessibility or spatial alignment of these patches might play a substantial role
in Ub chain binding.
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1.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Proteins
Computational methods have a high significance in various scientific fields like
chemical biology and biophysics. Due to today’s availability of computational power,
MD simulations of biological macro-molecules have become a prominent tool that
is used to complement results obtained by in lab experiments. [63–65] The nature of
observables obtained from MD simulations is fundamentally different compared to
results from analytical measurements. An MD simulation of a system of choice will
yield the instantaneous structural information of each particle at each time step
of the trajectory while results recorded in (spectroscopic) measurements typically
represent an ensemble average, but also an average over a certain time window.
Comparison is achieved by statistical analysis of conformational ensembles obtained
from MD simulations if certain conditions are fulfilled and constraints are applied
to the system during the sampling routine. By this the origin of results from in lab
experiments can be resolved on the atomistic scale which makes MD an outstanding
tool for the investigation of mechanistic details of molecular systems.
In an MD setup, a molecular system is represented by point particles with an
initial spatial arrangement and initial velocities. The electronic structure (around
the point particles) is neglected, instead interatomic forces that are acting on the
point particles are determined from potential energy functions (PEFs) which are
defined (parameterised) in a way to mimic the atomic behaviour as accurately as
possible. This set of parameters is called a force field and is crucial for the outcome
of the simulation. Typically, pair potentials, like the harmonic or Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential, are applied for bonded and weak non-bonded interactions, respectively
but also three and four body potentials are added to preserve distinct important
molecular features like angles and dihedral angles. Electrostatic contributions are
usually introduced by assigning (partial) charges to the point particles. The position
of these particles is then propagated step-wise based on numerical integration of
Newton’s equation of motion, thus, if simulated sufficiently long, generating a
thermodynamically weighted conformational ensemble. Certain physical properties
of the system, e.g. temperature and pressure, are controlled during the simulation to
obtain comparable conditions to experimental setups.
Due to different applications and research fields several different (biomolecular)
force fields were published and constantly improved over the last decades, mostly
differing in parameterisation philosophy or way of representing the molecular structure. [66] This constant evolution of initially published parameter sets led to a vast
amount of different force field which can be grouped in four mayor families (AMBER [67,68] , CHARMM [69,70] , OPLS, [71] GROMOS [72,73] ). The most obvious way to
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model a molecule would be to represent each real atom by a point particle with the
respective mass and partial charge which should yield the highest precision without
performing an electronic structure calculation. However, it turned out that a significant computational speedup can be achieved if some atoms, e.g. aliphatic hydrogens,
are merged together with the heavy atom they are attached to, which leads to a
moderate decrease of accuracy. Such an united atom ansatz is used for the GROMOS
force field family which was used in this work to obtain Ub chain trajectories on the
atomistic resolution level. The GROMOS force field was parameterised based on
thermodynamic properties, like amino acid solvation free energy differences between
polar and non polar environments, heat of vaporisation, and densities. This way of
parametrisation is to some extent extraordinary compared to the other force field
families but has the advantage, that hydration, solvation and partitioning effects,
which play a fundamental role in the modelling of protein-protein aggregation, are
reproduced accurately.
However, atomistic models are limited in their applicability to relatively small
systems (protein size) and to processes on short time scales. Therefore, simulation
of macro-molecules like Ub chains on a time scale, which is required to study
their thermodynamic behaviour in solution is hardly feasible by standard sampling
techniques. The system size, which is required to perform an diUb simulation with
explicit solvent molecules, raises already a problem that transitions between different
stable conformations cannot be observed on the atomistic level. One reason is that
calculation of such a large number of degrees of freedom (number of particles)
consumes a high amount of computational resources. Also transition between two
aggregated states of Ub appears on time scales (several µs) which are not feasible
on the atomistic level (Figure 1.4A). [74,75] Additionally, force fields, like GROMOS,
which were parameterised to reproduce the conformational properties of folded
proteins [76] are known to overestimate protein-protein interactions and therefore lead
to "sticky" proteins, which reduces the transition rates between states even further.
To overcome these limitations on a high resolution level and to enhance sampling,
several methods were developed in the past like metadynamics [77] or transition path
sampling. [78] Unfortunately, such methods require a significant amount of a priori
knowledge about the system of interest like the relevant conformational states of
the system or descriptors, also referred as collective variables (CVs) or reaction
coordinates, which are sensitive to structural changes between these states. For Ub
chains in solution such knowledge is rather sparse and therefore a coarse grain (CG)
approach was selected to obtain large conformational ensembles of differently linked
Ub conjugates.
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Figure 1.4 : Schematic representation of the multi-dimensional procedure. A: Centre of geometry distance between the two Ub moieties inside of diUb as function of time.
Atomistic simulation (grey) exhibits a single aggregation event. Corresponding snapshots are
shown below in cartoon representation. CG simulation (blue) exhibits repeated transitions
between different conformations. Snapshots are shown above as sphere and stick model of
back bone beads. B: Two-dimensional representation of a diUb ensemble for a certain linkage
type (K27) obtained from multiple independent CG simulations (histogram coloured blue to
red for low to high densities of conformations projected to the map). This landscape is shown
in zoom inset in greyscale. Blue scatters show atomistic simulations, which were started from
back-mapped CG low energy simulations. C: Cartoon representation of diUb conformations
from atomistic simulations shown in B (blue scatters) aligned on proximal chain. Figure used
without further modifications from ref. 79.

This means that several atoms are united into a single CG bead with an effective
mass, which is usually the sum of atomic masses contributing to this bead. This
drastically reduces the number of particles and therefore the number of internal
degrees of freedom. [80] Mapping of several atoms in one united bead requires their
effects to be merged, like nature and strength of interaction, into an effective PEF.
Absence of light particles like hydrogen atoms and the typically softer effective
PEFs in a CG model allows one order of magnitude bigger time steps. Due to these
softer potentials CG systems have a shallower free energy landscape resulting in an
additional increase of sampling speed. All together this speeds up conformational
sampling by a significant factor – up to several orders of magnitude – dependent on
the level of coarse graining and sampling method used. [81] In an ideal scenario a
reduced model should reproduce all properties of the all-atom model. Unfortunately,
by now there is no CG model for proteins that reproduces all properties at the same
time and it is rather unlikely that this problem will be solved in the foreseeable
future. Therefore, it is rather common to select a distinct CG model that reproduces
a set of properties which are crucial for the actual problem.
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As with atomistic force fields a variety of different CG models were developed
during the past decades and overviews on their applications and limitations are
given in refs. 81–84. In general, CG models differ in their level of representation
(resolution), parameterisation philosophy and level of bias, e.g. towards an experimental structure. Since protein-protein interactions play a fundamental role in the
overall conformation of Ub chains a model had to be selected which takes not only
the backbone into account but also explicitly represents side chains to reproduce
specific side chain properties like their mutual affinities and local packing. There are
two mayor classes of force fields if it comes to philosophy of parameterisation. The
knowledge-based method uses experimentally obtained (structural) data to assign
and to refine the set of PEF parameters acting between the beads. These models are
rather accurate in reproducing the conformation of proteins, which were used for
parameterisation but they often fail if transferred to other systems. A more universal,
but also more challenging approach, is the so called physics-based parameterisation
where one tries to define a manageable set of possible bead types, which are required
to build up any variation of a system of interest (proteins) and assigns a universal set
of PEF parameters to each of these bead types. These models are transferable and
are, in some cases, able to predict unknown structures, as well. Due to the loss of
anisotropic interactions, like hydrogen bonds, an additional bias has to be introduced
to conserve the secondary structure of proteins. [85,86] This is often achieved by harmonic springs connecting structurally rigid regions of proteins. For these so-called
supportive networks the same holds true as for the parameterisation of PEFs: The
higher the amount of bias the higher the structural accuracy of the model but with a
simultaneous decrease of transferability.
A prominent CG model for biomolecules is MARTINI. [87] Initially developed as a
force field for the simulation of lipid membranes, it was extended later on by the
introduction of amino acid bead types to study membrane-protein systems [88] . This
facilitated the use of this force field for a broad range of applications, which also
includes the investigation of lipid free systems. [89] Mapping in MARTINI is done
on a four heavy atoms to one CG bead scale. So the backbone of each amino acid
residue for example is represented by one bead. Some exceptions were made for the
representation of aromatic rings, where a three to one or two to one mapping was
proposed. MARTINI follows a building block principle where 18 basic bead types are
divided into four categories (charged (Q), polar (P), nonpolar, (N), and apolar (C)).
Non-bonded interactions between two beads, i and j are introduced by a distance
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( ri j ) dependent LJ 12–6 potential of the form
V (ri j ) = 4εi j
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where εi j and σi j are parameters representing the interaction strength and effective
bead size, respectively. For each pair-wise combination of these 18 bead types
one of ten possible non-bonded interaction strengths (εi j ) is assigned but with a
constant effective bead size (σi j ) of 0.47 nm except for ring particles where their
effective size is reduced to 0.43 nm. These non-bonded parameters have been
optimised based on partitioning free energy differences of amino acids between
a polar and non polar solvent. Bonded forces are modelled by harmonic potentials
with equilibrium distances obtained from distance distributions in experimentally
determined structures. In MARTINI, solvent is usually treated explicitly by coarse
graining four water molecules in one (non-polarisable) bead but a polarisable water
model is available which consists of two partially charged particles connected by a
harmonic spring. With MARTINI’s building block principle it is simple to introduce
new molecules without the need to reparameterise all other force field PEFs [90] but it
also introduces some pitfalls like artificially high free energy barriers in dimerisation
profiles due to the constant particle size for all CG beads. [91] As most other force
fields, which were parameterised to reproduce the behaviour of folded proteins,
apparently MARTINI suffers from the drawback of overestimating the effective
protein-protein interaction strength which leads to, once formed, very stable protein
aggregates, which slows down conformational sampling. One former attempt by
Stark et al. to solve this problem was to decrease the protein-protein interaction
strength. [92] Following ongoing MARTINI developer∗ attempts to solve this problem,
CG simulations presented here were performed with a different modified MARTINI
model with increased protein-water interactions.
Atomistic simulations have a high level of accuracy but are not able to yield a
proper sampling of the conformational equilibrium for diUb, with transitions between
different collapsed structures that exhibit contact interfaces between the Ub subunits.
For example, Fig. 1.4A (grey graph) illustrates how one observes a single aggregation
event in a 5 µs simulation of K48 linked diUb where a stable contact interface forms
that does not open up again. It is therefore not feasible to obtain an equilibrated
atomistic ensemble for diUb with a correctly weighted representation of different
collapsed structures and protein-protein interfaces. In contrast, on the CG level
one can observe repeated transitions between open and aggregated conformations
∗

D. H. de Jong, University of Münster, personal communication, 2015
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on the µs time scale but with the trade-off of accuracy and reliability (blue graph
in Fig. 1.4A). To reduce the effect of these drawbacks originating from the use of
a CG model one can apply a dual-scale framework, where simulation results are
interconnected and compared systematically (Figure 1.4). [93] Therefore a machine
learning based analysis and characterisation framework was developed and applied
to large scale simulation data of different Ub chain topologies, which I describe in
more detail in the next section.
A systematic conformational characterisation of Ub chain MD simulations can yield
a detailed picture of their thermodynamic behaviour in solution, which is crucial
for the understanding of their physiological role an can help to decipher the Ub
code. This can be achieved by a combination of advanced molecular modelling and
sampling techniques with results from modern experimental setups tailored for the
investigation of Ub conjugates. [11,50,94] Thermodynamically equilibrated (converged)
trajectories of Ub chains can be obtained by MD simulations on the CG level which
makes time scales accessible on which conformational equilibrium between different
aggregated states occurs. Conformational characterisation and identification of these
states allows the systematic back-mapping of relevant conformations to the atomistic
scale which allows to (1) validate CG simulation results by starting atomistic MD
simulations from back-mapped conformations which can reveal nonphysical CG
predictions and (2) complement a protein-protein interaction model, that is obtained
from CG simulations with structures on the atomistic resolution level. To link these
two scales one needs a scale bridging analysis framework which allows to characterise
large conformational ensembles in a very efficient way and subsequently classify and
compare structures on both levels of resolution.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Proteins
For an MD simulation a (bio)molecule is modelled by a set of point particles
with initial positions and velocities, and a set of PEFs (force field) which is
used to determine the forces between the particles.
An iterative algorithm (integrator) is used to obtain a detailed time dependent
spacial description of the molecule (trajectory).
In (full) atomistic models each atom of a molecule is represented by a point
particle.
In united atom models, e.g. GROMOS, some hydrogens are merged together
with the heavy atom they are bond to and represented by a single bead with
an effective mass and interaction strength.
To overcome limitation of time scale and system size in molecular simulations
several heavy atoms can be merged in a single bead which is called coarse
graining or a CG model.
The conformational space of a protein can be simulated (sampled) more efficiently using a CG model than with an atomistic model.
MARTINI is a prominent, building block based CG model for the simulation
of biomolecules.
A systematic combination of results from atomistic and CG simulations can
be used to overcome limitations of both levels of resolution.
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1.4 Characterisation of Large Conformational Data Sets
In the previous section I described how, by the use of MD simulation techniques,
large scale trajectory data can be obtained with several million samples (frames) and
thousands of atoms (degrees of freedom). One common task in the analysis of these
MD trajectories is the quantitative comparison of conformations that were sampled
during the simulation. The most prominent method to obtain a quantitative measure
for the similarity of two molecular conformations is to superimpose these structures
and then to calculate the root mean square deviation (RMSD)

RM S D =



1 X
P
mi (ri (t 1 ) − ri (t 2 ))2
m
i i
i

1/2

between their atomic positions ri at time t 1 and t 2 scaled by their atomic mass mi .
This measure is often used to monitor the conformational variability of the simulated
system in regard to the initial conformation ( t 0 ) that was used to start the simulation.
However, since two very different structures can have the same RMSD value if they
are compared to a 3rd structure, an RMSD time series is not capable of describing
the conformational space of a system. [95] Calculation of the RMSD between all
pair-wise combinations of a set of conformations gives a sufficient metric for the
relative similarity between all conformations and can therefore be used to identify
clusters of similar structures. [96] Due to the required conformational alignment in
particular, such an RMSD calculation is very inefficient and limited to smaller data
sets with a maximum number of several thousand samples. Additionally, for large
conformational changes, as they occur in Ub chains, structure based alignment will
fail, which leads to arbitrary large RMSD values.
To avoid limitations and artefacts from the use of cartesian coordinates, one can
use descriptors – also called collective variables (CVs) – for the system which are
insensitive to translation and rotation. This means that such CVs, e.g. distances and
angles, are not affected by the relative position and orientation of the molecule in
space and are therefore internal. Thus, conformational alignment is not necessary
to compare structures and the number of degrees of freedom is reduced drastically.
Backbone dihedral angles Φ and Ψ, for example, are often used as CVs for the
characterisation of protein conformation. [97] For a short peptide such as dialanine –
a popular toy system for method development – this gives two CVs, which means
that each dialanine conformation can be represented by a value pair of angles
(tuple). Obviously, such a simplified representation neglects a mayor amount of this
molecules, subtle conformational features, which is often intended and the aim of
CV selection. In the case of a (two-dimensional) tuple, each sampled conformation
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Figure 1.5 : Dimensionality reduction. A: Exemplary distribution of eight points in 3D
and all pair-wise distances between them as dotted lines. B: Positions on a 2D plane for
points shown in A found by an MDS optimisation and all two-dimensional pair-wise distances
as dotted lines. C: Illustrative example for a sigmoid function with a constant σ value of 5
and a = b varying from 1 (black) to 9 (light grey).

can be displayed as a point on a plane. This gives, in case of a conformational
ensemble with n members, a scattered distribution of n points with areas of varying
point density, which can be related to the different thermodynamic stabilities of
the represented conformations. From this distribution of points, a two-dimensional
histogram can be obtained for visualisation purposes but also to obtain a free energy
landscape by Boltzmann inversion, that can be used to identify conformational states
of the system and to estimate their thermodynamic stability. [98,99]
For larger systems the number of CVs, which are required to describe the relevant
transitions, can be significantly larger than two. One way to reduce their number
is to perform a dimensionality reduction that can be a powerful tool to obtain a
sensible low-dimensional representation of the high-dimensional CV space. The idea
is to find a low-dimensional representation where the relative position of data points
resembles their relative position in high-dimensional phase space as accurately as
possible. [100] Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) is such a method where for a set of
data points low-dimensional positions are found by iterative minimisation of the
stress function
S(D, d) =

X

(Di j − di j )2

i> j

where D are high-dimensional and d are low-dimensional euclidean distances
(Figure 1.5A and B). This approach is computationally demanding and also has its
limitations, particularly if it comes to large, noisy high-dimensional data sets as it is
the case for MD trajectory data.
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Sketch-map is an MDS based approach that was developed specifically for the
dimensionality reduction of MD data. [99,101] In Sketch-map, a distance dependent
sigmoid function
f (d) = 1 − (1 + (2a/b − 1)(d/σ)a )−b/a

where a, b and σ are parameters which determine the shape of the function
(Figure 1.5C), is introduced into the standard MDS stress function to obtain
S(D, d) =

X

( f (Di j ) − f (di j ))2 .

i> j

By this, small distances can be transformed to zero to reduce the impact of noise
on the optimisation procedure and large distances become one. Adjustment of the
sigmoid function parameters a, b and σ determines the range of (intermediate)
distances which should be preserved upon dimensionality reduction. [102,103] Additionally, Sketch-map uses a small subset of representative data points, so-called
landmarks, for which low-dimensional positions are optimised using a simulated
annealing approach. Remaining data points, which were not used as landmarks, are
then positioned relative to these optimised landmarks, respectively, which reduces
the computational cost significantly and makes this approach applicable to large MD
data sets. However, Sketch-map also has some drawbacks. The number and nature of
representative structures (landmarks) is critical for the outcome of the dimensionality
reduction, which makes selection of these landmarks a challenging task. Although
this method is much faster than conventional MDS, which is only feasible with some
thousand data points, it can take several days to project a microsecond CG simulation
data set. To circumvent these drawbacks EncoderMap, an artificial neural network
(ANN) based dimensionality reduction technique, was developed recently by Lemke
and Peter. [104]
In general, an ANN consists of a number of nodes (neurons) which transform an
array of input values (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ) into a single output value
y = f (p(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ))

where p is a propagation function, which is often a weighted sum of input values
p(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ) =

k
X

wi x i

i=1
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and f is an activation function. [105] Different functional expressions are used as
activation functions, e.g. step functions and sigmoid functions, and also more
complex operations are possible:
y = f ′′ ( f ′ (p(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ))).

Depending on the type of network (network architecture) these neurons are arranged
and interconnected by a certain pattern. In the most basic network architecture, a
feedforward ANN, neurons are arranged in layers with no connections between neurons of the same layer. Each neuron is connected to all neurons in the preceding layer
to obtain its input values and provides its output to each neuron in the subsequent
layer. While the fist and the last layer of such an ANN are called the input and the
output layer, respectively, all other layers are termed hidden layers. The number of
layers and neurons in each layer, which are required to build up an ANN, is variable
and depends, among others, on the complexity of the modelled problem which is
modelled. Using such a network architecture, an ANN can be used to predict an
output O = (O1 , O2 , ..., Om ) based on a set of input values I = (I1 , I2 , ..., I n ). Therefore,
it has to be trained beforehand on a data set (I, O)1,2,...,l which means that network
parameters, i.e. weights w i and function parameters for f for each neuron, are
optimised in an iterative way to reduce deviation between predicted output O′ and
the actual given output O. Once trained, an ANN can be used to predict an unknown
′
Ol+1
for an arbitrary I l+1 even if it was not used for training of the network. [106] The
operations that are required for training and prediction can be performed in a very
efficient way which makes this method remarkably fast. [107,108]
An ANN can be used for dimensionality reduction if a certain network architecture
is used which is known as an autoencoder. [104,109–112] An autoencoder ANN usually
has the same number of input and output nodes and an odd number of hidden layers
connected by a standard feedforward pattern as described earlier. A single hidden
layer in the middle of the network has significantly less neurons which introduces
a bottleneck into the network. The autoencoder is then trained to predict a given
input (I1 , I2 , ..., I n ) as output (O1′ , O2′ , ..., On′ ) of the network as accurately as possible.
Due to the introduced bottleneck in the centre, the autoencoder is forced to encode
the n-dimensional input into a low-dimensional (number of bottle neck neurons)
representation, that still contains sufficient information to reconstruct (decode) the
high-dimensional data from the low-dimensional representation.
EncoderMap combines an autoencoder ANN with a sigmoid based pairwisedistance cost contribution (similarly to Sketch-map), which allows to obtain a lowdimensional representation of noisy MD data. [104,113] Since it is based on an ANN,
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EncoderMap can be trained on a much larger data set (up to several million samples),
i.e. no landmarks have to be selected. Such a network, once trained, can be used
to project a huge amount of samples with such an efficiency, that read and write
operations (IO) become the limiting factor. Based on these projections, extensive
characterisation of the represented conformational space can be performed, e.g. by
calculation of free energy landscapes, which then can be used for qualitative but
also quantitative analysis. These landscapes allow for an intuitive identification of
(meta-)stable states, particularly if they depict a few clearly separated states. This
approach fails if it comes to more complex landscapes with numerous (non-obvious)
states.
One mayor goal in the characterisation of MD trajectories is to identify the number
of states and to assign each sampled conformation to a certain state, which is often
termed clustering. In principle, this is done based on a pair-wise similarity measure
between all conformations, which can be pair-wise RMSD values or, since these are
expensive to compute for large data sets, pair-wise distances on the projected 2D
landscape can be used. As dimensionality reduction, clustering is a common task
in data analysis and various methods were developed for different applications in
the past and it is not trivial to determine which is the best clustering algorithm for a
specific problem at hand. [114]
Two commonly used clustering methods for MD trajectory data are K-means [115,116]
and ward [117,118] clustering, which I will briefly introduce to illustrate clustering in
general. The centre-based partitioning algorithm K-means requires the number of
clusters K as input. As an initial cluster assignment, the data set is divided into
K clusters with one cluster member as a cluster centre for each cluster. Cluster
membership and cluster centre identity is then iteratively optimised in a way, that
the total within-cluster sum of square distances between cluster members and the
corresponding cluster centre is minimal. A mayor drawback of this method is that
prior knowledge of the number of clusters is required, which is often not the case and
has to be determined by repeated clustering for different values of K . Alternatively,
the hierarchical, agglomerative ward algorithm can be used. Starting point for this
method is the one-cluster-one-point scenario where each conformation is assigned
to exactly one cluster. From here on, clusters are iteratively merged based on the
criterion that the merge yields a minimum increase in total within-cluster variance.
For the first iteration, this means that pairs of most similar conformations are found
and merged into one cluster. If repeated, this yields a hierarchical linkage tree which
can be analysed to estimate the number of clusters without running the algorithm
again. However, this algorithm is expensive (O(n3 ) in its original implementation)
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Figure 1.6 : HDBSCAN clustering example. A: 700 data points on a two-dimensional
plane distributed in a way to give three areas of high density. B: Minimum spanning tree
determined by HDBSCAN for the point distribution in A. C: Point distribution in A separated
into three clusters (coloured dots) and noise (grey dots) by HDBSCAN clustering with a
minimum cluster size of 52.

and noise is not treated explicitly which can, particularly for the clustering of MD
data, improve the clustering outcome significantly.
A recently developed algorithm, called HDBSCAN, [119,120] which was initially
developed to cluster location based data, turned out to work exceptionally well on
noisy MD data. [121–123] In a first step, relative distances of points in areas with a low
density are increased. This reduces the chance of merging two clusters (regions of
high density or states) which are in spatial proximity but are separated by an area
of low density (activation barrier). In a second step, a minimum spanning tree is
determined which is closely related to the hierarchical tree in ward clustering as
described above (Figure 1.6). This tree has to fulfil the requirements that all points
are connected in a way that removing a single linkage would disconnect the graph,
and that the overall sum of linkage length is minimum. Based on this linkage tree,
beginning at the top, the data is separated into clusters until further splitting would
violate the minimum cluster size criterion which is usually the only parameter which
has to be adjusted for this method.
By combination of these methods (CV selection, dimensionality reduction and
clustering of the low-dimensional data), it is possible to obtain a conformational
characterisation of Ub conjugates from complex MD ensembles. Low-dimensional
(2D) representations from simulations of different Ub chains can be compared directly
to each other to identify (dis)similarities in an intuitive way. At the same time, these
2D maps can be used to link trajectories from simulations on different levels of
resolution, i.e. atomistic and CG. This also allows to relate Ub chain topology and
conformation on a quantitative level by extraction of (meta-)stable conformational
states for differently linked Ub chains of variable length.
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Characterisation of Large Conformational Data Sets
Structure based characterisation is one major goal in the analysis of MD trajectory data.
Descriptors, like distinct distances or angles, are called collective variables
(CVs) and can be used to simplify the conformational representation of a
molecule.
If CVs are insensitive to the position and rotation of a molecule, they are called
internal and can be used directly to compare conformational similarity.
For complex systems the number of CVs, which are required to describe all
important features, can be still very large (many dimensions).
Dimensionality reduction can be used to find a low-dimensional (often 2D)
representation for a high-dimensional phase space.
Sketch-map is a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) based dimensionality reduction technique which was developed for the analysis of MD trajectory data.
EncoderMap combines the idea behind Sketch-map with an artificial neural
network (ANN) and improves the efficiency of dimensionality reduction significantly.
Two-dimensional representations of the conformational space of Ub chains
with different topologies can be used for their investigation.
Grouping of similar conformations from MD trajectory data into distinct states
(clustering) can yield a very detailed model for a system of interest.
HDBSCAN is a hierarchical clustering algorithm which can be used for state
identification in noisy MD trajectory data.
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1.5 Objectives and Overview
One major underlying motivation for the results presented here is the understanding
of the recognition mechanism of Ub chains as a signalling protein which would
contribute to the understanding of cell function in general. Such insights could
facilitate also the development of new therapeutic drugs, such as E1 inhibitors
as cancer therapeutics. [124] Since protein conformation is an important factor for
biological function, investigation of Ub chain behaviour in solution yields valuable
information to the research field of Ub signalling. Such information can be used
to test the hypothesis that linkage position affects the conformational space of Ub
chains, number and stability of relevant states for protein function and nature of
surface exposed to possible binding partners. Furthermore, due to the high resolution
of conformational data obtained from MD one can draw conclusions on the reasons
which determine the formation of these aggregates (states).
The aim of section 2.2 is, to lay the groundwork for the systematic characterisation
of the conformational space of Ub chains. To obtain a reliable data set, MD simulations of all eight Ub dimers are performed on two different levels of resolution,
i.e CG and atomistic. This data set is analysed and validated by a combination of
methods, which are developed or adjusted specifically for the characterisation of
diUb conformation. The large scale CG simulation results are validated by carrying
out additional atomistic simulations in a dual-scale back-mapping based scheme.
Furthermore, protein-protein interfaces and the conformational landscapes of diUb
are characterised and the linkage type dependent properties of diUb in solution,
such as interface stability and character of contacts between the Ub subunits, are
investigated.
Based on the results presented in section 2.2, in section 2.3 two most unlike diUb
linkage types (K11 and K27) are selected and conformation and dynamics of these
dimers are investigated, based on NMR measurements, that are conducted by Tobias
Schneider in the group of Prof. Michael Kovermann. This data is used to further
validate simulation results and to obtain an ensemble of domain-domain conformations for each of these two linkage types to verify and interpret the experimental
data from the NMR measurements.
The conformational data set of Ub-Ub aggregation is extended by CG simulations
of two unlinked Ub proteins in section 2.4. Based on these additional simulations,
and on the analysis framework developed in section 2.2, non-covalent dimerisation of
Ub is characterised and it is studied how introduction of a covalent bond at different
positions alters this process.
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Finally, in section 2.5, exceedingly large high-dimensional data sets of ubiquitin
trimer (triUb) are tackled. Therefore, the previously used MDS based dimensionality
reduction technique Sketch-Map is replaced by a more efficient ANN based algorithm
(EncoderMap). Furthermore, the analysis framework is extended by density based
clustering to improve state detection significantly. Using this improved analysis
framework, a detailed protein-protein interaction model for two unlinked Ub proteins
is obtained as a basis for further investigation. It is shown, how the interaction pattern
is altered in Ub oligomers (diUb and triUb) by the introduction of a covalent linkage
and how they are affected by the Ub chain length. Last of all, the characterisation
of Ub chain conformation is extended to three subunits and by comparison of triUb
simulations with reference data of three unlinked Ub, the overall conformation of Ub
trimers is studied.
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Abstract
Covalent modification of proteins by ubiquitin or ubiquitin chains is one of the most prevalent
post-translational modifications in eukaryotes. Different types of ubiquitin chains are
assumed to selectively signal respectively modified proteins for different fates. In support of
this hypothesis, structural studies have shown that the eight possible ubiquitin dimers adopt
different conformations. However, at least in some cases, these structures cannot sufficiently explain the molecular basis of the selective signaling mechanisms. This indicates
that the available structures represent only a few distinct conformations within the entire
conformational space adopted by a ubiquitin dimer. Here, molecular simulations on different
levels of resolution can complement the structural information. We have combined exhaustive coarse grained and atomistic simulations of all eight possible ubiquitin dimers with a
suitable dimensionality reduction technique and a new method to characterize protein-protein interfaces and the conformational landscape of protein conjugates. We found that ubiquitin dimers exhibit characteristic linkage type-dependent properties in solution, such as
interface stability and the character of contacts between the subunits, which can be directly
correlated with experimentally observed linkage-specific properties.

Author summary
Post-translational modification of proteins by covalent attachment of ubiquitin is a key
cellular process, regulating for example the fate and recycling of proteins. We present a
new method to combine multiscale simulation with advanced analysis methods to characterize the states of ubiquitin-ubiquitin conjugates. We found that the linkage position
affects the conformational space of ubiquitin dimers, determining the number and stability of relevant states, the character of subunit contacts and the nature of the surface
exposed to possible binding partners.
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Introduction
Ubiquitylation is a selective process mediated by a complex enzymatic cascade and involved
in the regulation of many cellular processes [1]. Usually, ubiquitin (Ub) is covalently
attached to substrate proteins via isopeptide bond formation between its C-terminal carboxylate group and the �-amino group of a substrate’s lysine residue. Since Ub itself contains
seven lysine residues and each of these as well as the N-terminal α-amino group can be ubiquitylated, substrate proteins can either be mono-ubiquitylated or modified by an in principle sheer unlimited number of different types of Ub polymers (Ub chains) [2]. Homotypic
Ub chains, i.e. within one chain Ub moieties are linked via the same lysine residue or via the
N-terminal methionine, are the best understood chain types with respect to structure and
function [3]. For example, in a simplified view, K48-linked Ub chains target proteins to the
26S proteasome for degradation, while K63-linked chains signal modified proteins for nonproteolytic fates. The “Ub code”, i.e. the relation between the linkage type and the fate of the
modified protein, is presumably mediated by different conformations of differently linked
Ub chains [4]. The latter are in turn recognized by proteins harboring Ub binding domains
(UBDs) that show either relative or absolute selectivity for different linkage types and determine the eventual cellular signal [5].
Due to their functional and physiological relevance, Ub chains and, in particular, Ub dimers
have been a popular object for structural analysis by X-ray crystallography [6–9] and NMR
spectroscopy [10–16]. The data clearly indicate that Ub dimers adopt different stable conformations that vary in their extent of inter-domain contacts. However, the structures available
represent a subset of the entire conformation space that can be occupied by individual Ub
dimers. The hydrophobic patch, as an example, that was reported to serve as an interaction hot
spot for K48-linked chains, is apparently not accessible in various structures that were determined for this linkage type [17]. Consequently, additional efforts are required to elucidate the
entire conformational ensemble of Ub dimers and, thus, the Ub code [18].
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is ideally suited to complement experimental data
and to provide novel insights into properties of Ub dimers, like the nature and thermodynamic
stability of distinct conformations in solution. Although Ub was in the focus of several computational studies, the full conformational space of Ub dimers has not been described by MD
simulations so far [19–21]. Due to the computational cost of atomistic sampling, the equilibrium between different conformations is hardly accessible by standard atomistic MD techniques for a system of that size. A common method to overcome time and size limitations of
atomistic MD simulations is coarse graining (CG) [22–25]. By uniting several atoms into one
bead, the number of degrees of freedom can be drastically reduced (Fig 1A). Additional
speedup is gained from softer potentials which allow larger time-steps and faster effective
kinetics. On the downside, reduction of resolution inevitably limits the capability of a CG
model to correctly reproduce all properties of a system. Therefore, in the present study, we
pursued a dual-scale approach that takes advantage of CG and atomistic levels of resolution to
simulate all 8 natively linked Ub dimers [26, 27]. Thus, we managed to sample the conformational phase space of each dimer on the timescale of 120 μs. We introduce a new method to
characterize and compare conformational free-energy landscapes of protein conjugates. This
enabled us to systematically connect simulations on different resolution levels and to provide a
quantitative measure for the similarity of differently linked Ub dimers (diUbs). We obtained a
reliable atomistic description of their respective conformational characteristic which is in good
accordance to known experimental data and can serve as an explanation for linkage-specific
biological function.
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Fig 1. Ubiquitin dimers. (A) Proximal subunit linked via K48 to C terminus of distal subunit. Left: atomistic representation (gray: backbone atoms,
brown: side-chains atoms, blue: lysine residues, i.e. alternative linkage positions, on proximal chain). Middle: cartoon representation of secondary
structure. Right: coarse grained (CG) representation including supportive elastic network. (B) Residue-wise minimum distance (RMD in nm) for a
K48-linked diUb structure. Residues are colored according to RMD (nm) values shown in diagram. (C) Sketch-map projection of all CG simulation
structures (all linkage types). Coloring according to center of geometry distance between Ub subunits. Labels according to the linkage type illustrate
conformational characteristics of certain map regions.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589.g001

Results
Characterization of diUb structures
Key to the identification of conformational states is finding suitable collective variables (CVs)
that capture the characteristic features of a system. Since the number of CVs is often very
large, dimensionality reduction techniques are applied that allow the data to be projected into
a two or three dimensional representation for visualization and further interpretation [28]. For
the characterization and comparison of diUbs, we identified a high-dimensional (144D) set of
CVs that describe the multi-domain structure by internal coordinates between the two Ub
moieties and projected these data to a 2D representation to obtain estimates of the free-energy
landscape.
Collective variables. To qualify as suitable descriptors in this study, CVs had to meet the
following requirements: They (1) are capable of describing structures from both atomistic and
CG simulations, i.e. rely on coordinates which are present in both models, (2) contain information about the relative positioning of the two subunits in diUb, and (3) allow a comparison
of differently-linked diUbs. We defined Residue-wise Minimum Distances (RMDs) which fulfill these criteria: A given diUb structure (consisting of two Ub moieties of 72 amino acid residues each; the highly flexible residues 73-76 of Ub were not considered) is described by a
vector of 144 minimum distances between the two subunits. More specifically, for each of the
72 Cα atoms in the distal moiety the minimum distance to the Cα atoms in the proximal moiety is calculated and vice versa (see Fig 1B and S1 Text for a more detailed explanation). Note
that focusing on the Cα atoms, which correspond to backbone beads in the CG model, allows a
seamless linking between the CG and atomistic levels of representation. We found that this
RMD vector well embodies the relevant information about the distance and the relative orientation between the domains and serves as an ideal basis for dimensionality reduction and conformational clustering.
Sketch-map. To obtain comprehensible low dimensional representations of the simulated
data, we used a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) approach called sketch-map [28–30]. This
method is very well suited to project a highly nonlinear conformational space by iteratively
minimizing a nonlinear fit function and by focusing on the intermediate range of distances
between data points. Importantly, sketch-map can be very efficiently used for very large sets of
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simulated data: the main minimization procedure is applied to a subset of representative data
points (landmarks). All other points are projected based on their relative positions to those
landmarks.
To illustrate the effect of using sketch map on the RMD CVs of diUb, CG simulations of all
linkage types were projected into one graph (for further details on sketch-map algorithm and
projection see S1 Text). The resulting sketch-map (Fig 1C) has a circular shape and—quite
exceptionally for a nonlinear MDS procedure—allows a physical interpretation of the datapoint positions and an assignment of structural characteristics to certain regions: compact
structures (with a low center of geometry distance between the domains) are found in the center of the map, while open structures lie in the outer region. Structures, where the two domains
are interacting via the β-sheets of the Ub monomers, appear on the left side, while those interacting via the α-helices are on the right. Thus, we have obtained a physically interpretable landscape of diUb conformations based on which we can now not only cluster simulated structures
but even compare and classify the behavior of differently linked chains.

Conformational sampling
Coarse grained simulations. CG simulations were performed with a modified MARTINI
force field. They were started from two different open initial conformations for each diUb
linkage type (S2 Fig), which had been constructed by covalently linking two Ub monomers
(PDB-ID: 1UBQ). From each of those 16 initial conformations, six independent runs with different initial velocities were performed for 10 μs, resulting in a total CG simulation time of 960
μs (not accounting for the additional speed-up of CG kinetics by a factor of 4-8 compared to
atomistic simulations [24]). In contrast to comparable atomistic ones, the CG simulations
were able to visit repeatedly different conformations and escape local free-energy minima (S3
Fig). Thus, despite the fact that even this extensive CG sampling is not yet fully converged, the
Boltzmann inverted probability density (−kT ln(p)) in the 2D sketch map projection described
above can serve as a rough estimate for the free energy landscape of diUb conformations.
Fig 2 shows the space visited by the differently linked diUbs. All linkage types exhibit several
local minima in the conformational free-energy landscape in areas denoting compact structures (black points in Fig 2, insets show the values of the depths of the indicated minima). The
number, spatial extension and relative depth of the basins in the conformational landscape can
be used for a qualitative comparison with experimental ensemble data. These had shown that
most diUbs indeed constitute a highly dynamic ensemble of structures with transient noncovalent contacts between the Ub subunits—with the notable exception of K48- and K6-linked
diUb [15]. This is in good qualitative agreement with the behavior found in the simulations, as
will be analysed in more detail below. A qualitative visual inspection of the visited areas of the
landscape yields—not unexpectedly—large similarities for linkage types that are located in
close proximity on the Ub surface, such as K6 and K11, K29 and K33, or K63 and M1. Notably,
K27-linked diUb stands out. In particular, it differs significantly from K29- and K33-linked
diUb—in spite of the sequence proximity—which is in good agreement with experimental
observations [16, 31]. A more quantitative comparison of the linkages is presented below.
Atomistic simulations. Atomistic simulations were performed with two types of initial
structures: (1) twelve simulations per linkage type were started from the same open conformations as the CG simulations (but with a runtime of 50 ns each) which results in a total simulation time of 4.8 μs; (2) from CG conformations that were backmapped to the atomistic level
following ref. [32] (the backmapped structures are shown in S4 Fig). In the latter case, structures were extracted from the four lowest free energy minima of the CG landscapes of each
linkage type and simulated for 10 ns each, additionally 10 structures were selected randomly
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Fig 2. Conformational landscapes of diUb. Sketch-map projected RMD data. Black circular shapes: rim of combined
landscape of all linkage types (Fig 1C). Colored maps: Boltzmann-inverted probability distributions from CG simulations of
individual linkage types. Black points: five lowest free-energy minima (respective energies shown in insets).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589.g002

around each of those minima (simulated for 3 ns each) which sums up to *1.3 μs simulation
time for the backmapped structures. Note that the overall computational effort spent on the
atomistic simulations was comparable to that for the CG ones.
All atomistic simulations were projected into the respective CG free energy landscapes
(blue dots in outer panels in Fig 3 and S5 Fig). Naturally, the timescale limitations and the
local trapping in metastable states hinders the atomistic sampling which does not completely
cover the entire landscape found in the CG simulations. Nevertheless, the overall agreement
between the atomistic and the CG sampling is remarkable. The general outline of the areas
covered by the free atomistic and CG simulations is very similar. Often the free atomistic simulations get arrested in metastable states before they reach the minima found by the CG models.
Validation of these stable structures was therefore done via backmapping. Insets in Fig 3 show

Fig 3. Comparison of atomistic and CG simulations. Colored heatmaps in center: CG energy landscapes of K48- and
K63-linked diUb (as in Fig 2). Outer panels: CG data in gray scale with data from atomistic simulations from open
initial conformations superimposed as blue dots. Red points: experimental PDB structures. Bottom insets: Zoom with
data from atomistic simulations started from back-mapped CG structures as blue dots (violet points: initial structures).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589.g003
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that atomistic simulations for K48- and K63-linked diUb, which had been started from backmapped CG structures, do not leave the low-free energy areas of the CG model. In some cases,
even the shape of the CG basins is reproduced. A similar agreement is found for the other linkage types (S5 Fig). Further validation of the simulated conformational space is provided by
comparison with experimental diUb structures. For K48-linked diUb, CG simulations found a
low energy basin (see also S4 Fig) which is very close to the X-Ray structure (PDB-ID: 1AAR)
and two NMR structures (PDB-ID: 2BGF, 2PEA). Other experimental structures of K48- and
K63-linked diUb (determined under different experimental conditions) lie in regions that had
been visited by the CG model, albeit at the border of the simulated landscapes.

Interpretation of linkage-dependent properties
In the following, we present a more detailed analysis of the conformational space visited by the
diUb, with the aim to better understand the differences and similarities between the linkages,
identify linkage-dependent surface properties of the chains, and relate them to experimental
data.
Comparison of projections. As a first step, we aimed for a quantitative comparison of the
2D projections of the conformational landscapes. To this end, we tested several metrics that
have been developed to assess the similarity of distributions and found that the so-called Earth
Mover Distance (EMD) [33–36], widely used in the computer vision and image retrieval community, was particularly well suited for the 2D landscapes (for a detailed description, see S1
Text). The EMD values between all projections in Fig 2 are shown in Fig 4A. A low EMD value
indicates a particularly high degree of conformational similarity between two linkages, as is the
case for K6 and K11, or K63 and M1, while, in contrast, the conformational landscapes of
K11- and K27-linked diUb are very dissimilar (Fig 4B). The similarity/dissimilarity of all linkage types was visualized by arranging them according to their respective pairwise EMDs (again
by employing a multi-dimensional scaling technique, see S1 Text). The result of this analysis
(Fig 4C) confirms what had already been proposed upon visual inspection of Fig 2. K27, K48,
and the K6/K11 pair are positioned in the outer regions of the graph, i.e. they stand out with
conformational landscapes that are quite dissimilar to each other. The remaining linkage types
(M1/K63 and K29/K33) are positioned more centrally, i.e. they share certain structural features
with other linkages. Interestingly, these similarities/dissimilarities correlate well with recent
proteomics studies. It was shown, for example, that K27-linked diUb binds to a set of proteins
that differs from that binding to K29- and K33-linked diUb [31]. Similarly, K27-and
K48-linked diUb bind to different proteins [37], although results obtained in vitro indicate
that they may also share common interaction partners [16].
The interdomain interface. Next, we used the simulation data to obtain a molecular view
on the the conformational (dis)similarities found in the mathematical analysis and relate them
to linkage type specificity. As shown in Fig 1C, the position on the sketch-map projection can
be connected to structural characteristics of the relative position of the two Ub subunits and
consequently the part of the surface through which they are interacting. Analysis of the solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) can provide insight into the nature of the contacts between the
Ub subunits. The interface surface area
SAinterface ¼ SASAdistal þ SASAproximal

SASAdiUb

ð1Þ

can be separated into apolar (a-SA) and polar (p-SA) contributions. Fig 5A shows the diUb
landscape which was colored according to the polarity of the SAinterface of the respective structures. Areas, where the a-SA or p-SA values are high, e.g. where the interface between the distal
and proximal domain is dominated by either hydrophobic or polar contacts, are to some extent

PLOS Computational Biology | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589 November 16, 2018
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Fig 4. Comparison of 2D projections. (A) Normalized earth mover distances (EMDs) between all projections in Fig 2
(i.e. all linker types). (B) Comparison of conformational landscapes to illustrate the EMD metric: all CG simulations
(black); K11- and K27-linked diUb (pink and violet; EMD of 1.0). (C) 2D arrangement of linkage types based on their
pairwise EMDs (i.e. according to (dis)similarity).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589.g004

separated on the landscape. Comparison with landscapes of certain linkage types (Fig 2) shows
that the character of the interface in diUb depends on the linkage position. For example, the
landscape sampled by K48-linked diUb coincides with regions in Fig 5A with predominantly
apolar contacts between the subunits. In Fig 5B, the interface character is indicated for each
linkage type on the left hand side of the circles (which were positioned as in Fig 4C; the size of
blue and red areas corresponds to average a-SA and p-SA values; for details, see S1 Text).

Fig 5. Characteristics of contact interface between Ub subunits from CG simulations. (A) Mean interface surface area between distal and proximal
chain on sketch-map projection divided in polar and apolar parts. (B) Circles positioned as in Fig 4C. Left half of circles show interface character, e.g.
K27 has the most polar, K6 and K48 the most apolar interface. Right half of circles shows the accessibility of four known interaction patches on the
distal and proximal chain. (C) Interaction patches of Ub.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589.g005
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While K6- and K48-linked diUb form hydrophobic contacts, the inter-domain contacts are
mostly polar in K27-linked diUb. The other linkage types lie in between these extreme cases.
In the past, certain regions, so called patches, on the Ub surface were reported, which play
an important role in the recognition by proteins harboring ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs)
and which eventually determine the fate of proteins modified by different types of Ub chains
[4]. Therefore, it was proposed that the linkage-dependent (in)accessibility of those areas may
be a reason for UBD specificity for certain Ub chains. We determined the accessibility of four
known Ub patches (Ile44-, Ile36-, Phe4-patch as well as the TEK box [4]) on the simulated
diUb structures by comparing their SASA with that in Ub monomers (for details see S1 Text).
The right hand side of the circles in Fig 5B shows the obtained patch accessibility estimates for
each Ub subunit in all diUbs. Patch accessibility on the distal Ub is comparable for all linkages
(except for the distal hydrophobic patches Ile44 and Ile36, which are covered slightly more in
K6-, K11- and K48-linked diUb). This limited linkage dependence is not surprising since the
distal Ub is connected via its C-terminus, and not a lysine residue. Patch accessibility on the
proximal Ub depends more strongly on the linkage position. For K48-linked diUb, the patch
coverage is very similar on the distal and proximal subunits, which agrees well with the highly
symmetric dimer found in the crystal structure [6]. The Phe4-patch and the TEK-Box are highly
covered on the K29- and K33-linked proximal Ub. In M1-, K63- and K27-linked diUb, all
patches are covered only moderately. Note that accessibility of individual patches is probably
not the only determinant in selective Ub chain recognition, the relative spatial arrangement of
several patches on different monomers may also be important. The simulated conformational
ensembles now offer the opportunity to search for structures (sub-ensembles) which present
the patches in certain arrangements for conformational selection and binding.
Residue-wise accessibility. Quantitated differences in chemical shifts (CSP) from NMR
experiments have been interpreted as an indicator how much a certain residue in one Ub subunit is affected by the proximity of the second Ub in the dimer [15]. For comparison with
these data, we calculated from the MD simulations the mean loss of SASA for each residue in
one Ub subunit due to the presence of the second Ub (ΔSASA), as a measure which residues of
diUb are involved in inter-domain contacts. In Fig 6 the residue-wise ΔSASA values from the
CG simulations are presented alongside the CSP values from Castaneda et al. [15], displaying a
remarkable correlation for all differently-linked diUbs (though slightly less for K27)—in spite
of the methodological differences, by which these data sets were procured. Shaded areas in Fig
6 indicate regions were ΔSASA is low, i.e. which are accessible to solvent (or potential interaction partners). As already seen for the patches (Fig 5B), the change in solvent accessibility of
the distal Ub is similar for all linkage types. This is different for the proximal Ub, where the
surface accessibility is significantly affected by the linkage type. The high correlation with the
experimental CSP data gives further credibility to the simulation ensemble.

Discussion
By the use of dual-scale MD simulations and a detailed mathematical analysis of the thus
obtained conformational ensembles, we obtained insights into the properties of differently
linked Ub dimers in solution.
Residue-wise minimum distances turned out to be suitable CVs to represent the conformational space of diUb, in particular with a sketch-map projection into a 2D free energy landscape. We showed that this allows an intuitive examination of the conformational space, as
well as qualitative and quantitative assessment of the (dis)similarities of different linkage types.
In the present case, we were able to validate data that were obtained from a CG force field with
atomistic simulations and compare all native diUb types. This newly developed approach for
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Fig 6. Residue-wise ΔSASA values (black bars, top) compared to NMR data (blue bars, bottom). ΔSASA calculated
from CG simulations show the mean loss of accessibility for each residue and therefore the extent of interaction inside
the dimer (error bars were estimated from the variance of ΔSASA for the 12 independent simulations for each linkage
type). Chemical shift differences (CSP) between the distal (left) or proximal (right) Ub units in the dimer and the
monomeric Ub from [15] made available by D. Fushman (no experimental data is available for M1-linked dimers).
Shaded areas show regions with low ΔSASA values indicating potential interaction faces for diUb recognition. Red
arrows indicate linkage position. Note that high CSP values can in part also originate from chemical modification of
the lysine side chain on the proximal subunit and the C-terminus on the distal subunit [15].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006589.g006

diUb should be more generally applicable to other problems where domains perform complex
movements relative to each other.
For diUb, we found that the character of inter-domain contacts depends strongly on the
linkage position. Thus, the surface of Ub, which is accessible for contacts with interaction
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partners, is altered by ubiquitylation, particularly on the proximal monomer. However, some
diUb show very similar behaviour, e.g. K6 and K11 or K29 and K33, which is in agreement
with experimental results and confirms the redundant character of the ubiquitin code [15].
Coverage of distal residues is comparable for all linkage types. We therefore conclude that the
most distal Ub in a Ub chain makes the least contribution to specificity. Hence, the proximal
Ub, which is ubiquitylated itself, holds the major information about the actual function of the
respective chain type. This provides a hint why sometimes a certain minimum Ub chain length
is required for recognition by UBDs [38]. It may also indicate that deubiquitylating enzymes,
which perform distal trimming of Ub chains [39], have to bind to at least two of the very last
subunits of a chain to obtain linkage type specificity. In the future, it will be highly interesting
to study the behavior of Ub moieties, which are in the interior of a longer chain and consequently should display a mixture of unspecific distal and specific proximal properties. This will
extend our knowledge about relevant patterns underlying the Ub code. Work provided here
opens up a whole realm of possible applications to questions related to protein-protein interactions inside as well as outside of the Ub signaling system.

Materials and methods
MD simulations
All simulations were performed with the GROMACS simulation package v5 [40]. Temperature
and pressure were kept at 300 K and 1 bar using the velocity rescaling thermostat and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat, respectively. The Verlet cut-off scheme was applied. The LINKS
algorithm was used to constrain all bonds. The default md (leap-frog) integrator was used.
All open initial conformations of diUb were constructed from two Ub units (PDB-ID:
1UBQ) by placing the Ub moieties next to each other so that the C-terminal distal carboxyl
group and the proximal lysine side chain were closer than 0.3 nm. For each linkage type, a second conformation was generated. For this, the relative orientation between the distal and proximal Ub was altered. For all simulations, diUb was placed in a 10×10×10 nm dodecahedron
box to avoid interactions between periodic copies. All structures were relaxed by energy minimization before and after solvation. Solvated systems were equilibrated in three short runs of
200 ps: (1) under constant temperature (NVT) with a position restrained backbone; (2) under
constant temperature and pressure (NPT) with a position restrained backbone; (3) NPT without any position restrains.

Atomistic simulations
For atomistic MD simulations, the GROMOS96 54a7 force field [41] with the SPC/E water
model was used. The integration time step was 2 fs with a cut-off for short range van der
Waals interactions of 1.4 nm. Electrostatics were treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald scheme
with a 1.4 nm cut-off. Coarse grained diUb structures, which were used for atomistic simulations, were back-mapped with BACKWARD [32].
The force field had to be complemented to enable the simulation of covalently linked
dimers via an isopeptide bond. The respective parameters were chosen in analogy to the regular peptide bond of the force field.

Coarse grained simulations
The MARTINI force field v2.2 [42, 43] was used as basis for all CG simulations. The MARTINI
non polarizable coarse grained water was used as solvent. A 10 fs time step could be used due
to the soft elastic network potentials. The cut-off distance for short range van der Waals
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interactions was set to 1.1 nm and electrostatics were treated by the reaction field method with
a cut-off distance of 1.1 nm and a dielectric constant of 15.
For nonbonded interactions a modified MARTINI parameter set where all protein-water
kJ
interactions are increased by 0.35 mol
was used (kindly provided by D. H. de Jong, University of
Muenster, personal communication). Structure and topology input files for CG simulations
were created with the martinize script, v2.4 available at the MARTINI project website. For construction of topologies of diUb, this script was modified and functionality for a formation of
an isopeptide bond was added. All coarse grained simulations were performed using the
ELNEDIN force field [44] for bonded interactions. The MARTINI ff was adapted to describe
the structural and dynamic properties of diUb as accurate as possible. This was achieved in
three steps. Firstly, by parametrization of an isopeptide linker, which is not available in MARTINI. Secondly, by determination of a favorable secondary structure in solution for assignment of the strength of non-bonded backbone interactions. For further details please see S1
Text. Finally, a supportive network was derived to reproduce the intrinsic dynamic properties
of Ub correctly. The Iteratively-refined Distance-based Elastic Network (IDEN) method [45]
was used to obtain a supportive network. This approach requires an ensemble of reference
conformations which was composed from atomistically simulated structures and already used
for secondary structure determination. Best results were achieved using a maximum bond diskJ
tance of 1.0 nm and an initial force constant of 800 mol
. Pseudobonds were excluded by a variance threshold of 0.015 nm and explicitly included by a covariance threshold of 0.7 nm.
Refinement against distance variance differences was achieved using 50 ns long reference simulations with a scaling factor of 4000 over 30 iteration steps. Pseudobonds with a final force
kJ
constant of 1 mol
or lower were removed from the topology to prevent cut-off errors and thus
terminations in subsequent simulations.

Sketch-map
Sketch-map v3.0 was used. RMD values were computed every 100 ps and 10 ps from CG and
atomistic simulations, respectively. Based on the high-dimensional distance distribution of CG
data, the sigmoid function parameters σ = 5.9, A = 12, B = 4, a = 2, b = 4 were chosen. Landmarks (N = 2000) were selected from CG simulations only (S1 Fig). This selection was done
randomly in combination with the minmax option with γ = 0.1. For further details please see
the Results section and S1 Text.

Supporting information
S1 Text. Supplementary information. This file contains further details about the coarse
grained simulation setup and data analysis which were performed to produce the figures.
(PDF)
S1 Fig. Sketch-map landmarks. Conformations (N = 2000) were selected from CG simulations as landmarks for Sketch-map (red points), after 10 steps of optimization. Contour of
landscape of all Ub dimers as black line.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Initial conformations of diUb used for CG and atomistic simulations. Open dimers
were constructed from two monomers and positioned in a way that an iso-peptide bond can
be formed.
(TIF)
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S3 Fig. Center of geometry distance of all CG simulations. Distance between Ub moieties
inside a dimer as a function of time, separated by linkage type. Tendency to form stable aggregates is linkage dependent.
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Structures obtained from low energy areas of CG simulations. CG structures were
back-mapped as described in SI text to obtain an atomistic representation. The distal Ub subunit is always at the bottom. Secondary structure motives are colored in yellow (β-sheet) and
purple (α-helix). Hydrophobic patch is shown as blue spheres on both subunits.
(TIF)
S5 Fig. Comparison of atomistic and CG simulations. Free-energy landscapes of diUb as colored heatmaps in the middle. Same heatmaps are shown in gray scale on the outer part of the
figure. Data from atomistic simulations which were started from open conformations are
shown as blue points. Zoomed insets with atomistic simulations started from back-mapped
CG structures shown as blue points (start of simulations as violet points).
(TIF)
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Coarse Grained Simulations
Equilibrium bond lengths and angles for the linkage were obtained from previously performed atomistic
simulations of Ub dimers (Tab A). The way of uniting atoms was not changed compared to the initial
mapping in MARTINI. Hence, the linkage consists of 4 beads. Furthermore, types of the CG beads were
changed to represent the properties of an isopepdide bond. Therefore, types were chosen with mostly
polar character as they are assigned in MARTINI to back bone beads without secondary structure. All
charges of linkage beads were set to zero.
Tab A. Parameters for a coarse grained isopeptide linkage. Equilibrium distances and angles
were calculated from distributions in atomistic simulations. Force constants were adapted from usual
values in MARTINI.

Gly76 BB

SC1

SC2

Beads
Type
Bonds
r0 (nm)
kJ
)
k ( mol
Angles
α0
kJ
k ( mol
)

BB76
P4
1
0.302
I
136

Lys

BB

SC2
SC1
P4
C4
2
3
0.289
0.260
150 000
II
III
138
145
40

A representative set of Ub conformations from atomistic simulations was used to determine the most
common secondary structure and hence assignment of backbone types for non-bonded interactions.
Secondary structure dump as provided by GROMACS:
1
~EEEEE~TTS
40
EEEEETTEE~

10
~EEEEE~~TT
50
~TT~BTTTTT

20
~BHHHHHHHH
60
~~SS~EEEEE

30
HHHS~~~TTT
70
E~~~~~

1/5
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Collective Variables
Residue-wise minimum distances (RMD)
The RMD were calculated with the GROMACS module mindist. For two domains A and B with
A = (a1 , a2 , ..., an ) and B = (b1 , b2 , ..., bm ), where ai and bj are positions of Cα atoms or backbone
beads, computation of pair-wise distances dai ,bj gives a n × m matrix DA,B
x1


DA,B

y1 da1 ,b1

.
= ... 
 ..
yn dan ,b1

...
...
..
.
...

xm

da1 ,bm

.. 
. 
dan ,bm

with xj representing the columns and yi the rows of the matrix. The RMD results from row- and
column-wise minima in a n + m vector
RM DA,B = (min(y1 ), ..., min(yn ), min(x1 ), ..., min(xm ))
The number of CVs and hence dimensionality of data is reduced drastically (from n × m to n + m). A
full set of pairwise distances, in fact, would be able to describe the relative position of selected atoms
with almost no information loss. However, for systems, as in the present case, where large sets of atoms
(domains) perform correlated motions, pairwise distances will be highly correlated as well. Compared to
an n × m matrix of all pairwise distances between n atoms in domain A and m atoms in domain B, the
dimensionality is reduced to an n + m vector. RMD still contains information on how the Ub moieties
are oriented relative to each other and if they are in contact at all. This data is still correlated to some
degree but this is handled by sketch-map.

Sketch-map
Sketch-map [1, 2] was shown to be able to project a highly nonlinear conformational space by iteratively
minimizing the nonlinear fit function
X
2
χ2 =
[s(Rij , A, B) − s(rij , a, b)]
(1)
i6=j

and by focusing only on the intermediate distances between points in low and high dimensional spaces
applying the sigmoid function
s(rij , a, b) = 1 − (1 + (2a/b − 1)(rij /σ)a )−b/a ,

(2)

where Rij , rij are dissimilarities (e.g. Euclidean distances) between points in high- and low-dimensions,
respectively. The parameters σ, A, B, a, b are chosen by analyzing the distance distribution between
high-dimensional points.

Free Energy Landscapes
Free energy landscapes of CG simulations were calculated from 2D distributions (obtained with
Sketch-map) by binning with a grid size of 0.3×0.3 (sketch-map 2D distance) and subsequent Boltzmann
inversion
∆Gbin = −kB · T · NA · log(pbin )
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is 300 K, NA is the Avogadro constant and pbin is the binned
probability distribution. To obtain smoother landscapes a gaussian filter with a radius of 0.6 was
applied.
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Tab B. Surface area in nm2 of interface between distal and proximal
to show the interface character in Fig. 5B, left half of circles.
SAinterface
m1
k6 k11 k27 k29 k33 k48
apolar
4.82 7.26 6.48 3.99 4.85 4.98 7.24
polar
0.78 0.82 0.81 1.60 1.32 1.16 0.96

chain. Values were used
k63
5.31
1.06

Earth Mover Distance
For comparison of 2D distributions, we needed to choose an appropriate measure that is metric
(satisfying the three requirements of a metric, i.e. non-negativity, symmetry, and triangular inequality)
and desirably not sensitive to the correspondence between bins index and size. The Earth Mover
Distance (EMD) [3–6] widely used in the computer vision and image retrieval community satisfies all
those requirements.
EMD, also known as the Mallows or Wasserstein distance in statistical literature, is a solution to the
transportation problem, where one minimizes costs that must be paid to transform one distribution into
the other. One can imagine the distributions as piles of sand, where each grain of sand is a projection of
an observed structure. To quantify the difference between two distributions, we measure how far the
grains of sand have to be moved so that the two distributions coincide exactly. EMD is the minimal
total ground distance traveled weighted by the amount of sand moved. For the formal definition, see
e.g. [3–6]. The disadvantage of EMD is the computational complexity O(n3 log n), where n is a number
of bins. Here we applied the fast approximations, proposed in [4, 5], which is an order of magnitude
faster than the original algorithm.
Due to the computational cost, distributions for comparison with the EMD algorithm were computed
with a bin size of 1.0×1.0 (sketch-map 2D distance) using the implementation of emd in python1 .

Positioning in 2D based on EMD
To give an illustration to the relative positions of the projections we optimally positioned them in 2D
space using metric multi-dimensional scaling2 and normalized (between 0 and 1) EMDs.
Surface Area
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was calculated using the double cube lattice method [7], as is
implemented in the GROMOS analysis package sasa with a probe size of 0.14 nm every 100 ps. The
interface character was determined from the interface surface
SAinterface = SASAdistal + SASAproximal − SASAdiUb

(3)

which was divided in polar and apolar regions based on the charge of the bead: Atoms/beads which
have a partial charge between -0.2 and 0.2 e were considered apolar, consequently the rest was
considered polar (Tab B). Patch accessibility was calculated as the relative surface area of a patch inside
the dimer compared to its mean area in a reference simulation of mono Ub (Tab C).

Other Software
Structures were visualized with pymol v1.7.2.1. Figures were created with the python package matplotlib
v2.1.

1 https://github.com/wmayner/pyemd
2 We

used python implementation from the package sklearn.manifold.MDS
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Tab C. Mean SASA of patches on Ub in nm2 . Comparison between area obtained from mono Ub
reference simulation and patch area calculated from diUb simulations.
Ile44 Ile36 Phe4 TEK Ile44 Ile36 Phe4 TEK
mono Ub
2.16
2.31
2.52
5.03
2.16
2.31
2.52
5.03
diUb
distal
proximal
M1
1.73
2.08
2.58
4.77
2.16
2.33
2.50
4.54
K6
1.53
1.83
2.55
4.73
1.74
2.03
2.50
4.01
1.67
2.05
2.55
4.75
1.68
2.00
2.46
3.84
K11
K27
1.94
2.21
2.56
4.80
2.13
2.29
2.57
4.55
K29
1.88
2.19
2.55
4.86
2.13
2.31
2.11
4.07
K33
1.87
2.18
2.54
4.85
2.13
2.32
1.99
3.78
K48
1.59
2.01
2.53
4.62
1.84
2.20
2.54
4.30
1.79
2.15
2.53
4.70
2.15
2.33
2.39
4.35
K63
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Figure S1 : Sketch-map landmarks. Conformations (N = 2000) were selected from CG
simulations as landmarks for Sketch-map (red points), after 10 steps of optimization. Contour
of landscape of all Ub dimers as black line.
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Figure S2 : Initial conformations of diUb used for CG and atomistic simulations.
Open dimers were constructed from two monomers and positioned in a way that an iso-peptide
bond can be formed.
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Figure S3 : Center of geometry distance of all CG simulations. Distance between Ub
moieties inside a dimer as a function of time, separated by linkage type. Tendency to form
stable aggregates is linkage dependent.
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Figure S4 : Structures obtained from low energy areas of CG simulations. CG
structures were back-mapped as described in SI text to obtain an atomistic representation.
The distal Ub subunit is always at the bottom. Secondary structure motives are colored in
yellow (β -sheet) and purple (α-helix). Hydrophobic patch is shown as blue spheres on both
subunits.
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Figure S5 : Comparison of atomistic and CG simulations. Free-energy landscapes
of diUb as colored heatmaps in the middle. Same heatmaps are shown in gray scale on
the outer part of the figure. Data from atomistic simulations which were started from open
conformations are shown as blue points. Zoomed insets with atomistic simulations started
from back-mapped CG structures shown as blue points (start of simulations as violet points).
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Conformational and functional
characterization of artificially
conjugated non-canonical ubiquitin
dimers
Tobias Schneider1,3, Andrej Berg1,3, Zeynel Ulusoy2,3, Martin Gamerdinger2,3, Christine Peter1,3
& Michael Kovermann1,3,4*
Ubiquitylation is an eminent posttranslational modification referring to the covalent attachment of
single ubiquitin molecules or polyubiquitin chains to a target protein dictating the fate of such labeled
polypeptide chains. Here, we have biochemically produced artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-, and Lys63linked ubiquitin dimers based on click-chemistry generating milligram quantities in high purity. We show
that the artificial linkage used for the conjugation of two ubiquitin moieties represents a fully reliable
surrogate of the natural isopeptide bond by acquiring highly resolved nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopic data including ligand binding studies. Extensive coarse grained and atomistic
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow to extract structures representing the ensemble of domaindomain conformations used to verify the experimental data. Advantageously, this methodology does
not require individual isotopic labeling of both ubiquitin moieties as NMR data have been acquired on
the isotopically labeled proximal moiety and complementary MD simulations have been used to fully
interpret the experimental data in terms of domain-domain conformation. This combined approach
intertwining NMR spectroscopy with MD simulations makes it possible to describe the conformational
space non-canonically Lys11-, and Lys27-linked ubiquitin dimers occupy in a solution averaged
ensemble by taking atomically resolved information representing all residues in ubiquitin dimers into
account.
In eukaryotic organisms essential cellular processes are regulated by the posttranslational modification of proteins using the 76 amino acid comprising polypeptide ubiquitin (Ub)1. A set of E1 activating, E2 conjugating and
E3 ligating enzymes catalyzes the attachment of one Ub molecule to mainly lysine residues on the target proteins
in an ATP-dependent manner. This also occurs on Ub itself, either at one out of its seven intrinsic lysine residues
(Lys6, Lys11, Lys27, Lys29, Lys33, Lys48, and Lys63) or at the N-terminal methionine. Usually, an isopeptide bond
is formed between the C-terminal carboxyl group of one Ub unit (the distal moiety) and the ε-amino group of a
lysine on another Ub unit (the proximal moiety). The resulting Ub dimer (Ub2) exhibits distinct topologies and
can be optionally expanded by using further conjugations. Various combinations of Ub building blocks are possible and generate unique conformational ensembles depending on the type of linkage used2,3. This illustrates the
origin of the remarkable functional diversity associated with Ub since surface areas relevant for binding like the
hydrophobic patch close to Leu8, Ile44, and Val704 can be presented using differing orientations and distances3.
Dimers of the Lys48-linkage type which is well-known for labeling proteins for subsequent degradation by the
26S proteasome5 are in a two-state equilibrium between a compact closed and a compact open conformation with
an interconversion time of 9 ± 1 ns at nearly physiological pH6. In this scenario, the hydrophobic patches of both
Ub units either form a contact interface or are solvent exposed and consequently accessible for ligand binding6,7.
In contrast, Lys63-linked Ub chains which are rather involved in non-degradative processes, e.g. NF-κB activation8, intracellular trafficking9 or DNA damage response10, apparently adopt unconstrained extended structures
1
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accompanied by high conformational flexibility11,12. Both linkages are known as canonical linkage types as they
are extensively explored regarding their structural properties and biological roles13. In this study, we focus on two
Ub2s of non-canonical linkage types, namely Lys11 and Lys27, which are much less understood. A comparison
of the free energy landscapes of all Ub2s based on coarse-grained and atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations could recently indicate that the Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s exhibit the highest degree of dissimilarity
in the conformational space among all linkage types14. Here, high-resolution data from NMR spectroscopy were
used to experimentally confirm this finding and to better understand the origin of the observed conformational
heterogeneity on the molecular level. We outline an approach for combining data obtained by high-resolution
NMR spectroscopy and coarse grained and atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to unravel the conformational states Ub2s adopt in a solution averaged ensemble without the necessity to isotopically label both Ub
moieties individually.
From a functional perspective, Lys11-linked Ub chains participate in various cellular processes including
cytokine signaling15, hypoxia response16, endocytosis17 and endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation
(ERAD)18. Of special interest is their role in cell cycle regulation as Lys11-linked Ub chains are highly upregulated during anaphase19. At this stage regulator proteins are decorated with Lys11-linked chains by the E3 ligase
anaphase promoting complex (APC/C) and are subsequently destructed by the proteasome to terminate mitosis20,21. Diverse functions are also reported for Lys27-linked Ub chains, e.g. in the processes of mitophagy22, DNA
repair23, antiviral immunity response24 and neuronal protection in Parkinson’s disease25. In addition, both linkage
types are implicated to have regulatory effects on the Ub code as the Lys11-linkage enhances the signal for proteasomal protein degradation in mixed Lys11/Lys48-linked Ub chains26 and Lys27-linkage prevents other Ub chain
types from cleavage by deubiquitinases (DUBs)27.
Two structures based on crystallographic data of Lys11-linked Ub2s have been published so far which structurally differ in terms of domain-domain orientation19,28. An NMR-derived three-dimensional solution averaged
structure of the Lys11-linked Ub2 fails to cover these two structures in the conformational space of the ensemble
in solution29. In contrast, the crystallographic structure obtained for a Lys27-linked Ub2 corresponds to a high
degree to the NMR-derived structure. This potentially indicates reduced inherent dynamics present in this type
of linked Ub2 compared to Lys11-linked Ub2 as the flexibility of the isopeptide linker is spatially constrained due
to its buried orientation in the proximal moiety27,30.
In the present study, we generated Lys11- and Lys27-linked Ub2s in a semisynthetic approach. Both moieties
were expressed recombinantly in E. coli cells and have been subsequently conjugated using biorthogonal click
chemistry31,32. This methodology results in a triazole-linkage between the proximal and the distal moieties which
is comparable in terms of length and electronic properties to the native isopeptide bond (Fig. S1)33 and, as an
advantage, it cannot be cleaved by DUBs34.
The biological functionality of Ub chains produced in this way has been already successfully demonstrated
in an affinity enrichment assay32. Along these lines, it has recently been shown that Ub2 based on triazole linkage at the canonic position Lys48 mirrors structural and dynamical features seen for isopeptide Lys48-linked
Ub2 very reliably. Using this approach, we are capable to implement segmental isotopic labeling of the proximal Ub moiety within the dimer35. Consequently, these species are well suited for high-resolution NMR studies
because they avoid potential signal overlap of corresponding resonances originating from both Ub2 units. Hence
the structural and dynamic impact which the distal moiety on the proximal site has been precisely probed at a
residue-by-residue basis. This has been performed here for the two non-canonically Lys11-, and Lys27-linked
Ub2s and – for comparison – for the canonically Lys63-linked Ub2. In combination with structures of the respective isopeptide-linked Ub2s which were obtained from extensive conformational ensembles produced by MD simulations, we propose a model at atomic resolution for the domain-domain orientation between the two moieties
of the respective dimers in a solution averaged ensemble. Advantageously, intertwining NMR spectroscopy with
MD simulations in this manner avoids additional isotopic labeling and subsequent acquisition of high-resolution
NMR data of the residues comprising the distal moiety.
As Ub’s and Ub chains’ functionality is highly dependent on its inherent dynamic characteristics36, we additionally probed intrinsic dynamics on different time scales. Internal motions on a fast picosecond to nanosecond time scale comparing Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s were probed by NMR spin relaxation measurements
and complemented with root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) obtained by MD simulations. Information about
potential domain-domain motions of Ub2 on a slower millisecond time scale has been revealed by amide proton
exchange NMR measurements whereas diffusion NMR methodology has been applied to monitor the hydrodynamic dimensions of Ub2s. Importantly, the specific structural response of Lys11-, Lys27-, or Lys63-linked Ub2s
when recognizing an Ub binding domain illustrates the functionality of the Ub2s which have been assembled by
the artificial linkage presented here. Based on our data we propose that the balanced conformational flexibility
seen for the two individual units present in Ub2 plays a major role for the functional variety of polyubiquitin
chains37.

Results and Discussion

Cysteine mutation and adding an artificial linker on monomeric Ub. The location of the lysine
residue in the proximal Ub unit which is used for linkage defines per se the relative position of the distal unit
within Ub2, thus inherently constraining the conformational space compared to two Ub proteins which are not
covalently bound38,39. Considering this property as the most specific determinant for the characterization of linkage-dependent structural ensembles of Ub2s, we first investigated the effect of a single lysine-to-cysteine mutation
and the adding of an artificial linker on monomeric Ub which are prerequisites for the subsequent formation of
Ub2s. Thus, we acquired two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra of monomeric UbK11C,
UbK27C, and UbK63C as well as hydrophobic propargyl acrylate (PA) containing species and compared the
corresponding chemical shifts of the backbone amide proton and nitrogen resonances with those representing
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Figure 1. Chemical shift perturbation (CSP, ∆ω) mapping of Ub variants. Comparisons are shown for:
(A) monomeric cysteine mutants UbK11 C, UbK27C, and UbK63C versus monomeric wild type Ub, (B)
monomeric cysteine mutants possessing propargyl acrylate (PA) linker UbK11C-PA, UbK27C-PA, and
UbK63C-PA versus corresponding cysteine mutants lacking PA linker and (C) proximal moieties of artificially
Lys11-, Lys27-, and Lys63-linked Ub2s versus corresponding monomeric cysteine mutants (note the different
scaling for Lys27 compared to Lys11 and Lys63). The horizontal lines indicate ∆ω values larger than the mean
(continuous mode) and larger than the mean plus one standard deviation (dotted mode). Secondary structural
elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are indicated on top and the site used for conjugation has been highlighted
by using a vertical arrow. (D) The same structure has been used to highlight residues possessing CSP values
larger than the mean (colored in orange) and larger than the mean plus one standard deviation (colored in red)
based on data shown in C. Side chain atoms of the lysine residue used for cysteine mutation, PA attachment and
the conjugation of the distal moiety are shown as spheres and are colored in dark gray. The structures have been
created by using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4.0a0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).

monomeric wild type Ub (Fig. 1A). On the basis of the strong signal dispersion with a pattern typical for Ub as
seen in all spectra (Figs. S2A–D, S3A–D, and S4A–D), we conclude that the tertiary Ub fold is conserved in all
mutants used in this study which is in agreement with respective MD simulations (Fig. S5). However, calculation
of chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) revealed differences indicating local structural rearrangements which are
specific for the mutation site used. Since the substitution of one residue changes the chemical environment in
its closer proximity, inevitably the highest CSP values are expected to be next to the mutation site in all species.
Indeed, this is the case for UbK11C and UbK63C but does not hold for UbK27C which exhibits a more complex
picture (Fig. 1A).
First, we present the structural alterations that are induced by mutation of residue Lys11 to cysteine. With
regard to the NMR solution structure of monomeric wild type Ub (PDB ID 1D3Z), Lys11 is localized in the β1/
β2-loop and its side chain points to the C-terminal end of the central α-helix where it forms a salt bridge with the
side chain carboxyl group of Glu3440,41. As a cysteine residue lacks a positive charge and differs in length compared to lysine, this salt bridge has to be interrupted in UbK11C (Fig. S5A). Structural information obtained from
MD simulations indicates that this salt bridge is replaced by a hydrogen bond between Cys11 and Glu34 which
leads to a significant structural change in the region between Leu8 and Ile13 (Fig. S5A). However, perturbations
near Glu34 in the C-terminal part of the helix are rather transient (Fig. 1A). It is reasonable that the corresponding amide proton and nitrogen resonances are not sensitive in this case, because their environment is primarily defined by residues forming a helix shielded by their side chains. CSPs in this region (Lys27, Lys29-Gly35)
become more pronounced only when the attachment of the space-consuming PA linker amplifies the disturbance of the structure (Fig. 1B). The strongest perturbations are experienced by Cys11 itself and residues next
in the sequence including the loop region (Thr7-Gly10) and the N-terminal end of the β2-strand (Thr12-Thr14)
(Fig. 1B). In consequence, changes on Val70 can be explained by the impact on Leu8, because both residues are
part of the dynamic hydrophobic surface patch (Fig. S5A). A modification in the β1/β2-loop thus influences the
conformational equilibrium of this dynamic feature, an effect that is also increased by the attachment of PA.
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The second cysteine mutation in the present study concerns Lys27 which is located in the center of the α-helix,
with its side chain protruding into the hydrophobic core of Ub. Thus, a multitude of residues compassing round
the molecular center may consequently recognize a substitution at that position. Therefore, large CSP values are
obtained for residues in the center of the α-helix (Asn25, Val26, Lys27, Ala28, Leu30, Gln31) and the opposing
β3- (Gln41-Phe45) and β5-strands including a part of the C-terminal tail (His68-Arg72) (Fig. 1A). As some of
those secondary structural elements harbor residues contributing to the hydrophobic surface patch, structural
changes induced in this area slightly extend to Leu8 in the β1/β2-loop (Fig. 1A). Strong perturbations on Ile36 and
Asp39 also implicate an impact on the first 310-helix and the preceding unstructured region (Fig. 1A), although
the appendant proline residues in between (Pro37, Pro38) are not detectable in this NMR experiment. In addition, a salt bridge between the side chains of Lys27 and Asp52 has to be disrupted in case of a cysteine mutation
(Fig. S5B)42. This is in agreement with CSP values observed for Asp52 itself and adjacent Leu50 (Fig. 1A) as well as
structural rearrangements found in accompanying MD simulations (Fig. S5B). Similar to UbK11C the salt bridge
(between Lys27 and Asp52) is substituted by a hydrogen bond, in this case between Cys27 and Asp52. Since
this contact is much shorter compared to the salt bridge the α-helix is tilted to some extent (Fig. S5B). Notably,
another cluster of perturbations is found in the β2-strand (Ile13, Thr14) which is far away from the mutation site
(Fig. 1A). This might be associated with local rearrangements in the core, affecting hydrophobic interactions
with Ile1343,44. Generally, the same regions which are perturbed by the cysteine mutation are also impacted by PA
linker attachment but to a greater extent (Fig. 1B). This suggests that the origin of the CSPs is principally based on
different steric requirements of lysine and cysteine side chains and the PA linker, respectively. The hydrophobic
character of PA may additionally contribute to those changes.
Only few residues in Ub show significant CSP values in consequence of the cysteine mutation on Lys63.
Most residues which are affected here refer to the loop region between the second 310-helix and the β5-strand
(Gln62-Ser65) where Lys63 is located (Fig. 1A). Interestingly, largest perturbations are obtained for Glu64 next
to the mutation site and Gln2 in the neighboring β1-strand (Fig. 1A). Both are connected via a hydrogen bond
between the amide proton of Glu64 and the carbonyl oxygen of Gln245. The MD simulations are capable to explain
these perturbations by an interaction between the thiol group of the Cys63 side chain with the amide proton of
Gln2 (Fig. S5C). This results in a local structural disruption at the N-terminus that is also sensed by Val17 which
is located in the adjacent β2-strand and connected with Met1 via another backbone hydrogen bond (Fig. 1A)45.
Remarkably, reaction of the thiol group with the PA linker neither recovers the chemical shifts of Glu64 nor of
Val17 in comparison to wild type Ub (Fig. 1B). PA enhances the changes of their chemical environments significantly, similar to both of the other non-canonical cysteine mutations.
For all cysteine mutants probed here we note that the level of perturbations is basically depending on the density of residues in spatial proximity to the mutated amino acid. For example, the side chain of Lys27 is completely
buried inside the molecule and surrounded by multiple side chains that are able to sense this mutation whereas
Lys63 is exposed to the solvent and does not interact with many other residues. This inversely correlates with the
solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the mutated residues. A decreasing number of significant CSP values
can thus be observed from UbK27C to UbK11C to UbK63C (Fig. 1A), whilst SASA values increase from Lys27
to Lys11 to Lys63 correspondingly46.

Structural impact of adding distal Ub on the proximal moiety.

Apart from local structural rearrangements described above, the integrity of the tertiary fold of monomeric Ub could be confirmed for all
cysteine mutated Ubs under study. Thus, they have been used subsequently as building blocks representing the
proximal entity for the formation of synthetically linked Ub2s comprising a heterocyclic triazole ring instead of
the native isopeptide bond (Fig. S1). Note that the notation of artificially PA-linked Ub2s used in the present study
does not explicitly indicate the lysine-to-cysteine mutation. Two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra have
been acquired illuminating the isotopically labeled proximal moiety in the corresponding dimer. The resulting
data have been compared to spectra of monomeric cysteine mutated Ubs that represent the monomeric building
blocks of the respective dimers (Fig. 1C). Consequently, the calculated CSP values result from structural alterations in the proximal moiety caused by either the artificial linker or the vicinity to the distal moiety.
The artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 exhibits patterns of significant CSP values for residues comprising the
β1- to the β2-strand (Val5-Leu8, Gly10-Leu15), the region at the C-terminal end of the α-helix (Lys27, Lys29,
Gln31-Glu34, Ile36) and the spatial proximity of Val70 (Arg42, Val70, Leu71, Leu73) (Fig. 1C,D). CSP values
for the artificially Lys27-linked Ub2 cluster at residues comprising (i) the α-helix (Glu24-Val26, Ala28, Lys29,
Gln31, Lys33-Gly35), (ii) the succeeding loop region including the first 310-helix and the β3-strand opposing
to the conjugation site (Ile36, Asp39-Leu43, Phe45) and (iii) the C-terminal β5-strand (His68, Val70, Leu71)
(Fig. 1C,D). Besides, Asp52 is also perturbed to a large extent as explained above by the disruption of a salt bridge
(Fig. 1C,D). Note that elements comprising the proximal moiety within Ub2 that have already been perturbed by
the corresponding cysteine mutation (Fig. 1A) are affected for both non-canonical linkage types (Fig. 1C). Hence,
we conclude that those elements are specifically manipulated during dimer formation and are characteristic for
the type of linkage. However, when comparing the spectra of Ub2s with those of cysteine mutated monomeric
Ubs having the PA linker already attached, amplitudes of the CSPs are relatively small (Fig. S6A,B). This indicates
that the conformational change the proximal unit experiences due to dimerization is primarily defined by the
position of the conjugation site (and the conjugation itself) rather than direct interaction with the distal unit.
Considering that the route of the trajectories traced by the cross peaks present in two-dimensional heteronuclear
1
H-15N HSQC spectra is not consistently linear starting from monomeric wild type Ub, to monomeric cysteine
mutated Ub lacking or possessing the PA linker and finally to PA-linked Ub2 (Fig. S7A–C), this conformational
change cannot be described as concerted event. Nevertheless, since almost the same residues are perturbed during all stages of the process of dimer formation (Fig. 1A,B, and S6), the final linkage-specific conformation might
be approached stepwise by different events along the conformational path. Potential hydrophobic interactions
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Figure 2. Comparison between chemical shift perturbations obtained by using NMR spectropscopy, ∆ω
(colored in blue, y-axis on the right), and changes in the solvent accessible surface area obtained by using MD
simulations, ∆SASA (colored in orange, y-axis on the left). Chemical shift perturbations originating from
Fig. 1C are compared to computed ∆SASA values obtained for the proximal unit of natively isopeptide-linked
Ub2s versus monomeric wild type Ub. The results are shown for (A) Lys11-, (B) Lys27-, and (C) Lys63-linkage
type. Secondary structural elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are indicated on top and highlighted by using a
background colored in gray.

induced by PA which diminish when the triazole ring is formed may contribute to this route of trajectories.
Although the triazole-linked Ub2s resemble their native counterparts quite accurate as indicated by the strong
similarity to the CSP mappings for the isopeptide-linked Ub2s obtained by Castañeda et al. (Fig. S8)27,37, the conformational pathway of the semisynthetic approach differs from the enzymatic coupling performed by nature.
In case of artificially Lys63-linked Ub2 perturbations originate exclusively from the conjugation process
(Fig. 1C,D). No significant changes are apparent when comparing the NMR spectra acquired for the dimer and
the corresponding monomeric cysteine mutated Ub possessing the PA linker (Fig. S6C). This is in strong agreement with the assumption of an extended structure as proposed for canonically Lys63-linked Ub2s and Ub chains
conjugated by isopeptide linkage11,12. Due to the rather unconstrained flexibility of both units in this arrangement, the distal Ub2 moiety is not expected to exert a strong impact on residues comprising the proximal one.
The comparison of CSP values originated from artificial conjugation of Ub2s based on triazole linkage with
isopeptide conjugation illuminates a strong correlation for the three different linkages probed in the present study
(Fig. S8). Remarkably, residues comprising the proximal moiety in Lys11-, and Lys63-linked Ub2 show even quantitatively the same structural response when comparing the monomeric proximal moiety with Ub2. A sequence
dependent analysis of CSP values performed for Lys27-linked Ub2 shows that there is also a significant correlation
(qualitatively as well as quantitatively (except Val70)) between both values when sequence positions Gln2-Ile23
and Gly47-Gly76 are compared. The analysis of CSP values for positions Glu24-Ala46 shows (except for Ile36)
a rather qualitative agreement between both. This behavior is potentially based on Lys27 to Cys27 replacement
which causes a tilt of the α-helix comprising residues as suggested by MD simulations (Fig. S5B).
In parallel, residues which are not affected via isopeptide conjugation in Lys11-, Lys27-, and Lys63-linked
Ub2 are also not affected by utilizing triazole linkage (Fig. S8). This observation holds for Lys27-linkage as well.
Consequently, this comparison of CSP values gives strong support for the reliability of the chemical approach
applied here for artificial conjugation of Ub2s. Moreover, an almost perfect overlay of one-dimensional 1H NMR
spectra which have been acquired for both Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s before and after long-term storage of
more than one year shows the strong inherent resistance of such assembled Ub2s against degradation (Fig. S9).
Thus, we propose that triazole-linked Ub2s can be used as ideal surrogates in biochemical and biophysical studies.

Conformational equilibrium of Ub dimers. As CSP values originated for proximal units in PA-linked
Ub2s result – at least partially – from domain-domain contacts with their distal units, they inherently contain
valuable information about the relative domain-domain orientation between the two moieties in a solution averaged ensemble. Moreover, it has recently been reported for natively isopeptide-linked Ub2s that a high correlation
exists between experimental CSPs and the simulated residue-wise loss of SASA14. This is because regions on a
protein which are in contact with a second protein experience a change in SASA which is accompanied by a
change of the chemical environment. We calculated residue-wise differences in the SASA (∆SASA) from simulations started from four (for each linkage type) low-energy conformations of natively isopeptide-linked Ub2s by
comparison of the proximal unit with simulation of monomeric wild type Ub. The resulting ∆SASA values were
then compared to the CSPs obtained for the artificially PA-linked Ub2s versus their corresponding monomeric
lysine-to-cysteine mutants (Fig. 2). This was performed for the non-canonical Lys11- and Lys27-linkage as well as
for the canonical Lys63-linkage type in order to gain coherent information about the domain-domain orientation
of different Ub2s.
Starting with Lys11-linked Ub2 which exhibits a remarkable correlation between ∆SASA and CSP values
(Fig. 2A), three regions show pronounced effects for both parameters, (i) near the β1/β2-loop, (ii) the C-terminal
end of the α-helix and (iii) the β5-strand including the C-terminal tail (Fig. 2A). Those regions define an area
on the molecular surface of the proximal unit in Ub2 that is presumably covered by the distal moiety in a solution averaged ensemble. Thus, those regions allow a reconstruction of the favored position of the distal unit
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(Fig. S10A). It is striking that CSPs are more widespread in the region near the β1/β2-loop than the ∆SASA
values (Fig. 2A). This is because the side chains of succeeding residues in the β1- and β2-strands are pointing
into opposite directions explaining the alternating pattern of ∆SASA values within those elements (Fig. S11A).
Consequently, we conclude that this region is underrated when determining the orientation of the distal unit. At
the C-terminal end, residues located at the end of the β5-strand show CSP values highest in amplitude whereas
∆SASA values exhibit a maximum at the start of the tail region (Fig. 2A). The slight shift of the maxima might
be based on the different conditions that the amino acids are subjected to in the β-sheet or at the flexible tail. The
chemical environment of a residue present in a β-sheet is inherently more defined than a residue present in a tail
region leading to differences in the potential amplitude of CSPs. Contrary, SASA is generally higher in the tail
region and can potentially be reduced much more easily in the presence of the distal moiety in Ub2 than the SASA
for a residue present in a β-sheet. Overall, the qualitative agreement of the CSPs and the simulation-based ∆SASA
analysis performed on Lys11-linked Ub2 is excellent.
In contrast to the Lys11-linkage, ∆SASA values of the Lys27-linked Ub2 do not match the corresponding CSPs
completely (Fig. 2B). Significant correlation is found at the central α-helix which harbors the conjugation site
(Fig. 2B). In addition, noticeable ∆SASA values are identified for residues located in the first 310-helix (Fig. 2B).
Although the two proline residues (Pro37 and Pro38) partly involved cannot be probed by two-dimensional 1H15
N HSQC NMR spectroscopy, residues of this 310-helix are also implicated to have their chemical environment
changed due to the strong perturbation of the adjacent Ile36 (Fig. 2B). Besides, several other clusters of residues
are apparent in Lys27-linked Ub2 which possess either significant CSP or ∆SASA values (Fig. 2B). Accordingly,
high ∆SASA values can be observed in the preceding loop of the α-helix with an alternating pattern as described
above for the Lys11-linkage type as well as in the unstructured region between the β4- and β5-strands except of the
second 310-helix in between (Fig. 2B). CSP values, by contrast, are exclusively high in the succeeding loop of the
α-helix and the joining β3-strand as well as at the C-terminal end of the β5-strand (Fig. 2B). Since ∆SASA values
are based on simulated data from the natively isopeptide-linked Ub2 whereas CSPs are obtained from experimental NMR measurements of the corresponding artificially PA-linked Ub2, the discrepancies can be attributed to
either methodological differences or to a divergent behavior of the triazole-linkage in comparison to the isopeptide bond. At this point we note that changes in chemical shifts do not inevitably result in an apparent change of
the SASA as they can also be caused exclusively by structural changes. This is assumed to be the case for the perturbations observed within the β3- and β5-strands comprising the proximal unit of artificially Lys27-linked Ub2
(Fig. 2B). Bearing this in mind, a distinct area on the molecular surface can be defined that equally shows up in
CSP and ∆SASA analysis (Fig. S10B). Conclusively, this area on the surface of the proximal moiety is covered by
the distal one in the solution averaged ensemble characterizing Lys27-linked Ub2. It comprises the central α-helix
and the following loop region including the first 310-helix. The orientation of the distal unit within Ub2 that one
would deduce from these data is also capable to explain the strong CSP of Asp52 and the high ∆SASA value of
Gly53 (Fig. 2B), respectively, because both residues are located in vicinity to the occupied surface area. We note
that a CSP value is not available for Gly53, because its NMR peak is exchange broadened in the 1H-15N HSQC
spectrum of UbK27C which serves as the reference spectrum for the calculation of CSP values.
Finally, CSP and ∆SASA value analysis has been performed for the canonical Lys63-linkage type. Although
the distal moiety of such artificially Lys63-linked Ub2 does not induce major CSPs in the corresponding proximal
moiety, it induces significant ∆SASA values (Fig. 2C). These computed values cluster especially in the unstructured region where the conjugation site is harbored as well as in the second 310-helix and the β2/α1-loop which
are in spatial proximity (Fig. 2C, S10C). Since both Ub units are rather unconstrained in case of the natural
Lys63-linkage type, the corresponding dimers are capable to adopt multiple temporary conformations with transient domain-domain contacts47. Because the domain-domain orientation of Ub2 is apparently averaged in solution when using an analysis of chemical shifts only, a distinct set of overall conformations of Lys63-linked Ub2 is
not detected by this method. In contrast, a decrease of SASA values is found in the analysis of collapsed conformations extracted from MD simulations. The large conformational variability of Lys63-linked Ub2 as proposed
by the data obtained by NMR spectroscopy is underpinned by the fact that non-zero ∆SASA values are found
widespread over the primary sequence (Fig. 2C).

Domain-domain dynamics goes along with a broad conformational ensemble of Ub dimers.

The conformational space which is occupied by polyubiquitin chains is based on the high flexibility of the linker
connecting the two subunits. How does the position used for conjugating the two subunits in Ub2 controls this
conformational ensemble? To address this question we performed NMR spectroscopic amide proton exchange
experiments illuminating the proximal units of artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s. This dynamic NMR
experiment is capable to characterize potential domain-domain dynamics of those non-canonically conjugated
chain types taking place on a millisecond time scale. By using a modified MEXICO approach, the exchange of
exposed amide protons with solvent protons becomes apparent48,49. Since the distal moiety of Ub2 potentially
hampers this exchange in the proximal one, insights into the domain-domain orientation between the subunits
can be obtained complementing structural data gathered for both chain types so far. It has been shown recently
that the modified MEXICO approach allows to reliably illuminate domain-domain conformation of artificially
Lys48-linked Ub250.
Due to the compact β-grasp fold of monomeric wild type Ub most of the residues show exchange rate constants less than 2 s−1 (at a pH value of 6.8) and cannot be reliably probed by this experiment51. This simplifies
data analysis by focusing on residues located in less protected regions (Leu8-Thr12, Ala46, Leu73-Gly75) that are
far apart from each other in sequence and represent suitable reporters52–54. Reliable amide proton exchange rate
constants could be monitored for those residues mentioned above in both artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-linked
Ub2s, respectively (Fig. S11, Table S1). The exchange rate constants characterizing domain-domain dynamics
in Ub2s were shown to be slowed down compared to monomeric wild type Ub to a differing extent (Fig. 3A,B).
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Figure 3. Exchange rate constants, kHX, obtained by using the modified MEXICO NMR experiment
monitoring potential exchange between amide protons and solvent protons taking place on a millisecond time
scale. (A) Data are shown for residues comprising the proximal unit of artificially PA-linked Ub2s originating
from Lys11- (colored in red) or Lys27-linkage type (colored in blue). (B) Differences of amide proton exchange
rate constants, ∆kHX, comparing data presented in A to the exchange between amide protons and solvent
protons taking place in monomeric wild type Ub. Secondary structural elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are
indicated on top.

Generally, the decrease of exchange rate constants is more pronounced for the Lys27- than for the Lys11-linkage
type – correlating well with amplitudes of CSP values in corresponding structural data (Figs. 1C and 3A). Notably,
the amide proton exchange data obtained for artificially Lys27-linked Ub2 reflect polar interactions between
Arg72, Arg74, and Gly75 on the proximal moiety with Glu24, Glu51, and Asp52 on the distal moiety as it has
been recently revealed in the three-dimensional structure of the corresponding natively isopeptide-linked Ub2
obtained by using x-ray crystallography30. Those domain-domain contacts lead to a pronounced decrease of
exchange rate constants for residues close to the C-terminus (Leu73-Gly75) in the proximal unit of artificially
Lys27-linked Ub2 compared to monomeric wild type Ub (Fig. 3B). A moderate decrease of the exchange rate
constant of Ala46 which is spatially close to Glu51 and Asp52 can be monitored, too (Fig. 3A,B). Furthermore,
both residues are located in a loop segment possessing residues showing strong CSP value (Asp52) and a significant loss of ∆SASA (Gly53) in consequence of their vicinity to the distal Ub2 unit (Fig. 2B). Neither changes of
exchange rate constants at the C-terminal tail nor of Ala46 can be observed for the proximal unit of artificially
Lys11-linked Ub2. Consequently, the dynamic data obtained for artificially Lys27-linked Ub2 here by using the
MEXICO approach underline the features found in the three-dimensional crystal structure of the corresponding
isopeptide-linked Ub2 determined by using x-ray crystallography30.
Contrary, the exchange rate constant seen for Thr9 present in the β1/β2-loop is reduced to a higher extent in
the proximal unit of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 compared to the Lys27-linked Ub2. Since that β1/β2-loop harbors
the conjugation site used for Lys11-linkage, the distal moiety is restrained at the front of this loop in the proximal
moiety of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 preventing hydrogen exchange. This agrees well with the relative orientation of the two Ub2 subunits as it has been illuminated by means of CSPs and ∆SASA values (Fig. 2A).
In addition to the MEXICO approach outlined above, NMR diffusion methodology has been applied to shed
further light on the domain-domain conformation of both artificially non-canonical Lys11-, and Lys27-linked
Ub2s. Note that diffusion NMR spectroscopy has been used before as a potent tool to monitor the overall conformation of multi domain proteins55,56. The analysis of the translational diffusion profiles for artificially Lys11-,
and Lys27-linked Ub2s obtained here leads to comparable diffusion coefficients of D = (8.95 ± 0.08) * 10−11 m2s−1
and D = (8.89 ± 0.04) * 10−11 m2s−1, respectively (Fig. S12A,B). For comparison, the diffusion coefficients of
artificially conjugated Lys48-, and Lys63-linked Ub2s have been monitored as well and could be determined to
D = (9.5 ± 0.1) * 10−11 m2s−1 and D = (9.2 ± 0.2) * 10−11 m2s−1 (Fig. S12C,D) indicating an apparent faster diffusion of this types of Ub2s compared to Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s. Note that structural investigations of both
naturally and artificially Lys48-linked Ub2s have illuminated that dimers of this type of linkage adopt preferably
a closed overall conformation7,50. The diffusion properties of Lys11-, Lys27-, and Lys48-linked Ub2s can thus be
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Figure 4. (A) {1H}-15N heteronuclear NOEs (hetNOE) determined by NMR spectroscopy in comparison to
(B) simulated root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) obtained by MD simulations. HetNOE values in (A) are
measured for residues comprising the proximal moiety of artificially PA-linked Ub2s originating from Lys11
(colored in red, left) and Lys27 (colored in blue, right), whereas RMSF values in (B) are calculated for residues
comprising the proximal moiety of natively isopeptide-linked Ub2s also originating from Lys11 (colored in
red, left) and Lys27 (colored in blue, right). Corresponding data from monomeric wild type Ub are colored in
white. Secondary structural elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are indicated on top and highlighted by using
a background colored in gray.

interpreted in such a way that the distal and proximal moieties of Lys48-linked Ub2 come more into close proximity in a time-averaged ensemble as is the case for Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s which show rather comparable hydrodynamic dimensions to each other. In other words, the diffusion data indicate that both Lys11-, and
Lys27-linked Ub2s are less compact than Lys48-linked Ub2. Moreover, the diffusion data shows that artificially
conjugated Lys63-linked Ub2 diffuses slower compared to the Lys48-linked counterpart suggesting a less compact
conformation consistent with observations done for isopeptide-linked Ub2s using these sites for the linkage11.
However, our diffusion data also indicate that Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s are apparently slightly larger in
hydrodynamic dimension than Lys63-linked Ub2.
Coarse grained simulations have been complementary used to probe the size of Lys11-, Lys27-, Lys48-, and
Lys63-linked Ub2s. From the long time scale CG simulations (120 µs per linkage) we have computed the mean
radius of gyration, rG. Note that here the hydration shell around Ub2 is not included in the estimation of rG
and can therefore not be compared to the NMR data in a quantitative manner. However, it has been previously
shown that relative differences between experimentally measured D values can be reproduced by comparing
with values obtained for rG56. For the present study, one should also point out that although frequent transitions
between different open and compact conformations are found in the coarse grained simulations for all linkage
types, open conformations might be systematically underrepresented in the model and weights between different states might be still not converged to a full extent. Thus the computed rG should be taken with a grain of
salt. Nevertheless, the trend observed here for computed values of rG when comparing the four linkage types
is not in conflict with the experimental results made for D. Lys48-linked Ub2 shows the most compact conformation with rGLys48 = (16.8 ± 1.4) Å. The dimensions of Lys11-, Lys27-linked Ub2s, rGLys11 = (17.2 ± 1.2) Å,
rGLys27 = (17.9 ± 1.2) Å, are comparable or rather larger than the dimension determined for Lys63-linked Ub2
possessing rGLys63 = (17.5 ± 1.5) Å, respectively.

Illuminating linkage-specific backbone dynamics in Ub dimers.

In order to extend the dynamic
view on non-canonically Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s to a faster time scale data from NMR spin relaxation
and MD simulations have been acquired. We determined 15N-based hetNOE values for each residue comprising
the proximal unit of artificially PA-linked Ub2s as well as RMSF values computed from the simulations of each
residue comprising the proximal unit of corresponding natively isopeptide-linked Ub2s (Fig. 4A,B). Both parameters refer to motions of the 1H-15N bond vector on the picosecond to nanosecond time scale providing general
information about backbone flexibility57. Generally, hetNOE values are high and RMSF values are low consistently
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over the sequence for both the Lys11-, and the Lys27-linkage type underlying the stability of the β-grasp Ub fold
(Fig. 4A,B). This agrees well with the poor ability for amide to solvent proton exchange as it has been observed
for most residues using the MEXICO experiment (Fig. 3A). Only regions already known for increased backbone
dynamics - that are the β1/β2-loop and the C-terminal tail36 - exhibit low hetNOE as well as high RMSF values
confirming the conservation of those dynamic features for both linkage types compared to monomeric wild type
Ub (Fig. 4A,B). RMSF values are additionally increased for the proximal unit of both Lys11-, and Lys27-linked
Ub2s compared to monomeric wild type Ub for residues in the unstructured region between the second 310-helix
and the β5-strand (Fig. 4B). We note that the increased flexibility in this region is linkage-independent and not
confirmed by experimental NMR data (Fig. 4A). However, one significant difference comparing the proximal
units of artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s is apparent by analyzing the individual hetNOE values. A cluster
of residues in the proximal unit of the artificially Lys27- but not Lys11-linked Ub2 shows decreased hetNOE values
compared to monomeric wild type Ub. This cluster of residues displays the region between the central α-helix
and the β3-strand including the first 310-helix (Fig. 4A) which serves as a hotspot for the orientation of the distal
moiety within the Lys27-linked Ub2 based on CSP and ∆SASA values (Figs. 2B, S10B).
In addition to hetNOE and RMSF values discussed above, the 15N relaxation rate constants R1 and R2 for residues
comprising the proximal units of both the artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2 have been determined as well
to study fast internal motions even further (Fig. S13A,B). Due to the difference in the rotational correlation time
taking monomeric Ub and Ub2 species into account, the relaxation rate constants of Ub2s are not directly comparable with those obtained for monomeric wild type Ub. However, similar R1 values of both the artificially Lys11-,
(R1mean = 1.3 ± 0.1 s−1) and the Lys27-linked Ub2 (R1mean = 1.3 ± 0.1 s−1) (Fig. S13A) suggest that these dimers experience comparable contributions from anisotropic molecular rotation. This is strongly underpinned by the results
obtained from independent NMR diffusion experiments assuming a compact conformation in solution for both
type of linkages possessing comparable dimensions as reflected in coinciding diffusion coefficients (Fig. S12A,B).
Consequently, the R2/R1 value is a reliable estimate for the rotational correlation time of molecules and thus can be
used to identify potential linkage-specific differences in the dynamic behavior of the Ub2s on the fast picosecond
to nanosecond time scale58,59. For this purpose we determined individual R2/R1 values for each residue present in
the proximal unit of artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s and calculated the 10% trimmed mean as an average
value for both type of linkages60. Contributions to the relaxation of residues undergoing large amplitude of motions
or exhibiting chemical exchange can be excluded in this way. Variations in individual R2/R1 values differing more
than one standard deviation from the 10% trimmed mean can thus be interpreted as additional internal motions
that are either faster or slower than the overall rotational correlation time of the whole molecule60.
In case of Lys27-linked Ub2 R2/R1 values are elevated especially for residues at the C-terminal end of the central α-helix and the β3-strand (Fig. S13C) indicating reduced dynamics within those elements on the picosecond
to nanosecond time scale. Besides, Gly53 and Val70 that exhibit extremely large R2/R1 values show high R2 values
simultaneously (Fig. S13B,C). Conclusively, these two residues presumably exhibit contributions from chemical exchange suggesting changes in dynamics also on the slower microsecond to millisecond time scale. This is
amplified by the fact that the NMR cross signal of Gly53 (and also of Glu24 which is spatially close) is usually
exchange-broadened in the two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of monomeric wild type Ub but reappears
during the dimer formation procedure of artificially Lys27-linked Ub2. Dynamics on this time scale can thus be
attributed to local structural rearrangements as described in the first section. This is congruent with reportings
from the corresponding natively isopeptide-linked Ub227. In contrast to the Lys27-linkage type, R2/R1 values of
residues comprising the proximal unit of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 are rather widespread around the average
(Fig. S13C). Clusters of residues with reduced values indicating fast fluctuations on the picosecond to nanosecond
timescale are observed in the β2/α1-loop and around the second 310-helix in the unstructured region between
the β4- and β5-strands, whereas a number of residues in the α-helix has elevated values and is thus slowed down
(Fig. S13C).
It becomes obvious that for both non-canonical linkage types, Lys11 and Lys27, residues in the central α-helix
of the proximal moiety become rigid on the picosecond-to-nanosecond time scale upon adding the distal unit
(Fig. S14A,B). This part in the proximal unit of Ub2 is partially constrained by the presence of the distal moiety
seen in the structural model developed for both linkage types based on the experimentally and simulated data
obtained in this study (Fig. 5). On the basis of R2/R1 values we thus suggest that fast time scale dynamics are
generally slowed down for residues residing at the domain-domain interface when the proximal moieties get in
contact with the distal ones. Furthermore, in case of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2, residues of the proximal moiety showing increased fast time scale dynamics (the β2/α1-loop and the second 310-helix) are located on the side
which is supposed to be averted from the distal moiety (Fig. 5). In contrast, in the case of artificially Lys27-linked
Ub2 residues comprising the first 310-helix of the proximal moiety representing the contact site with the distal
one possess increased fast time scale dynamics (verified by hetNOE relaxation data), whereas the succeeding
β3-strand exhibits reduced dynamics although it is presumably not in contact with the distal moiety (Fig. 5).
However, since both elements in the proximal Ub2 moiety adjoin the conjugation site of the Lys27-linkage their
dynamics is rather affected by structural disturbance than an interaction with the distal moiety. In summary, fast
time scale dynamics in the proximal moiety of both artificially Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s are modulated in a
way that motion is either slowed down at the interdomain contact site or accelerated at the exposed site.

Probing the ability of artificially conjugated Ub dimers to interact with ligands.

NMR titration
experiments have been performed to probe the ability of artificially conjugated Ub2 to interact with potential
binding partners. We have focused on monitoring the interaction of the ubiquitin associated (UBA) domain 2
from Rad23 to artificially Lys11-, Lys27-, and Lys63-linked Ub2s as it has been shown that this UBA domain binds
to naturally linked Ub2s by possessing these different sites used for conjugation11,27,29.
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Figure 5. Proposed conformations of naturally isopeptide-linked Ub2s originating from non-canonical Lys11(colored in red, left), and Lys27-linkage (colored in blue, right). These two structures have been obtained from
an ensemble of simulated Ub2 conformations lowest in free energy by using a combination of the experimental
and simulated data presented in this study. The proximal Ub2 moieties are colored in light gray whereas the
distal moieties are colored in red (in case of Lys11-linkage) and in blue (in case of Lys27-linkage), respectively.
Individual R2/R1 values obtained for the proximal Ub2 moieties (Figs. S13C, S14B) indicating backbone
dynamics on the fast NMR time scale are shown in putty mode. Values lower than the 10% trimmed mean are
shown in thick mode, values larger than the 10% trimmed mean are shown in thin mode in respective proximal
moieties (continuous scale). Chemical shift perturbations shown in Fig. 1C are highlighted by using violet color
for ∆ω values larger the mean and dark purple color for ∆ω values larger the mean plus one standard deviation.
The conformational space covered by the distal Ub2 moiety obtained from MD simulations is illustrated in
mesh mode and is based on four representative structures of the dominant minima in free energy found in the
coarse grained simulations. The configuration of Ub2 that fits best to the experimentally obtained NMR data
is highlighted by presenting the distal moiety in cartoon mode. The structures have been created by using the
PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4.0a0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).

Thus non-isotopically labeled UBA2 from Rad23 has been stepwise added to Lys11-linked, Lys27-linked, and
Lys63-linked Ub2s in which residues comprising the proximal domain have been 15N-enriched enabling the acquisition of a series of two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC spectra. As a result, the addition of a three times stoichiometric excess of UBA2 to artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 leads to profound changes in chemical shifts, ∆ω, of proximal
residues mainly located in the hydrophobic patch of Ub close to Leu8, Ile44, and Val70 possessing a maximum
in ∆ω of about 0.2 ppm (Fig. 6). The regression of Eq. (5) to individual titration profiles illuminates an affinity of
UBA2 to artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 of about KD = (90 ± 40) µM (Fig. S15A) nicely matching KD = (155 ± 22)
µM and KD = (197 ± 30) µM seen for hHR23A-UBA2 interaction to residues comprising the distal or proximal
moiety in naturally Lys11-linked Ub2, repectively29. We have extended the functional characterization of artificially conjugated non-canonical Ub2s by performing an NMR spectroscopic based titration experiment of adding
UBA2 to Lys27-linked Ub2. Here, presenting a 2.4 times stoichiometric excess of unlabeled UBA2 to Ub2 results
in changes of chemical shifts and a significant decrease of the signal intensity of similar residues which have been
observed for adding of UBA2 from hHR23A to the naturally counterpart (Fig. S16A)27. Quantitatively, artificially Lys27-linked Ub2 recognizes the UBA2 domain with an affinity of about KD = (270 ± 130) µM (Fig. S15B)
which is slightly increased compared to KD = (42 ± 8) µM and KD = (63 ± 17) µM reported for the recognition
of hHR23A-UBA2 by the proximal or distal ubiquitin moiety present in naturally Lys27-linked Ub227. Finally,
Lys63-linked Ub2 has been additionally used to shed light on the general ability of ligand recognition done by
Ub2s which have been assembled by using an artificial triazole linkage. Adding a 4.6 times stoichiometric excess
of UBA2 regarding artificially Lys63-linked Ub2 induces changes in chemical shifts which are highest for residues Ile13, Gly47, Leu71, and Leu73 possessing ∆ω values of about (0.08 … 0.1) ppm (Fig. S16B). Note that in
naturally Lys63-linked Ub2 the same residues get affected when hHRA23A-UBA2 domain is added by analyzing
changes in chemical shifts11. Quantitatively, the affinity between UBA2 and artificially Lys63-linked Ub2 can be
determined to KD = (80 ± 10) µM (Fig. S15C) which is comparable with the affinity seen for UBA2 interaction to
distal or proximal ubiquitin present in naturally Lys63-linked Ub2 which has been reported with KD = (280 ± 100)
µM and KD = (180 ± 80) µM, respectively11.
To conclude, both artificially conjugated non-canonical as well as canonical Ub2s are fully capable to recognize
binding partners. The binding sites present in artificially conjugated Ub2s and the affinity seen for the UBA2-Ub2
interaction presented here resemble results which have been reported for the naturally linked counterparts. This
result strongly underlines the potent reliability of the artificial conjugation used for the assembly of Ub2s beside
the structural and dynamical performance probed complementary.

Verifying domain-domain conformation of artificially conjugated Ub dimers. The efforts done for

the conformational characterization of artificially conjugated non-canonical Ub2s presented in this manuscript
converge into representative conformations of Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s which have been derived from both
NMR spectroscopic data and MD simulations, respectively (Fig. 5). The proximal moiety is displayed such that
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Figure 6. Functional characterization of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2. (A,B) Close-up views of selected
cross signals in two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC spectra following the interaction of UBA2 from Rad23 with
Lys11-linked Ub2 on the basis of isotopically labeled residues comprising the proximal moiety in this dimer.
The increasing stoichiometry, n, of UBA2 regarding Lys11-linked Ub2 has been visualized by using a color
coding ranging from red (n = 0), to orange (n = 0.3), to yellow (n = 0.9), to green (n = 1.7), and finally to blue
(n = 3.1). The pronounced change in the chemical shift of I13 and T14 has been additionally highlighted by an
arrow. (C) Overall change in chemical shifts of residues comprising the proximal moiety in Lys11-linked Ub2
comparing absence with presence of a three times excess of UBA2 regarding Ub2. The horizontal lines indicate
∆ω values larger than the mean (continuous mode) and larger than the mean plus one standard deviation
(dotted mode). Residues undergoing a signal attenuation larger than 75% are highlighted by using a background
colored in gray. Secondary structural elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are indicated on top and the site used
for conjugation has been highlighted by using a vertical arrow. Data for titrations of UBA2 to artificially Lys27-,
and Lys63-linked Ub2s are shown in Fig. S16.

the key NMR data (CSP values which hint at closeness of the distal moiety and R2/R1 values pointing out dynamical features) are displayed by color and thickness of the ribbons. The distal moiety is displayed as a superposition
of four conformations from the MD ensemble (free-energy minima from the CG and subsequently back-mapped
MD simulation). The domain-domain orientation between the proximal and the distal Ub2 unit which best represents the NMR data has been highlighted in Fig. 5 using a cartoon mode presentation. In this way it can be
seen that in order to fully account for the NMR data, e.g. the observed CSPs, the full extent of the conformational
ensemble, i.e. more than only one of the representatives from the simulations, is required. Since for both linkages
the proximal moieties have been arranged in the same orientation, Fig. 5 also nicely illustrates that the coverage of
the surface of the proximal moiety is completely complementary in the Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s.
The three-dimensional structural ensemble of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 obtained here by combining NMR
spectroscopy with MD simulations (Fig. 5, left) enables a comparison with available structures of Ub2 possessing
the same site of linkage conjugated using an isopeptide bond (Fig. S17). The structures used for this comparison
are based on experimental data obtained by NMR spectroscopy (Fig. S17A,B)29 and by using X-ray crystallography (Fig. S17C,D)19,28. The favored conformation of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2 – for that the distal moiety has
been colored in red in Fig. S17 - fits best to 2MBO and 2MBQ both derived by NMR spectroscopy (Fig. S17A,B).
This result indicates that, firstly, the triazole-linkage used here operates even for non-canonical conjugation as
a fully reliable surrogate for isopeptide-linked Ub2s besides for the already shown canonical type of linkage50.
Secondly, it confirms that the profound combination of high-resolution NMR spectroscopy and MD simulations presented here indeed allows to get structural and dynamical insights into domain-domain conformations
of Ub2s in a solution averaged ensemble avoiding individual isotopic enrichment of both moieties comprising
Ub2s. Note that the crystal structure 2XEW representing isopeptide Lys11-linked Ub2 is covered by the conformational landscape which has been computed in our study for this site of linkage as well as shown in Fig. S17C.
Consequently, we conclude that the crystallization competent conformation included in 2XEW inherently belong
to the conformational landscape of Lys11-linked Ub2. Finally, the structural ensemble of Lys11-linked Ub2s computed in our study and shown in Fig. 5, left and Fig. S17 is not in significant conflict with the conformation shown
in 3NOB (Fig. S17D) determined by using X-ray crystallography. We conclude that the beneficial combination of
NMR spectroscopy with MD simulations presented here enables the precise determination of the conformational
space Lys11-linked Ub2s occupy in a solution averaged ensemble to fully account for the inherent flexibility this
type of linkage possesses.

Conclusions

In summary, we have been able to successfully generate non-canonically conjugated Ub2s based on a semisynthetic approach in milligram quantities and high purity. This strategy impressively shows the large potential of
using non-native linkages for the synthesis of Ub2s which allows to subsequently conduct highly resolved NMR
spectroscopic experiments distinctly probing one of the Ub2 moieties at atomic resolution. In this way we used
a comprehensive experimental strategy to extract the structural, dynamical, and functional features of these Ub
conjugates on a residue-by-residue basis. As an important result, non-natively linked Ub2s mirror the natively
linked counterparts very reliably in terms of structural as well as dynamic and functional properties and the
artificial linkage used here acts as a valid surrogate for isopeptide-linked Ub2s. NMR spectroscopic and MD
simulations data have precisely illuminated how the proximal moiety of Ub2s gets affected when it is linked with
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the distal counterpart and to what extent the position used for domain-domain linkage accurately controls this
property. This is of particular interest for the Lys27-linkage where the conjugation process disturbs the inherent
role of the lysine side chain in the native Ub fold. Computationally, we have been able to extract low free-energy
conformations of Ub2s from long-time scale, comprehensive CG simulations. These data have been back-mapped
to perform simulations on an atomically resolved level. Thus representative structures of a well equilibrated
ensemble of domain-domain conformations could be obtained. As the key result we have developed a structural
model which is based on experimental and computational efforts depicting the conformational ensemble for the
two non-canonically conjugated Ub2s based on Lys11-, and Lys27-linkage present in solution (Fig. 5). For both
linkages, four representative configurational states of Ub2s have been taken into account and it was found that this
structure bundle agrees very well with the structural and dynamical results obtained from NMR spectroscopy.
Summarizing, in the case of the Lys11-linked Ub2 the distal moiety mainly covers the β-sheet part of the proximal
chain whereas in the case of the Lys27-linked Ub2 the distal unit covers the α-helical part of the proximal moiety.
This difference between Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2s seen in the conformational ensembles indicates that Ub2s
adopt characteristic ensembles of multiple stable conformations in thermodynamic equilibrium in solution which
may play a crucial role for linkage specific interactions with potential binding partners. Indeed, the role of linkage specific interactions has been shown here by the different recognition of the UBA2 domain done by Lys11-,
Lys27-, and Lys63-linked Ub2s. This supports the notion that the inherent structural and dynamical features of
different Ub2s is the basis of their linkage specificity which finally cause dissimilar cellular functionalities. Finally,
the approach presented here by combining NMR spectroscopy with MD simulations applied on Ub2s may pave
the way for the in-depth characterization of other multidomain molecules present in biology.

Methods

Expression and purification of Ub monomers.

All plasmids used for separate expression of distal and
proximal Ub2 moieties were kindly provided by X. Zhao (Rockefeller University, USA) whereas 15N-isotopically
labeled monomeric wild type Ub was purchased from Giotto Biotech (Italy). The distal unit UbG75Aha devoids
C-terminal Gly76 and bears the unnatural amino acid l-azidohomoalanine (Aha) instead of Gly75. This is
accomplished by selective pressure incorporation since the glycine codon at that position in the DNA sequence is
replaced by a methionine codon. In addition, the N-terminus is equipped with a GST-tag and thrombin cleavage
site and lacks the initial methionine to avoid an alternative incorporation site32,61. The proximal units UbK11C,
UbK27C and UbK63C are single mutants of Ub with a cysteine residue in place of the lysine at the desired linkage
position ensuring site-directed dimer conjugation32.
A methionine auxothropic E. coli B834 (DE3) strain (Novagen) with corresponding pGEX2TK vector (GE
Healthcare) was used for overexpression of unlabeled UbG75Aha. A preculture was grown at 37 °C in New
Minimal Medium (NMM) supplemented with 100 mg/l carbenicillin (Carl Roth) and 50 mg/l of all natural proteinogenic amino acids (Sigma-Aldrich), except of methionine in a limiting concentration of 0.05 mM. At an
OD600 of ≈1.3 bacteria were spun down and resuspended in fresh NMM containing no methionine anymore, but
Aha (Iris Biotech) in a concentration of 0.5 mM. After 30 min incubation at 37 °C, protein expression was induced
by addition of 1 mM IPTG (Carl Roth) and performed overnight at 25 °C. The cell pellet was harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in PBS buffer (pH 7.3) with 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Carl Roth) and lysed by sonication.
Cell debris were removed by centrifugation and GST-tagged Ub from the supernatant was permitted to bind to
glutathione sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) for 6 h at 4 °C. Then the beads were poured into a column, washed
with PBS buffer and the tag was cleaved by human thrombin (Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at room temperature. The
protein solution was finally applied to a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75 pg column (GE Healthcare) for size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) and pure fractions were concentrated and frozen at −20 °C. Unlabeled UbG75Aha could
be generated with about 2.9 mg per litre expression culture.
Uniformly 15N-labeled UbK63C and 13C/15N-labeled UbK11C and UbK27C were overexpressed in E. coli
BL21(DE3) cells (Invitrogen) from pET3a vectors (Novagen). Bacteria were grown in M9 minimal medium
with 100 mg/l carbenicillin and either 15NH4Cl (Cortecnet) or additionally 13C-D-Glucose (Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories) as the sole sources of nitrogen and carbon, respectively62,63. At an OD600 of 0.6–0.7 1 mM IPTG was
added and protein expression was performed overnight at 25 °C. After harvesting by centrifugation, cells were
resuspended in 20 mM NaOAc buffer (pH 4.5), lysed by sonication and spun down again. Thermolabile components were removed by heat precipitation and subsequent centrifugation and the supernatant was purified further
by cation exchange chromatography using a HiTrap SP HP column (GE Healthcare) with a 1 M NaCl gradient.
Ub containing fractions were pooled, concentrated and reduced with 20 mM TCEP (Sigma-Aldrich) prior to SEC
(see above) with an elution buffer consisting of 25 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl and 2 mM TCEP (pH 7.5). Pure fractions were concentrated and transferred into 20 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5) and were directly used for dimer formation and NMR experiments. We have been able to generate 2.2 mg (doubly 13C/15N labeled monomeric UbK11C),
3.1 mg (doubly 13C/15N labeled monomeric UbK27C), and 13.3 mg (singly 15N labeled monomeric UbK63C) per
litre expression culture, respectively.

Bioorthogonal Ub dimer formation.

Ub2 formation is implemented by a site-specific reaction of
propargyl acrylate (PA) with the thiol group of the cysteine present in the proximal Ub2 unit followed by a
bioorthogonal click reaction using the azide functionality of the Aha side chain present in the distal unit to
form a triazole-linkage (Fig. S1)32. First, cysteine mutated Ub was diluted to a protein concentration of 100 µM
with 20 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5) and were then reduced with 50 mM TCEP to ensure accessibility and reactivity of free thiol groups. The linker reaction was initiated at a protein concentration of 20 µM by addition of a
200-fold molar excess of PA (Sigma-Aldrich) solved in the same buffer but supplemented with 10% (v/v) MeCN
(Riedel-de Haen) and executed under rigorous shaking at 25 °C. Small samples were taken at regular time steps
and reacted with a 25-fold molar excess of fluorescein-5-maleimide (Tokyo Chemical Industry) to monitor the
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reaction process on SDS-PAGE under UV light. Complete consumption of free thiol groups in Ub was detected
by vanishing fluorescence and excess PA was removed by gradient dialysis at 4 °C. This part has been performed
in three steps lasting 12 h each against 20 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.0) with decreasing amounts of 50%, 20% and 0%
(v/v) MeOH (Sigma-Aldrich), respectively. The protein solution was concentrated and, if necessary, subjected to
size exclusion chromatography again (see above).
Ub2s were formed via the Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction for 1 h under argon atmosphere and on ice. The reaction solution contained 100 µM of both Ub2 moieties in 20 mM Tris buffer (pH
7.5) supplemented with 0.5 mM SDS (Carl Roth), 6 mM THPTA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 3 mM Cu(MeCN)4BF4
(Sigma-Aldrich). Unreacted monomer species were removed by SEC (see above) and fractions of pure Ub2 were
combined, concentrated and directly used for NMR measurements. Chromatograms for Lys11- and Lys27-linked
Ub2s obtained by running SEC are shown in Fig. S18 which are accompanied by SDS-PAGE analyses. All protein
concentrations in this study were determined by BCA assay (Thermo Scientific).
Lys48-linked Ub2 used for the determination of the diffusion coefficient has been prepared as described
before50.

Expression and purification of Rad23-UBA2.

Rad23-UBA2 (sequence 277–323; Gene ID 174785) was
recombinantly expressed in E. coli BL21 Rosetta (DE3) cells (Novagen) as a 6xHis-SUMO fusion protein. Cells
were grown to an OD600 of 0.6 at 30 °C and protein expression was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG for 4 h at
30 °C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, snap-frozen in liquid N2 and stored at −80 °C. Cell pellets were
thawed at room temperature and resuspended in ice cold lysis buffer (50 mM Na3PO4 (pH 8), 300 mM NaCl,
6 mM MgCl2, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol) containing 10 µg/ml DNAse I (Sigma-Aldrich), 2 mM
phenylmethysulfonyl fluoride (Carl Roth), 10 µg/ml aprotinin (Genaxxon), 8 µg/ml pepstatin A (Genaxxon) and
5 µg/ml leupeptin (Genaxxon). After resuspension cells were lysed by French press and the lysate cleared by
centrifugation. The supernatant was incubated with Ni2+-iminodiacetic acid resin (Machery-Nagel) and loaded
on a gravity flow column. The column was washed with lysis buffer containing 750 mM NaCl (without DNAse
and protease inhibitors) and additionally with lysis buffer containing 25 mM NaCl. Protein was eluted with lysis
buffer containing 250 mM imidazole (pH 8) (Merck). The elution fraction was dialyzed in ion exchange buffer
(20 mM Na3PO4 (pH 7.5), 25 mM NaCl, 6 mM MgCl2, 10% (v/v) Glycerol, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol) overnight at
4 °C and loaded on a Resource Q 6 ml anion exchange chromatography column (GE Healthcare) using a 650 mM
NaCl gradient. Elution fractions containing the fusion protein were pooled, the 6xHis-SUMO tag was cleaved
overnight at 4 °C using 24 µg Ulp1 protease (in-house purification) per mg fusion protein, followed by tag removal
using Ni2+-iminodiacetic acid resin. Rad23-UBA2 fractions were collected and the purity was checked on a
Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel. Protein was concentrated in a dialysis tubing with 1 kDa molecular weight
cut-off on a Spectra/Gel Absorbent (Spectrum Laboratories) at 4 °C, dialyzed into 20 mM Na3PO4 (pH 6.8) and
stored at −80 °C.

NMR Sample preparation and assignment of chemical shifts.

Samples of cysteine mutated monomeric Ubs with and without PA linker were prepared in 30 mM MOPS buffer with 50 mM NaCl and 5% (v/v) D2O
(pH 6.8), supplemented with 10 mM TCEP in presence of free thiol groups. Ub2 samples were buffered in 20 mM
Na3PO4 and 5% (v/v) D2O (pH 6.8). All NMR experiments were performed on an Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer (Bruker) equipped with either a quadrupole (QXI) resonance room temperature probe or triple (TCI)
resonance cryo probe at T = 298 K. Datasets were processed using NMRPipe64 and analyzed with NMRView65.
Backbone resonances of 15N singly labeled UbK63C with and without PA linker were assigned by
three-dimensional (3D) 15N TOCSY-HSQC (80 ms mixing time) and 3D 15N NOESY-HSQC spectra (120 ms
mixing time). Due to moderate peak shifts in case of the Lys63-linkage type, assignments based on the monomeric species could be transferred unambiguously to the corresponding peaks representing Ub2 species with
assistance of a 3D 15N NOESY-HSQC spectrum (90 ms mixing time). 1H, 15N backbone resonances of 13C/15N
doubly labeled UbK11C and UbK27C were verified by the triple resonance experiments HNCA, HNCO and
HN(CO)CACB. HNCA experiments have also been acquired for the assignment of monomeric Ub possessing
PA linker and subsequently of corresponding Ub2.
Differences in chemical shifts were calculated according to the following equation66:
∆ω =
1

(∆1H )2 +

1
(∆15 N )2
25

2

,

(1)

15

where ∆ H is the change in proton and ∆ N is the change in nitrogen dimension, respectively, between corresponding peaks.

Monitoring exchange of amide protons. A modified version of the MEXICO experiment (measurement of fast proton exchange rates in isotopically labeled compounds) based on 1H-15N HSQC spectra was used
to obtain dynamic information in the millisecond time regime48. Rate constants of hydrogen exchange with the
solvent were individually determined for each amide proton comprising the proximal moiety of Lys11- and
Lys27-linked Ub2s as well as monomeric wild type Ub. Peak intensities were detected at different exchange periods ranging from 10 to 250 ms and were used for fitting using the following double-exponential function49:
 kHX  −R t
(e 1w − e−(R1+kHX)t ),
S = 
 R + R 
1
1w
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where S is the signal intensity relative to the reference 1H-15N HSQC spectrum, kHX is the rate constant of proton
exchange and R1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate constant of individual amide protons. The relaxation rate
constant R1w of water protons was separately determined to 0.31 s−1. Error values were estimated from the mean
standard deviation of replicate measurements at two different exchange periods and were included in weighted
curve fitting.
15
N spin relaxation measurements. Backbone amide 15N longitudinal (T1) and transversal relaxation
experiments (T2) were performed for the proximal unit of Lys11- and Lys27-linked Ub2s as well as for monomeric
wild type Ub. Relaxation delay times were in a range of 10 to 3000 ms and 8 to 296 ms, respectively, to read out
peak intensities for determination of individual T1 and T2 relaxation times. The peak intensities were fitted using
the following single exponential equation:
− t
T1,2 ,

(3)

It = I0e

where It is the peak intensity using a relaxation delay time t and I0 is the peak intensity omitting a relaxation
period. Error values were calculated as described for amide proton exchange. The recycling delay between successive scans has been set to one second. The temperature of the sample kept – to the best of our knowledge – constant at T = 298 K as we have not observed any changes in the lock level of the spectrometer during the course of
the experiment and as we have used an interpulse delay of about 900 µs between successive 𝜋-pulses to follow the
duty cycle defined by the probe.
The same samples were used for determining the {1H}-15N steady state NOE value (hetNOE) based on the
ratio of the average peak intensity measured with or without proton saturation67. The mean standard deviation
from two independent measurements was denoted as error value. The hetNOE experiment has been conducted
in an interleaved fashion with alternating saturated and unsaturated transients. In this way the same conditions
for both experiments were guaranteed despite the long measurement period. We have used a recycle delay of 3 s
between successive scans. The saturation of protons has been made by using hard pulses of 120 degree for about
3 s (600 pulses have been applied separated by 5 ms each). Note that we have acquired one-dimensional proton
NMR spectra permanently in between the determination of T1, T2 and hetNOE values making sure that these
spectra remain constant over days in terms of signal intensity, linewidth and chemical shifts. This has been the
case.

NMR diffusion measurement. NMR diffusion spectra have been acquired at the proton dimension by
using pulsed field bipolar gradient stimulated echo experiments at T = 298 K. For each diffusion profile, 21 different gradient strengths G were used for 6 ms along the z axis followed by a 100 ms recovery delay. The diffusion of
Lys11- (c = 200 µM), Lys27- (c = 185 µM), Lys48- (c = 65 µM), and Lys63-linked Ub2s (c = 35 µM) was allowed
to proceed for 100 ms. The calibration of G was performed by a standard protocol68. For error estimation, four
different gradient strengths were repeated (relative gradient strengths of 1, 10, 40, and 70%). The measured 1H
NMR spectra were integrated within the aliphatic signal region I, 𝜔 = 0.5… 2.5 ppm, and fitted to Eq. (4):

(

−G 2 γ 2δ 2D ∆− δ
3

IG = I0e

),

(4)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, δ is the gradient length, ∆ is the diffusion time and D is the calculated diffusion
coefficient69.

NMR Titration of UBA2 from Rad23 to Ub2.

Unlabeled UBA2 from Rad23 has been stepwise added to
Lys11-, Lys27-, and Lys63-linked Ub2s in which the proximal domain has been 15N isotopically labeled. A series of
two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H-15N HSQC spectra has been acquired to monitor the structural impact UBA2
has on artificially-linked Ub2. The titration of UBA2 to Lys11-linked Ub2 has been performed by using starting
concentrations of cUb = 130 µM and cUBA2 = 540 µM, respectively, allowing a final [UBA2]/[Ub2] ratio of 3.1. The
titration of UBA2 to Lys27-linked Ub2 has been performed by using starting concentrations of cUb = 80 µM and
cUBA2 = 600 µM, respectively, allowing a final [UBA2]/[Ub2] ratio of 2.4. The titration of UBA2 to Lys63-linked
Ub2 has been performed by using starting concentrations of cUb = 40 µM and cUBA2 = 600 µM, respectively, allowing a final [UBA2]/[Ub2] ratio of 4.6. Changes in chemical shifts have been computed according to Eq. (1). The
dissociation constant, KD, characterizing the interaction between UBA2 and Ub2 has been determined by
∆ωobs = ∆ωmax

n[P]t + [L]t + KD −

(n[P]t + [L]t + KD)2 − 4n[P]t [L]t
2n[P]t

,

(5)

where ∆ωobs represents the change in chemical shift per point of titration, ∆ωmax the maximum of the change
in chemical shift, n the stoichiometry of binding, [P]t the entire concentration of Ub2 and [L]t the entire UBA2
concentration.

Molecular dynamics simulations.

The following type of MD simulations have been used to aid the interpretation of the NMR data: atomistic simulations of wild type Ub monomers as well as individually cysteine
mutated Ub monomers at the Lys11, Lys27, and Lys63 positions, respectively (simulation details are given below).
In addition, we present simulation data of Lys11-, Lys27-, and Lys63-linked Ub2s, which are covalently linked
with a native isopeptide bond. As basis for these data, we have relied on an extensive previous study where we
have combined coarse grained (CG) and atomistic simulations with mathematical analysis methods to characterize the conformational ensembles of all natively occurring isopeptide-linked Ub2s14.
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Atomistic MD simulations were performed with the GROMACS simulation package v570. Temperature and
pressure were kept at T = 300 K and p = 1 bar using the velocity rescaling thermostat and the Parrinello-Rahman
barostat, respectively. The Verlet cut-off scheme was applied. The LINCS algorithm was used to constrain all
bonds. The default md (leap-frog) integrator was used with an integration time step of 2 fs. All MD simulations in
this study were performed with the GROMOS96 54a7 force field71 and the SPC/E water model. A cut-off for short
range van der Waals interactions of 1.4 nm was used. Electrostatics were treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald
scheme with a 1.4 nm cut-off72.
All MD trajectory analyses were performed either with tools which are available inside the GROMACS package or custom python scripts. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) calculations were performed with a probe
radius of 0.14 nm. RMSF values were calculated for backbone atoms over time windows of 10 ns after alignment
of all structures to an average structure inside regarding time window. To identify representative structures for
monomeric Ub a hierarchy based clustering was performed. For each simulation a pair-wise root mean square
deviation (RMSD) matrix was calculated (using backbone atom positions of residues 1 to 72) of trajectory snapshots taken every 100 ps. A hierarchical clustering into 12 clusters was performed as it is implemented in the
python module scipy.cluster.hierarchy using the Ward method73. In each case the first three most populated clusters contained at least 85% of the conformations used as input. For each of these clusters a representative centroid
structure was determined and used for illustration.
Initial conformations for Ub monomer simulations were generated from the crystal structure of Ub (PDB ID
1UBQ). For simulations of cysteine mutated monomeric Ub, single lysine residues were replaced with cysteine
using the PyMOL software. Production simulations for wild type monomeric Ub were carried out for 4000 ns to
obtain a reliable reference data set. Each monomeric cysteine mutated Ub was simulated for 2000 ns.
Conformations for atomistic simulations of Ub2s were obtained from an ensemble generated by CG simulations and subsequent back-mapping to the atomistic level14.
The general workflow used to obtain conformational ensembles for Ub2s from atomistic simulations is graphically summarized in Fig. S19. An equilibrated atomistic ensemble of Ub2 – which includes transitions between
different domain-domain interfaces and states of mutual orientation of the two Ub2 moieties with respect to
each other – is hardly accessible by standard atomistic MD simulations. We show this exemplarily with the help
of a 5000 ns long atomistic simulation of Ub2 in Fig. S19A where a domain-domain interface is formed directly
after the start and preserved for the rest of the time – with only minor rearrangements of the initially formed
Ub2 conformation. In contrast, in a CG simulation of Ub2 multiple domain-domain interfaces are formed and
disbanded during the same simulation time of 5000 ns, but with a computational effort which is smaller by a
factor of 200. Thanks to this acceleration we were able to obtain an equilibrated CG ensemble for all possible Ub2
linkage types (a total of 120 µs simulation time for each linkage type) which show remarkably good agreement
both with experimental results37,74 and with atomistic simulations that were carried out for validation14. We used a
combination of dimensionality reduction and clustering to draw two-dimensional (2D) free energy landscapes of
domain-domain orientations and to identify conformational states of Ub2, in particular with regards to connecting the different orientations and domain-domain binding interfaces with experimentally found linkage-specific
behavior. We used a set of 144 minimum distances (one distance for each residue for Ub2 inside of the globular
core excluding the flexible C-termini) as a descriptor (collective variables) to characterize each Ub2 conformation.
This set of collective variables is based on Cα atoms and thus can be applied to compare conformations from
simulations of different linkage types and different levels of resolution (atomistic and coarse grained) but also
experimental structures. This is achieved by dimensionality reduction of this 144D vector which gives a point in
2D for each Ub2 conformation and with this a way for intuitive comparison. This allows also to obtain linkage
specific 2D free energy landscapes from which one can extract low free energy structures for back-mapping to the
atomistic scale (Fig. S19B). This procedure has been described in full detail previously14,39.
Herein, we had already validated the shape of the sampled landscapes by multiple long free atomistic simulations and probed the stability of low-free energy structures by reinserting atomistic details into CG conformations and initiating atomistic simulations of various length14. For the present study we have used back-mapped
conformations of Ub2s (four for each linkage type, representing the deepest free energy minima) and performed
100 ns long atomistic simulations for each conformation (Fig. S19C). After back-mapping, atomistic structures
were relaxed by energy minimization before and after solvation. Solvated systems were equilibrated in three short
runs of 200 ps: (1) under constant temperature (NVT) with a position restrained backbone; (2) under constant
temperature and pressure (NPT) with a position restrained backbone; (3) NPT without any position restraints.
During the atomistic simulations we observed no major conformational rearrangements which confirmed our
earlier observations that (i) the CG low-free-energy structures are compatible with the atomistic model and (ii)
on the atomistic-simulation level transitions between different domain-domain interfaces are extremely elusive.
Since the atomistic ensembles presented here are based on the most significant Ub2 conformations they have
(taken-together) been used as representative for the ensemble of the different Ub2 types in solution.

Data availability

The NMR resonance assignments have been deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank with the
following accession numbers: 27803 (UbK11C), 27802 (UbK11C-PA), 27804 (UbK11C-linked dimer), 27806
(UbK27C), 27805 (UbK27C-PA), 27807 (UbK27C-linked dimer), 27809 (UbK63C), 27808 (UbK63C-PA), and
27810 (UbK63C-linked dimer).
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FIGURE S1 Illustration of Lys63-linked Ub2 comprising either the native isopeptide bond (A) or the
artificial triazole-linkage (B) used for the NMR experiments in this study. Note that in the distal unit of
the artificially triazole-linked Ub2 from (B) Gly76 is deleted and Gly75 is replaced by the unnatural amino
acid azidohomoalanine (Aha75) to retain, approximately, the same distance between the proximal and
the distal moiety as in the natively isopeptide-linked Ub2 form presented in (A). The structures have been
created by using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4.0a0, Schrödinger, LCC
(www.pymol.org) and ChemDraw 18 (www.perkinelmer.com).
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FIGURE S2 Two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H-15N HSQC spectra of Ub species involved in the generation
of artificially Lys11-linked Ub2. Assignment of cross signals of monomeric UbK11C is displayed in (A) by
using the one letter code for amino acids followed by the position in the primary sequence. The same
spectrum is superimposed with monomeric wild type Ub in (B) referring to CSP values displayed in Fig.
1A. Spectra of monomeric UbK11C lacking or possessing PA linker are superimposed in (C) referring to
CSP values displayed in Fig. 1B. Spectra of monomeric UbK11C and the corresponding artificially PAlinked Ub2 illuminating cross signals comprising the proximal unit are superimposed in (D) referring to
CSP values displayed in Fig. 1C.
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FIGURE S3 Two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H-15N HSQC spectra of Ub species involved in the generation
of artificially Lys27-linked Ub2. Assignment of cross signals of monomeric UbK27C is displayed in (A) by
using the one letter code for amino acids followed by the position in the primary sequence. The same
spectrum is superimposed with monomeric wild type Ub in (B) referring to CSP values displayed in
Fig. 1A. Spectra of monomeric UbK27C lacking or possessing PA linker are superimposed in (C) referring
to CSP values displayed in Fig. 1B. Spectra of monomeric UbK27C and the corresponding artificially PAlinked Ub2 illuminating cross signals comprising the proximal unit are superimposed in (D) referring to
CSP values displayed in Fig. 1C.
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FIGURE S4 Two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H-15N HSQC spectra of Ub species involved in the generation
of artificially Lys63-linked Ub2. Assignment of cross signals of monomeric UbK63C is displayed in (A) by
using the one letter code for amino acids followed by the position in the primary sequence. The same
spectrum is superimposed with monomeric wild type Ub in (B) referring to CSP values displayed in Fig.
1A. Spectra of monomeric UbK63C lacking or possessing PA linker are superimposed in (C) referring to
CSP values displayed in Fig. 1B. Spectra of monomeric UbK63C and the corresponding artificially PAlinked Ub2 illuminating cross signals comprising the proximal unit are superimposed in (D) referring to
CSP values displayed in Fig. 1C.
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FIGURE S5 Superimposition of protein structures obtained from atomistic MD simulations performed for
monomeric wild type Ub (colored in light gray; the lysine residues are shown in stick mode) and
monomeric cysteine mutants UbK11C (A), UbK27C (B) and UbK63C (C) (color ranges from gray to red
according to the differences in chemical shifts between monomeric wild type Ub and the respective
cysteine mutants determined by NMR spectroscopy as presented in Fig. 1A). The alignment has been
performed by using the Cα atoms comprising Met1 to Arg72. The cysteine residues have been labelled
and colored in yellow according to the primary sequence and are shown in stick mode. Residues which
are significantly affected by lysine to cysteine mutation as illuminated by CSP analysis (Fig. 1A) have been
additionally labeled in red. UbK27C has been rotated by 180 degrees in (B) enabling the view to the
mutation site. The structures have been created by using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version
1.8.4.0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).
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FIGURE S6 Analysis of chemical shift perturbations (Δω) based on the proximal unit of artificially Lys11(A), Lys27- (B) or Lys63-linked Ub2 (C) versus corresponding monomeric cysteine mutated Ub possessing
the PA linker (note the different scaling in B compared to A and C). The horizontal lines indicate Δω
values larger than the mean (continuous mode) as larger than the mean plus one standard deviation
(dotted mode). Secondary structural elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are indicated on top and the
site used for conjugation has been highlighted by using a vertical arrow. Note that supplemental Δω
values are shown in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE S7 Illustration of the change of chemical shifts obtained for different Ub variants by acquiring
two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra. The spectra have been color coded and
labeled in the following manner: monomeric wild type Ub is colored in black and labeled by 1,
monomeric cysteine mutated Ubs are colored in green and labeled by 2, monomeric cysteine mutated
Ubs possessing the PA linker are colored in orange and labeled by 3 and the proximal moieties of
artificially linked Ub2s are colored in purple and labeled by 4, respectively. The labeling of the cross
signals indicated on the right (bold) refers to the position in the primary sequence in Ub and by
additional use of the one letter code for amino acids. The site used for artificial linkage is indicated on
top of the individual two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra, namely Lys11-linkage in (A), Lys27linkage in (B), and Lys63-linkage in (C).
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FIGURE S8 Comparison of CSP values for residues comprising the proximal moiety originated from
artificial conjugation of Ub2 based on triazole linkage as discussed in this study with CSP values obtained
from isopeptide conjugation. The comparison has been done for Lys11- (A), Lys27- (B), and Lys63-linkage
(C). The data shown for isopeptide conjugation have been published by Castañeda et al. (PCCP, 2016).
Note that the analysis of changes of chemical shifts for all types of linkages has been done by applying an
identical equation: 𝛥𝜔=((𝛥𝜔1H)2+(𝛥𝜔15N/5)2)0.5.
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FIGURE S9 One-dimensional 1H NMR spectra of artificially Lys11- (A) and Lys27-linked Ub2 (B) before
(colored in gray) and after (colored in red) long-term storage at T = 253 K demonstrating the strong
stability of the triazole linkage used for domain-domain conjugation. A period of 14 (Lys11-linkage) and
13 months (Lys27-linkage) elapsed between measurements. No additional ingredients beside 20 mM
Na3PO4 and 5 % (v/v) D2O have been added to both proteins.
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FIGURE S10 Surface representation of monomeric wild type Ub (PDB ID 1D3Z) representing simulated
ΔSASA values comparing the proximal units of natively isopeptide-linked Ub2s with monomeric wild type
Ub (colored in orange). Moreover, experimental 𝛥𝜔 values are shown comparing the proximal units of
artificially PA-linked Ub2s with the corresponding monomeric cysteine mutated Ub variants (colored in
blue), respectively. Residues comprising the proximal moiety in Lys11- (A), Lys27- (B), and Lys63-linkage
type (C) have been highlighted by using red or blue color once they possess 𝛥SASA or 𝛥𝜔 values larger
than the mean (Fig. 2). The structures have been created by using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics
System, Version 2.4.0a0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).
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FIGURE S11 Build-up of normalized intensities for selected residues obtained by applying the modified
MEXICO NMR experiment. The continuous lines show fitting of equation (2) to the experimental data
obtained for selected residues (using one letter code followed by the position in primary sequence)
comprising the proximal moiety of artificially Lys11- (A) or Lys27-linked Ub2 (B). This enables to obtain
the rate constant, kHX, characterizing amide proton to solvents proton exchange taking place on a
millisecond time scale. The calculated kHX values are presented in Fig. 3A and individual kHX values are
summarized in Table S1.
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FIGURE S12 One dimensional 1H NMR spectra of Lys11- (A), Lys27- (B), Lys48- (C), and Lys63-linked Ub2
(D) have been integrated in the aliphatic signal region ranging between 0.5 and 2.5 ppm at varying
gradient field strengths. The integrals (shown as filled circles) have been subsequently used for the
determination of the diffusion coefficient. The straight lines represent the best fits of Eq. (4) to the
experimental data yielding D = (8.95±0.08)*10-11 m2s-1 (A), D = (8.89±0.04)*10-11 m2s-1 (B),
D = (9.5±0.1)*10-11 m2s-1 (C), and D = (9.2±0.2)*10-11 m2s-1 (D).
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FIGURE S13 Longitudinal (R1) (A) and transversal relaxation rate constants (R2) (B) as well as R2/R1 values
(C) for individual residues comprising the proximal units of artificially PA-linked Ub2s originating from
Lys11- (colored in red) and Lys27-linkage (colored in blue). Secondary structural elements according to
the NMR solution structure (PDB ID 1D3Z) are indicated on top in (A), (B) and (C). The solid line in (C)
indicates the 10 % trimmed mean of R2/R1 values representing residues comprising the proximal unit of
artificially Lys11- and Lys27-linked Ub2s. The dashed lines mark one standard deviation.
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FIGURE S14 NMR relaxation data obtained for the proximal units of artificially Lys11- and Lys27-linked
Ub2s are highlighted on the structure of monomeric wild type Ub (PDB ID 1D3Z). HetNOE values (A)
shown in Fig. 4A and R2/R1 values (B) shown in Fig. 13C are represented using putty mode. Low hetNOE
values and R2/R1 values below the 10 % trimmed mean indicating high amplitude motions and fast
dynamics on the picosecond to nanosecond time scale, respectively, are highlighted by thick tubes and
are colored in red, whereas high hetNOE values and R2/R1 values above the 10 % trimmed mean
indicating low amplitude motions and slow dynamics, respectively, are highlighted by thin tubes and are
colored in blue. The side chain of the corresponding lysine residue used for cysteine mutation and
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linkage is depicted in sticks mode. The structures have been created by using the PyMOL Molecular
Graphics System, Version 2.4.0a0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).
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FIGURE S15 Individual NMR titration profiles obtained for adding Rad23 UBA2 to artificially Lys11- (A),
Lys27- (B) and Lys63-linked Ub2s (C) resulting from a global fitting procedure for the dissociation
constant, KD. Representative profiles are depicted for selected residues reaching a significant CSP value
at the endpoint of the titration experiment according to Figs. 6C and S16, respectively. A 2:1 binding
stoichiometry between Ub2 and UBA2 has been assumed for Lys11-linkage (A), a 1:1 stoichiometry for
Lys27-linkage (B) and a 1:2 binding stoichiometry for Lys63-linkage (C), respectively.
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FIGURE S16 Overall change in chemical shifts of residues comprising the proximal moiety in artifcially
Lys27- and Lys63-linked Ub2s comparing absence with presence of a 2.4 (A) or 4.6 times stoichiometric
excess (B) of UBA2 regarding Ub2. The horizontal lines indicate Δω values larger than the mean
(continuous mode) and larger than the mean plus one standard deviation (dotted mode). Residues
undergoing a signal attenuation larger than 75 % are highlighted by using a background colored in gray.
Secondary structural elements according to PDB ID 1D3Z are indicated on top and the site used for
conjugation has been highlighted by using a vertical arrow.
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A

2MBO

B

2MBQ

C

2XEW

D

3NOB

FIGURE S17 Structural alignment performed for Lys11-linked Ub2s. Firstly, the alignment has been
performed for the four structures lowest in free energy obtained in the present study for Lys11-linked
Ub2 (see Fig. 5, left) by taking all backbone atoms of residues comprising the proximal moieties into
account (A-D, colored in pink). The distal moieties of Lys11-linked Ub2s have been colored in red (for the
structure lowest in free energy) and in orange (for the three remaining ones), respectively (A-D).
Secondly, the proximal moieties corresponding to PDB ID 2MBO (A), 2MBQ (B), 2XEW (C), and 3NOB(D)
have been individually aligned to the bundle of proximal moieties obtained first and have been colored
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in light gray. The distal moieties of 2MBO, 2MBQ, 2XEW, and 3NOB have been colored in light gray, too.
Additionally, residue Lys11 addressed for linkage is colored in blue. The structures have been created by
using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4.0a0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).
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FIGURE S18 Chromatograms obtained for size exclusion chromatography (SEC) applied on artificially
Lys11-linked Ub2 (A, top) and on artificially Lys27-linked Ub2 (B, top), respectively. Corresponding SDSPAGE analyses are shown below. SDS-pages indicate the individual fractions obtained from SEC runs
(top) and the molecular weight per kDa of the marker which has been used (numbers on the right and on
the left, respectively).
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FIGURE S19 Visualization of the general workflow used in the present study to obtain conformational
ensembles of Ub2s on an atomistic scale. (A) Illustration showing that atomistic simulations are not
capable to yield converged ensembles of Ub2. Distance in center of geometry between Ub moieties
comprising Ub2 obtained from atomistic (black) and coarse grained (blue) simulations. Both simulations
were started from a fully open conformation. Colored boxes show snapshots of corresponding
simulations in cartoon representation (black box, atomistic) or stick representation of backbone beads
(blue box, coarse grain). Shortly after initialisation of the atomistic simulation a domain-domain interface
is formed and preserved until the end of simulation. In contrast, on coarse grained level Ub2 takes
multiple different conformations. (B) Energy landscapes (colormap) obtained from multiple independent
coarse grained simulations of Ub2 (12 runs x 10 ms for each linkage type) by dimensionality reduction of
a set of 144 distances between to two moieties comprising Ub2. For each type of linkage four coarse
grained conformations were extracted from minima possessing the lowest energy and back-mapped to
the atomistic scale. Zoom insets show the landscape (grey scale) and conformations from atomistic
simulations (blue dots). (C) Structural bundles of Ub2 obtained from atomistic simulations. The proximal
moieties have been aligned and are marked by a line indicating the position of corresponding
conformations on low dimensional projection shown in (B). The structures have been created by using
the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.8.4.0, Schrödinger, LCC (www.pymol.org).
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TABLE S1 Apparent rate constants obtained for amide protons of monomeric wild type Ub and residues
comprising the proximal moiety in Lys11-, and Lys27-linked Ub2 by applying the modified MEXICO
approach.

Residue

kHX (s-1)
monomeric
wild type Ub

kHX (s )
artificially
Lys11-linked
Ub2

kHX (s )
artificially
Lys27-linked
Ub2

ΔkHX (s-1)
artificially
Lys11-linked
Ub2 vs.
monomeric
wild type Ub

Gln2

0.61 ±0.01

1.00 ±0.04

0.93 ±0.05

0.40 ±0.04

0.32 ±0.05

Ile3

0.36 ±0.02

0.41 ±0.04

0.42 ±0.10

0.06 ±0.04

0.06 ±0.10

Phe4

0.25 ±0.02

0.27 ±0.02

0.32 ±0.06

0.02 ±0.03

0.07 ±0.07

Val5

0.49 ±0.05

0.34 ±0.04

0.35 ±0.06

-0.15 ±0.07

-0.14 ±0.08

Lys6

1.43 ±0.04

0.64 ±0.07

0.69 ±0.11

-0.79 ±0.08

-0.74 ±0.11

Thr7

0.69 ±0.03

0.95 ±0.04

0.84 ±0.05

0.26 ±0.05

0.15 ±0.06

Leu8

7.84 ±0.06

7.69 ±0.14

3.29 ±0.10

-0.15 ±0.15

-4.55 ±0.11

Thr9

20.84 ±0.48

10.02 ±0.19

12.82 ±0.27

-10.82 ±0.52

-8.02 ±0.55

Gly10

5.07 ±0.08

5.20 ±0.07

2.82 ±0.10

0.12 ±0.11

-2.25 ±0.13

Lys/Cys11

3.07 ±0.08

3.85 ±0.15

2.27 ±0.11

0.78 ±0.17

-0.80 ±0.14

Thr12

6.18 ±0.04

5.65 ±0.08

3.83 ±0.04

-0.53 ±0.09

-2.35 ±0.05

-1

-1

ΔkHX (s-1)
artificially
Lys27-linked
Ub2 vs.
monomeric
wild type Ub

Ile13

0.48 ±0.01

0.58 ±0.06

0.75 ±0.09

0.11 ±0.06

0.27 ±0.09

Thr14

0.94 ±0.02

1.26 ±0.05

3.83 ±0.04

0.32 ±0.06

2.89 ±0.04

Leu15

0.75 ±0.03

0.79 ±0.10

0.81 ±0.12

0.04 ±0.11

0.05 ±0.12

Glu16

1.08 ±0.06

0.74 ±0.04

0.84 ±0.09

-0.34 ±0.07

-0.25 ±0.11

Val17

1.67 ±0.02

1.63 ±0.03

1.79 ±0.19

-0.03 ±0.04

0.13 ±0.20

Glu18

0.51 ±0.02

0.93 ±0.03

0.66 ±0.08

0.42 ±0.03

0.15 ±0.08

Ser20

0.60 ±0.03

0.92 ±0.04

0.91 ±0.06

0.32 ±0.05

0.30 ±0.07

Asp21

0.27 ±0.00

0.38 ±0.02

0.42 ±0.02

0.11 ±0.02

0.14 ±0.02

Thr22

0.77 ±0.03

0.88 ±0.02

1.23 ±0.13

0.11 ±0.04

0.46 ±0.13

Ile23

1.32 ±0.03

0.58 ±0.03

0.91 ±0.07

-0.74 ±0.05

-0.41 ±0.08

Glu24

-

-

0.98 ±0.19

-

-

Asn25

0.68 ±0.02

0.88 ±0.02

1.06 ±0.09

0.20 ±0.03

0.37 ±0.09

Val26

0.18 ±0.01

0.26 ±0.12

0.48 ±0.17

0.09 ±0.12

0.30 ±0.17

Lys/Cys27

0.16 ±0.01

0.44 ±1.37

0.19 ±0.05

0.28 ±1.37

0.03 ±0.05

Ala28

0.08 ±0.00

0.14 ±0.01

0.23 ±0.06

0.07 ±0.01

0.15 ±0.06

Lys29

0.14 ±0.01

0.26 ±0.04

0.20 ±0.03

0.12 ±0.04

0.06 ±0.04

Ile30

0.10 ±0.01

0.12 ±0.03

0.21 ±0.07

0.02 ±0.03

0.11 ±0.07

Gln31

0.09 ±0.01

0.36 ±0.05

0.39 ±0.04

0.26 ±0.05

0.29 ±0.04

Asp32

0.16 ±0.01

0.38 ±0.07

0.54 ±0.05

0.23 ±0.07

0.38 ±0.05

Lys33

0.24 ±0.02

0.40 ±0.08

1.62 ±0.16

0.16 ±0.08

1.38 ±0.16

Glu34

0.10 ±0.01

0.41 ±0.04

0.52 ±0.09

0.31 ±0.04

0.42 ±0.10
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Residue

kHX (s-1)
monomeric
wild type Ub

kHX (s )
artificially
Lys11-linked
Ub2

kHX (s )
artificially
Lys27-linked
Ub2

ΔkHX (s-1)
artificially
Lys11-linked
Ub2 vs.
monomeric
wild type Ub

Gly35

0.07 ±0.00

0.27 ±0.04

0.57 ±0.06

0.20 ±0.04

0.51 ±0.06

Ile36

0.41 ±0.11

0.20 ±0.05

-0.55 ±0.70

-0.21 ±0.12

-0.96 ±0.71

Asp39

1.14 ±0.01

0.91 ±0.01

0.44 ±0.04

-0.23 ±0.01

-0.70 ±0.04

Gln40

0.21 ±0.00

0.27 ±0.02

0.87 ±0.14

0.06 ±0.02

0.66 ±0.14

Gln41

0.25 ±0.01

0.38 ±0.02

0.47 ±0.14

0.13 ±0.02

0.22 ±0.14

Arg42

0.30 ±0.01

0.49 ±0.03

0.43 ±0.07

0.20 ±0.03

0.13 ±0.07

Leu43

0.65 ±0.02

0.70 ±0.02

1.00 ±0.11

0.06 ±0.03

0.36 ±0.11

Ile44

0.34 ±0.04

0.41 ±0.10

1.82 ±2.69

0.07 ±0.11

1.47 ±2.69

Phe45

0.81 ±0.02

0.56 ±0.06

0.51 ±0.14

-0.25 ±0.07

-0.29 ±0.15

Ala46

12.25 ±0.09

11.43 ±0.18

7.44 ±1.36

-0.82 ±0.20

-4.82 ±1.36

Gly47

1.59 ±0.03

1.39 ±0.03

1.77 ±0.45

-0.20 ±0.04

0.17 ±0.45

Lys48

0.41 ±1.28

0.24 ±0.01

0.36 ±0.08

-0.17 ±1.28

-0.06 ±1.28

Gln49

1.53 ±0.02

1.53 ±0.02

1.13 ±0.10

-0.01 ±0.03

-0.40 ±0.10

Leu50

0.38 ±0.02

0.43 ±0.04

0.78 ±0.22

0.05 ±0.04

0.40 ±0.22

Glu51

1.13 ±0.01

1.76 ±0.02

1.78 ±0.20

0.64 ±0.02

0.65 ±0.20

Asp52

0.34 ±0.01

0.50 ±0.03

0.65 ±0.08

0.16 ±0.03

0.31 ±0.08

-1

-1

ΔkHX (s-1)
artificially
Lys27-linked
Ub2 vs.
monomeric
wild type Ub

Gly53

-

-

0.78 ±0.54

-

-

Arg54

0.32 ±0.02

0.35 ±0.01

0.45 ±0.03

0.03 ±0.02

0.14 ±0.03

Thr55

0.73 ±0.02

0.72 ±0.03

0.87 ±0.11

-0.01 ±0.03

0.13 ±0.11

Leu56

0.47 ±0.01

0.42 ±0.02

0.44 ±0.04

-0.06 ±0.03

-0.04 ±0.05

Ser57

0.47 ±0.00

0.65 ±0.02

0.71 ±0.04

0.18 ±0.02

0.24 ±0.04

Asp58

0.63 ±0.01

0.79 ±0.03

1.03 ±0.06

0.16 ±0.03

0.41 ±0.06

Tyr59

0.22 ±0.01

0.28 ±0.01

0.47 ±0.84

0.06 ±0.02

0.25 ±0.84

Asn60

0.45 ±0.02

0.38 ±0.02

0.62 ±0.08

-0.07 ±0.03

0.17 ±0.08

Ile61

0.37 ±6.67

0.37 ±5.38

0.41 ±4.74

0.01 ±8.57

0.05 ±8.18

Gln62

0.48 ±0.01

0.63 ±0.03

0.56 ±0.03

0.15 ±0.03

0.08 ±0.04

Lys63

0.91 ±0.02

0.78 ±0.02

0.77 ±0.08

-0.13 ±0.03

-0.14 ±0.08

Glu64

0.22 ±0.01

0.31 ±0.03

0.35 ±0.08

0.10 ±0.04

0.13 ±0.08

Ser65

0.67 ±0.01

0.89 ±0.02

0.89 ±0.06

0.23 ±0.02

0.22 ±0.06

Thr66

0.75 ±0.01

1.30 ±0.03

1.24 ±0.13

0.55 ±0.03

0.49 ±0.13

Leu67

0.70 ±0.03

0.66 ±0.08

0.70 ±0.18

-0.03 ±0.09

0.00 ±0.18

His68

0.36 ±0.02

0.41 ±0.04

2.37 ±2.24

0.06 ±0.05

2.01 ±2.24
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Residue

kHX (s-1)
monomeric
wild type Ub

kHX (s )
artificially
Lys11-linked
Ub2

kHX (s )
artificially
Lys27-linked
Ub2

ΔkHX (s-1)
artificially
Lys11-linked
Ub2 vs.
monomeric
wild type Ub

Leu69

0.50 ±0.02

0.48 ±0.05

0.38 ±0.03

-0.02 ±0.05

-0.12 ±0.04

Val70

0.32 ±0.02

0.38 ±0.08

0.80 ±0.07

0.06 ±0.08

0.48 ±0.07

Leu71

0.25 ±0.02

0.44 ±0.03

0.64 ±0.12

0.19 ±0.03

0.40 ±0.12

Arg72

-1

-1

ΔkHX (s-1)
artificially
Lys27-linked
Ub2 vs.
monomeric
wild type Ub

1.23 ±0.01

1.02 ±0.02

0.64 ±0.06

-0.21 ±0.03

-0.59 ±0.06

Leu73

4.32 ±0.04

3.44 ±0.04

3.07 ±0.39

-0.88 ±0.06

-1.25 ±0.40

Arg74

12.09 ±0.13

9.30 ±0.10

7.28 ±1.28

-2.79 ±0.17

-4.81 ±1.29

Gly75

25.78 ±0.46

22.26 ±0.44

13.57 ±2.74

-3.52 ±0.64

-12.22 ±2.78

Gly76

1.33 ±0.01

1.19 ±0.02

1.25 ±0.24

-0.13 ±0.02

-0.08 ±0.24
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Interacting proteins can form aggregates and protein –protein interfaces with
multiple patterns and different stabilities. Using molecular simulation one
would like to understand the formation of these aggregates and which of
the observed states are relevant for protein function and recognition. To
characterize the complex configurational ensemble of protein aggregates,
one needs a quantitative measure for the similarity of structures. We present
well-suited descriptors that capture the essential features of non-covalent
protein contact formation and domain motion. This set of collective variables
is used with a nonlinear multi-dimensional scaling-based dimensionality
reduction technique to obtain a low-dimensional representation of the
configurational landscape of two ubiquitin proteins from coarse-grained
simulations. We show that this two-dimensional representation is a powerful
basis to identify meaningful states in the ensemble of aggregated structures
and to calculate distributions and free energy landscapes for different sets of
simulations. By using a measure to quantitatively compare free energy
landscapes we can show how the introduction of a covalent bond between
two ubiquitin proteins at different positions alters the configurational
states of these dimers.

1. Introduction
Protein –protein interactions are crucial for the function of biological systems on
the molecular level since they determine almost all signalling and catalytic path
ways in the cell. Complex biological functions are often executed by large multiprotein complexes which can be divided into domains which are assigned to
specific functions and often perform correlated motions [1]. The relative position/orientation of domains with respect to each other determines the
overall morphology of the aggregate to a great extent and should therefore be
decisive for protein function [2]. To obtain a molecular-level understanding,
one needs to know the predominant conformations of the protein system,
their thermodynamic weights and transition rates between these states. This
information can be obtained from ensembles produced by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations [3].
One example for a very popular and extensively studied topic is the ubiquitin (Ub) signalling system where the small protein Ub (figure 1) is covalently
attached to certain lysine residues of substrate proteins [4]. Since Ub can be ubiquitylated at eight positions as well, Ub chains are formed which are then
recognized by Ub binding domains. However, we still lack a full understanding
of what determines the specific recognition of differently linked Ub chains for
different signalling pathways [5]. One reason for this specificity is that the linkage position determines the morphology of Ub chains, as was shown in various
structural studies of differently linked Ub dimers and longer chains [6]. On the
other hand, for a single linkage type, very different conformations can be found
as well (PDB ID: 1F9J (open), 1TBE (compact), 1AAR (closed)) which indicates
that a Ub chain can adopt different structures in solution [7–10].

& 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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K48
K33

K48
K63

diUb

2xUb

MD simulation is ideally suited to complement structural
experimental data by yielding ensembles which can be used
to provide insights into the nature and thermodynamic stability of distinct conformations in solution [11]. Owing to
increased computational resources like distributed computing and optimized algorithms, we are now able to perform
MD simulations on long time scales which are relevant in biological processes, such as protein recognition [12,13].
Therefore, an increased need emerges for analysis techniques
which are able to process massive amounts of data to extract
information. Valuable knowledge is also obtained when
information from different sources is connected, e.g. data
from simulations at different levels of resolution or different
types of experiments. Comparison and agreement between
structures from different methods validates their significance
and can show us the underlying thermodynamical principles
behind the phenomena of interest [14].
Such datasets consist of a large number of structures
while each structure represents a point in a very high-dimensional space (R(3Natom )3 ). One possibility to overcome the
problem, that direct visualization and interpretation of such
high-dimensional data are impossible, is to create a lowdimensional map of the configurational or conformational
phase space [15]. This map can be then used as a basis
for clustering of similar structures and therefore for state
identification. A common way to reduce the phase space
dimensionality is to find a set of descriptors which are
internal, i.e. independent of the absolute atom positions in
space. These descriptors are called collective variables (CVs)
and need to be carefully chosen since they provide the essential basis for further characterization. Often the number of
CVs which is required to capture the characteristics of complex structures and structural transitions is still relatively
high-dimensional, i.e. in this space, the sampling of configurations can neither be easily visualized nor can its essential
features be grasped without further analysis. This problem
can be addressed by dimensionality reduction to obtain a
low-dimensional representation [16,17].
Recently, we used the example of covalently linked Ub
dimers (diUb) to introduce a method for characterization of
the conformational space of multi-domain proteins [18]. We
identified CVs that were ideally suited to capture the characteristics of protein –protein interfaces and were an ideal basis
for subsequent dimensionality reduction. We were able to
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obtain a two-dimensional free energy landscape for each of
the eight different Ub dimers from coarse-grained (CG) MD
simulations and to quantitatively compare them with each
other. With this method, we were also able to compare the
CG results with experimental structural data and the
sampling in atomistic simulations.
Here, we extend this method and demonstrate that it can
also be very well used for the characterization of the configurational landscape of two proteins which are not bound
and can therefore move freely relative to each other. We performed CG simulations on the microsecond time scale of
two Ub proteins to obtain an equilibrated ensemble. We
used a set of 144 CVs that describe how the proteins in the
simulations are oriented towards each other—their relative
configurations. With a nonlinear, multi-dimensional scalinglike dimensionality reduction method called Sketch-map,
a two-dimensional representation of the configurational
space described by these CVs was constructed. From this
low-dimensional projection, we could obtain a free energy
landscape which illustrates the non-covalent dimerization of
two Ub proteins in solution. We were also able to compare
the previously obtained configurational landscapes of covalently linked Ub dimers to two unlinked Ub. We can show
that the formation of a covalent bond between two Ub proteins alters the free energy landscape of protein –protein
contacts in a linkage-specific manner.

2. Results
2.1. Non-covalent dimerization
Two unlinked Ub proteins (2xUb) were simulated extensively
with a modified CG MARTINI model as is shown in figure 1
(see Material and methods) [18,19]. To this end, 48 independent runs of 10 ms each were carried out which were
started from four different initial configurations with well
separated proteins. This amounts to a total simulation time
of 480 ms. Here and throughout the rest of the paper, we do
not account for any possible additional speed-up of CG
dynamics, which is estimated for the MARTINI model to
be a factor of 4–8 for lipid diffusion [20], but unknown for
the protein– protein association and reorientation processes
investigated here. For further details about set-up and postprocessing, see Material and methods section. On this time
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Figure 1. Illustration of coarse-grained Ub model and simulation set-up. (a) CG representation of a single Ub protein. Backbone beads are coloured in grey and side
chain beads in orange. Labels indicate the N-terminus and the seven lysine residues which can be used in a peptide or isopeptide bond to form Ub chains. Lysine
side chains are coloured in blue. Thin white lines indicate the supportive elastic network within the individual Ub units. (b,c) Schematic representations of the two
types of systems investigated in this study (water beads not shown). (b) System of two Ub proteins without any bonded interactions (2xUb). (c) One of the eight
possible Ub dimers (diUb; here: K48-linked). (Online version in colour.)
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scale, we observed non-covalent dimerization between the
two Ub proteins but also frequent disintegration and re-formation of protein –protein interfaces in all simulations.
Nevertheless, we observed a strong tendency to form contacts, as indicated by the centre of geometry distance
distribution shown in figure 2. From these data, we determined that a fraction of approximately 80% of the
structures are in an aggregated state (see Material and
methods). Note that due to severe finite size effects (with
only two Ub molecules in a comparatively small simulation
box), no reliable estimate for a dissociation constant KD can
be given. Assuming a Ub concentration in the simulations of
approximately 130 mM (the volume of Ub was excluded in
this calculation), an observation of 80% aggregated structures
is in qualitative agreement with the experimental value of
KD ¼ 4:9 mM estimated from NMR experiments [21]. Before
we go into a detailed analysis of the contact states that are visited by this 2xUb system, we first qualitatively assess which
regions of the protein surfaces most predominantly participate
in contact formation. Figure 2 shows the two Ub chains
coloured according to the number of contacts that the respective residues form with any residue of the other protein. Red
colouring shows that in our simulations, most of the contacts
were mediated by the flexible as well as the b-sheet region of
Ub. Importantly, the colouring is comparable on both chains
which indicates that the simulation is reasonably well converged. This general observation of b-sheet mediated
aggregation is well known for Ub [21].
In the next step, we will analyse the structural ensemble
that was obtained from the simulations in more detail. To
obtain a deeper insight into the visited phase space of
mutual protein –protein configurations and to cluster the
data and identify states, we will use a recently introduced
method that relies on a set of collective variables tailored to
characterize such contact interfaces and a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique [18]. For covalently linked
diUb, residue-wise minimum distances (RMD) between the
two subunits have been found to be a very good set of CVs
that are able to capture the essential molecular-level features
of non-covalent subunit –subunit contacts, i.e. that allow one
to characterize protein –protein interactions and protein –
protein interfaces. Transferring this approach to unlinked
proteins means that any simulated structure (here two Ub
units of 72 amino acid residues each; the highly flexible residues 73 –76 of Ub were not included in analysis) is described
by a vector of 144 distance values. These were determined by

calculating for each of the 72 Ca atoms in one protein the
minimum distance to any Ca atom in the respective other
protein and vice versa.
Thus, for simulated conformations extracted every 100 ps,
the 144-dimensional RMD vector was calculated. Note that
although the two chains are equivalent in the present case
(without covalent linkage), they become pseudo ordered in
CV space (distances of chain A are represented by the first
half of the RMD vector and those of chain B by the second
half ). This set of CVs contains information about the distance
between the proteins, about the residues that are part of
the contacting interface (if a contact is formed) and—
implicitly—about the relative orientation of the proteins
with respect to each other. Following the approach in [18],
those CVs were then used for dimensionality reduction
with Sketch-map to obtain a two-dimensional representation.
The choice of CVs, i.e. the internal coordinates at an intermediate level of dimensionality, has an enormous impact
on how well the subsequent projection to a low-dimensional
map works [16,22]. One may easily obtain a very fragmented
map where similar structures are subdivided into pseudoclusters or one may obtain a map that does not well separate
different states. For the given problem, the RMD vector
proved to be very suitable. Three hundred representative
conformations were selected from the 2xUb ensemble as socalled landmarks to construct the Sketch-map [22]. After
that, all other data points were projected into the map that
was spanned based on those landmarks.
From the resulting two-dimensional probability distribution, an estimate of the configurational free energy
landscape of the 2xUb system was obtained from Boltzmann
inversion, shown in figure 3a. As in the case of covalently
linked diUb, we obtain a circular shaped projection of the
simulated structures where the different regions can be
linked to certain geometrical attributes. It is found that configurations with particularly large interdomain distances
(no or very little protein– protein contact) are found on the
left-hand side of the map and are clearly separated from
the aggregated structures on the right. This is illustrated by
the small map in figure 3b(i) (green colouring) which is
coloured according to the protein –protein centre of geometry
distance. Figure 3 also shows representative structures for
various regions of the map where proteins do not form
many contacts. These snapshots illustrate that configurations
with different relative orientations are well separated, i.e. as
in the previous study of covalently linked diUb, the circular
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Figure 2. (a) Centre of geometry distance distribution between two Ub proteins obtained from CG simulations. (b) Secondary structure and structural features of Ub.
Colouring is according to the number of contacts to the other chains. A very intense red colour corresponds to a high contact count. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 3. Free energy landscape of 2xUb (a) obtained from projected RMD data. Structures selected from certain points of the projection were back-mapped to the
atomistic level in order to display the protein structure in a cartoon representation. Chain A (blue sphere) is aligned in all configurations. (b) Maps coloured according
to the mean value of a certain property after structures were binned into histograms. (i) Centre of geometry distance between chain A and B; (ii) contact count to
the other protein evaluated for residues involved in a b-sheet motif; (iii) contact count to the other protein evaluated for residues involved in an a-helix motif.
(Online version in colour.)

positioning on the map indicates certain protein –protein
orientations. The other two small panels in figure 3 show
which regions on the map are characterized by certain
types of contact interfaces: 3b(ii) (orange colouring) shows
where conformations with a high number of b-sheet contacts
are located and 3b(iii) ( purple colouring) shows where aggregates are dominated by contacts through the a-helices. Most
importantly, the regions where contacts are formed via the
b-sheet or a-helical regions of the protein surfaces appear
well separated. Possible overlaps would then refer to structures where one protein interacts via its b-sheet and the
other one via its a-helix. This figure already nicely demonstrates the power of this analysis, which allows one to
identify interesting features within the simulated ensembles
and to extract the corresponding structures.
The two-dimensional free energy landscape in figure 3
shows a relatively large shallow area with non-aggregated
(left half of map) or only loosely aggregated conformations.
Due to the finite simulation box, the two Ub proteins
can have a maximum centre of geometry distance of about
8 nm (figure 2). In order to obtain a meaningful projection
in which it is possible to distinguish different aggregated
structures, it was not necessary to exclude conformations
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with very large distances from the projection and from the
landmark selection. We point out that such a restriction of
the analysis to a certain maximum distance might be an
option for other set-ups with larger simulation boxes to
improve the outcome of the dimensionality reduction. Here,
we demonstrate that it is possible to obtain a lowdimensional representation which differentiates between
high distances and orientation at the same time. Therefore,
one could use this analysis method to study long range
protein interactions such as electrostatic effects that might
mediate aggregation [23].
In the following, we will more closely look at the highly
populated region which represents aggregated structures in
the 2xUb map (i.e. the area in figure 3 that is dominated by
red, yellow and light green colours). Figure 4 shows that
this region is separated into several low-free-energy states
which are connected by shallow transition areas. Representative structures of several states are shown in such a way, that
chain A is always oriented the same way—to visualize how
well the map separates aggregates with different relative
orientations and contact interfaces. Furthermore, structure
bundles are presented exemplarily for four states, again
with all structures aligned on chain A. These bundles show
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Figure 4. Highly populated region of the free energy landscape of 2xUb (zoom into figure 3). Representative structures were selected from local minima and backmapped to the atomistic level in order to display the protein structure in a cartoon representation. Matching pairs of structures which are very similar if the chain
ordering is interchanged are marked by matching geometric shapes (black/orange). A superposition of these configurations is shown in figure 5. Structure bundles
show CG structures around selected minima (black boxes). In the bundles, structures are aligned to chain A, represented by CG backbone beads which are connected
by lines, and coloured according to the secondary structure of Ub. (Online version in colour.)

that the simulated structures which are projected into the
same region on the map are indeed very similar, i.e. that
the two-dimensional map is a good basis for clustering and
state identification.
As mentioned above, the CVs which were used to
describe each conformation consist of 72 RMD values
for chain A followed by 72 RMD values for chain B. This
introduces an arbitrary ordering of the—in principle interchangeable—chains in CV space. Thus, in a perfect
sampling of configuration space, the ensemble of observed
RMD vectors exhibits a symmetry with respect to their
upper and lower halves. It turns out that in consequence,
the map exhibits a mirror symmetry with a symmetry axis
which runs approximately horizontally in the middle of
figure 4 (note that the fact that the axis runs horizontally is
coincidental). The symmetry of the map is to be expected
since the Sketch-map algorithm relies on a metric which
(qualitatively) preserves distances between pairs of structures. Certain imperfections in the symmetry are due to the
limited number of landmark structures from which the map
is constructed. Interestingly, several states lie directly on the
middle axis of the projection which separates the two

halves, and consequently these structures are symmetric
themselves. This can very well be seen in the cluster representatives shown in the top row of figure 4, in particular in the
second representative from left. As a consequence, configurations from two corresponding states in the upper and
lower halves of the map are indeed similar if one reorders
the chains accordingly. We marked such pairs of structures
with matching geometric shapes in figure 4. These structures
are shown again in figure 5 but now chain B of the structure
from the upper half of the map (marked in orange) is aligned
with chain A of the structure from the lower half of the map
(marked in black). One sees that the positioning of the
respective other, unaligned chains is remarkably similar.
This result nicely demonstrates that the configurational
phase space of the two proteins is well sampled and that
the projection and state identification is robust.

2.2. Impact of linkage
Now that we have a means to characterize the configurations/aggregate states of two Ub proteins, we can use this
tool to investigate the impact of linking the two chains
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Figure 6. Illustration of the distribution of subunit – subunit contacts over
the protein surface of diUb (averaged over all linkage types). Colouring is
according to the number of contacts to the respective other subunit comparable with figure 2. (Online version in colour.)
covalently (diUb) together. How does this linkage affect the
sampled configurational space and the Ub –Ub contact interfaces? How does this depend on the type of linkage? In this
section, we will show that the analysis with low-dimensional
Sketch-maps and RMDs as CVs is very well suited to address
these questions.
Since one of the seven lysine side chains or the N-terminal
methionine can be linked to the C-terminal glycine of a
second Ub, eight differently linked diUb types are possible.
According to the common convention, we will call these
chains proximal and distal, respectively, and denote the different diUb chains by their linking residues as M1, K6, K11, K27,
K29, K33, K48 and K63. By covalently connecting the two
protein chains, one introduces a constraint which should
reduce the conformational space [14]. Therefore, large distances and some relative orientations between the two
chains are not possible any more. In [18] analyses of simulations of all differently linked diUb have been presented.
Simulations had been started from ‘open’ conformations,
where the two Ub moieties were positioned in a way that
no interdomain contacts were present. In total 12 independent
CG simulations of 10 ms had been performed for each linker,
summing up to 960 ms for all dimers. These data will be
now used to address the above questions.
In a first step, we investigate the overall impact of
covalent dimerization independent of the linkage type.
Note that while the different linkage positions are distributed
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over the surface on the proximal chain, the distal chain is
always connected via its C-terminal region with the second
moiety. The effect of this asymmetry is nicely reflected in
the distribution of protein –protein contacts over the surfaces
of the two subunits which was analysed in an analogous
fashion as in figure 2. Figure 6 shows that on the distal
chain contacts are located at the b-sheet region around the
C-terminus, as one would expect due to the covalent connection in this region. By contrast, the distribution of contacts on
the proximal chain (averaged over all linkage types) is comparable with unlinked 2xUb, i.e. most contacts are mediated
through the flexible and the b-sheet regions. A further differentiation of the linkages will be done below, using the
conformational maps.
Next we exploit the potential of low-dimensional maps
to qualitatively and even quantitatively compare the
conformational and configurational sampling in different
simulations, e.g. independent simulations of the same
system with the same model, simulations at different levels
of resolution (i.e. with an atomistic and a CG model as
in [18]), or, as in the present case, simulations of different
systems where we compare unlinked and differently linked
two-Ub systems.
The only prerequisite for a seamless linking of different
simulation levels/systems is that the CVs which underlie
the dimensionality reduction have been suitably defined.
Since RMDs have been defined based on Ca atoms in the
structurally stable core of the two Ub moieties, the maps of
2xUb and diUb can be compared by either generating a
new map from a combined set of landmarks or by projecting
the diUb simulations into the 2xUb map. Starting from the
assumption that simulations of two unlinked Ub provide a
good representation of all relative configurations which can
be obtained by two Ub we used the latter ansatz. Figure 7
shows a free energy landscape (coloured areas) obtained
from all simulations of all dimers projected using landmarks
which were obtained from 2xUb simulations. One sees that
diUb covers a certain subspace of the much larger 2xUb landscape (black outline in figure 7). Note that the diUb projection
does not cover areas which are not present on the landscape
of 2xUb and that there is no accumulation of probability density at the rims of the diUb area. This would have happened if
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Figure 5. Illustration of the equivalence of low free energy states in the upper and lower half of the configurational landscape shown in figure 4. All six 2xUb
structures (in cartoon representation) were already shown in figure 4 (marked by the black and orange geometric shapes). The black structures are oriented as in
figure 4 (chain A positioned at the bottom and aligned to the same orientation). For the orange structures, chain B was aligned to chain A of the corresponding
black structure. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 7. Free energy landscape of diUb. Structures from all diUb simulations (eight different linkage types; coloured heatmap) were projected into the map of
2xUb (the outline of which is shown for comparison; outer rim: dashed line; areas where free energy of 2xUb is below 215, 220, 225 kJ mol21: solid lines).
(Online version in colour.)

the diUb simulations had sampled conformations and therefore RMD values which are not well represented by the
landmarks from unlinked simulations. The area on the lefthand side of the 2xUB landscape, which represents structures
with a large protein –protein distance, is not visited in simulations of diUb for obvious reasons. More remarkably, the
landscape of diUb also lacks some regions which appeared
aggregated in simulations of unlinked Ub. As discussed
above, due to the character of the simulated system with
two equivalent, unlinked chains, the projection turned out
to be symmetric in the low energy region. This symmetry is
broken by the introduction of a covalent linkage between
the C-terminus of one Ub (distal subunit, chain A) to one
of the lysine residues of the other Ub (proximal subunit,
chain B): chain A and chain B are topologically not equivalent
(see figure 1). As a consequence, diUb simulations do not
sample the upper and the lower half of the landscape equally.
This observation becomes drastically more pronounced
if we analyse the differently linked dimers separately.
Figure 8 (upper panels) shows the linkage dependent
reduction of the configurational phase space compared to
the sampling of two unlinked Ub in analogy to figure 7.
One sees that the differently linked diUb cover very different

areas of the map and that most linkages occupy regions
on either the upper or the lower half of the map and on the
horizontal axis in the middle (where symmetric dimer structures are found). This separation nicely illustrates how the
topological constraint of a bond to one position on the proximal subunit affects the sampling of conformations in a
linkage-specific manner.
The lower panels in figure 8 show a zoom into the low
free energy region that represents stable aggregated states.
In this representation, the free energy minima of the different
diUb simulations are indicated by contour lines which are
overlaid on top of the 2xUb landscape (taken from figure
4). This allows for a direct comparison of diUb states to
those of unlinked 2xUb which yields some very interesting
observations. Some linkage types, i.e. K6, K11, K48 and
K63, exhibit free energy minima only in regions where
unlinked Ub also adopts stable structures. One could say
those linkage types select and amplify conformations that
are already present in unlinked Ub dimers or alter the
shape of the respective state only slightly. By contrast,
K27-linked dimers show a behaviour which has almost no
similarity to unlinked Ub. It seems that this linkage position
alters the relative position of two Ub chains on a large scale.
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For the remaining linkages (M1, K29 and K33), we find a
combination of both features. They have some minima in
common with 2xUb but adopt several linkage-specific states
in addition.
To complete the comparison of Sketch-map projections
originating from different simulations, one can attempt to
quantify the similarity of different free energy landscapes.
In [18], the so-called earth-mover distance (EMD) [24,25],
widely used in the computer vision and image retrieval
community, was found to be particularly well suited to quantitatively compare two-dimensional landscapes. EMDs were
used as a similarity measure between all eight conformational landscapes of differently linked diUb and the results were
visualized by arranging markers for the different linkages in
a graph according to their respective pair-wise EMDs (again
by employing a multi-dimensional scaling technique). As a
result, patterns of (dis)similarities between the linkages
could be identified that correlate well with diUb interaction
behaviour found experimentally [26,27].
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An analogous analysis is now performed on the diUb
maps generated in this study. Note that the appearance of
the diUb conformational free energy landscapes is very
different from those presented in [18], where the same diUb
simulations had been projected using a set of landmark structures which were selected from these diUb simulations.
Nevertheless, the pair-wise EMDs between the 8 landscapes
(figure 9a) are strikingly similar to the former results. In
figure 9b, this is illustrated by showing the EMD-based
two-dimensional arrangement of linkage types from this
study (circles with full colours) alongside the data from [18]
(circles with pale colours). Thus, even though the outcome
of the dimensionality reduction with Sketch-map is very sensitive to the selection of landmarks and parameters, the
results are quantitatively comparable even if landmarks
from a different dataset are used—as long as these landmarks
cover the whole phase space of the projected data and the
projection parameters are well chosen. This is apparently
the case for two Ub chains (and RMDs as CVs),
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Figure 8. Free energy landscapes of differently linked diUb. Upper rows show linkage dependent maps of diUb (purple heatmaps) compared to 2xUb (grey rim).
Lower rows show the highly populated area of Ub dimers. States of 2xUb (coloured heatmap taken from figure 4) in comparison with free energy minima of diUb
(black contour lines). (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 9. (a) Relative pair-wise EMD between distributions of two-dimensional projections in figure 8. (b) Markers for all differently linked diUb positioned according to their relative pair-wise EMD by multi-dimensional scaling. For comparison, the pale markers show the result for the same analysis of the distributions in [18].
(Online version in colour.)

where representative landmarks from unlinked 2xUb
simulations generate a map on which the essential conformational features of the linked dimers are not only well
represented but where important, distinctive characteristics
are also well separated.

3. Conclusion
In this study, we showed that RMDs between different proteins or between subunits in multi-domain proteins can be
used as CVs to characterize protein –protein aggregation
and interface characteristics. Together with dimensionality
reduction, we can obtain a representative position for each
protein configuration in a two-dimensional map. Due to
the nonlinear metric employed by the Sketch-map algorithm,
small and large differences between structures (distances) are
reproduced qualitatively while intermediate distances are
accurately reproduced in the projection. This makes the
approach particularly well suited to analyse states and transitions in molecular ensembles. The low-dimensional
representation allows us to calculate distributions and free
energy landscapes which can be compared with each other
both qualitatively and quantitatively—the latter with the
EMD metric, which opens up new possibilities for analysis
and comparison of related molecular systems. The
low-dimensional projections are also very useful for diverse
visualization variants which help to understand relevant
features of the projected ensemble. Since we use a dimensionality reduction technique which projects a single data
point according to a fixed set of landmarks, new/additional
configurations can be added to the projection. Thus, if the
CVs underlying the dimensionality reduction allow this,
configurations from different systems (e.g. 2xUb and diUb)
as well as different levels of resolution can be compared on
the same map [18]. We demonstrate the power of this
method by characterizing the configurational ensemble of
two unlinked Ub chains. The low-dimensional free energy
landscape shows that two Ub proteins can adopt various
states in solution which are dominated by contacts in the
b-sheet and flexible region of Ub. Free energy landscapes
of differently linked Ub dimers show that some linkage

types tend to populate states which are already present in
unlinked Ub but in some cases new states do appear. In
the future, this insight may be useful to investigate the possible mechanism of Ub ligation (forming the linking
isopeptide bond). In this study, we demonstrated the
impact of linkage formation; in a similar manner, one
could investigate the effect of other factors such as mutations
or post translational modifications of certain residues on the
structural ensemble of ubiquitin dimers. One remarkable
result of this study is that representative structures from
simulations of two unlinked Ub molecules generate a
Sketch-map on which the diUb conformations are not
only well represented but where important, distinctive
characteristics are also well separated. As a consequence,
the differences between the linkages are captured—as
can be seen in the EMD-based classification of the linkage
types.
The method presented here can be easily transferred to
other systems where two domains perform motions relative
to each other. The selection criteria for the Ca atoms which
are included in the RMD calculation can be adjusted for
other systems (here we excluded the flexible C-terminal
region of Ub). For larger proteins, for example, one could
limit the analysis to residues on the protein surface. On the
other hand, more than just the Ca atoms could be included
in RMD calculation to increase the sensitivity of projection
where this is needed. Furthermore, RMD values could be
used to investigate protein interaction with other (interaction)
partners, such as small molecules or membranes. Also, an
extension of this method to characterize more than two
domains should be feasible.
We are convinced that the characterization of protein
aggregates and contact interfaces presented here opens up a
wide range of possibilities for simulation and analysis. The
low-dimensional projections can be used for a systematic
comparison of different methods or models (MD simulations
with different force fields or at levels of resolution) and they
can be combined with different types of sampling and expansion schemes [28 –30]. Last but not least, they can serve as
an ideal basis for different clustering algorithms, such as
k-means or density-based clustering.
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4. Material and methods
All simulations were performed with the GROMACS simulation package v. 5 [31]. Temperature and pressure were kept
at 300 K and 1 bar using the velocity rescaling thermostat and
the Parrinello – Rahman barostat, respectively. The Verlet cutoff scheme was applied [32]. The default md (leap-frog)
integrator was used with a 10 fs time step. The cut-off distance
for short range van der Waals interactions was set to 1.1 nm
and electrostatics were treated by the reaction field method
with a cut-off distance of 1.1 nm and a dielectric constant
of 15 [33].

All CG simulations were performed using the MARTINI force
field v. 2.2 with non-polarizable coars-grained water as solvent
[19,34]. As in [18], non-bonded interactions between water and
protein bead types are increased compared to the original MARTINI force field. Structure and topology input files
for CG simulations were created with a modified version of
the martinize script, which allows the formation of an isopeptide bond. All CG simulations were performed using the
ELNEDIN force field for bonded interactions [35].
An iteratively-refined distance-based elastic network was used
to reproduce the intrinsic dynamic properties of Ub correctly
[18,36].

4.3. Set-up
Initial conformations for simulation of two unlinked Ub proteins
were obtained by placing two copies of Ub (PDB-ID: 1UBQ
[37]) well separated in a dodecahedron box with a box vector
of 11  11  8 nm. The initial position of the two chains was
chosen such that the distance between atoms on different
chains was at least 2.5 nm. To obtain four different initial conformations, chain B was successively rotated by 908 around all three
Cartesian axes. All ‘open’ initial conformations of diUb were
constructed from two Ub units by placing the Ub moieties next
to each other so that the C-terminal carboxyl group of the first
chain and a lysine side chain of the second chain were close
in space. For each linkage type, a second conformation was
generated. For this, the relative orientation between the two
chains was altered. For all simulations, diUb was placed in a
10  10  10 nm dodecahedron box. All structures were relaxed
by energy minimization before and after solvation. Solvated
systems were equilibrated in three short runs of 200 ps each:
(1) under constant temperature (NVT) with position restrained
backbone beads; (2) under constant temperature and pressure
(NPT) with position restrained backbone beads; (3) NPT without
any position restraints.

4.4. Post processing of structures
Structures of two unlinked Ub proteins had to be prepared for
analysis after simulation, in particular, periodic boundary conditions were removed such that distances between the two not
covalently linked proteins are always calculated between the
two closest periodic images. In a first step, jumps between periodic images were removed from the trajectories. Next, chain
A was positioned together with its closest periodic image
of chain B inside of the simulation box using gmx cluster. Finally,
the two proteins were placed in the so obtained relative
orientation in the middle of a much larger cubic box (60 
60  60 nm) to avoid later processing errors. This was necessary
since otherwise the chains can (seemingly) interact with each
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Sketch-map v. 3.0 was used [22]. Based on the high-dimensional
distance distribution of RMD from simulations of unlinked Ub,
the sigmoid function parameters s ¼ 7.0, A ¼ 12, B ¼ 5, a ¼ 2,
b ¼ 5 were chosen. Landmarks (N=300) were selected from CG
simulations of unlinked Ub only and their two-dimensional positions were optimized in 15 steps. This selection was done
randomly in combination with the minmax option with g ¼ 0.01
to increase the number of representative structures from rarely
sampled areas. We observed that number of landmarks should
not be too large since this increases the computational time for
projection without giving significantly better results. Note that
in some cases (different parameters for sigmoid function and
landmark selection) the dimensionality reduction failed. Therefore, the selection of these parameters should be done with care
and the resulting projection needs to be validated, for example
by comparison of the clustered structures.

4.6. Analysis of protein –protein contacts and residuewise minimum distances
The fraction of aggregated structures and the residue-wise contacts were calculated from RMD values, which are described in
more detail in the Results section and in [18]. Two unlinked
Ub chains were counted as aggregated if at least one of the minimum distances was below 1.0 nm. The same criterion was
applied to count residue-wise contacts which were then scaled
and used for colouring of the Ub structures in figures 2 and 6.
For b-sheet and a-helix contact count in figure 3, the most
common secondary structure motif was used which was
observed in atomistic simulations of Ub.

4.7. Miscellaneous
CG diUb structures were back-mapped with BACKWARD [38] to
obtain atomistic representations of simulated conformations. All
figures were created using Python v. 3.5 and Matplotlib v. 2.2.2.
As in [18], two-dimensional distributions were quantitatively compared using the EMD algorithm as it is implemented in Pyemd v.
0.5.1 [24]. Relative pair-wise EMDs between two-dimensional
distributions of diUb simulations are shown in figure 9a. These
distances were then used together with metric multi-dimensional
scaling (implemented in sklearn.manifold.MDS) to image the
relationship between linkage types in two dimensions (figure 9b).
As a starting point for optimization, positions from [18] were used.
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other in two directions over periodic boundary conditions. For
some conformations, this leads to wrong results in the minimum
distance calculation.
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ABSTRACT: Understanding the conformational characteristics of
protein complexes in solution is crucial for a deeper insight in their
biological function. Molecular dynamics simulations performed on
high performance computing plants and with modern simulation
techniques can be used to obtain large data sets that contain
conformational and thermodynamic information about biomolecular systems. While this can in principle give a detailed picture of
protein−protein interactions in solution and therefore complement
experimental data, it also raises the challenge of processing
exceedingly large high-dimensional data sets with several million
samples. Here we present a novel method for the characterization of protein−protein interactions, which combines a neural network
based dimensionality reduction technique to obtain a two-dimensional representation of the conformational space with a density
based clustering algorithm for state detection and a metric which assesses the (dis)similarity between diﬀerent conformational
spaces. This method is highly scalable and therefore makes the analysis of massive data sets computationally tractable. We
demonstrate the power of this approach to large scale data analysis by characterizing highly dynamic conformational phase spaces of
diﬀerently linked ubiquitin (Ub) oligomers from coarse-grained simulations. We are able to extract a protein−protein interaction
model for two unlinked Ub proteins which is then used to determine how the Ub−Ub interaction pattern is altered in Ub oligomers
by the introduction of a covalent linkage. We ﬁnd that the Ub chain conformational ensemble depends highly on the linkage type
and for some cases also on the Ub chain length. By this, we obtain insight into the conformational characteristics of diﬀerent Ub
chains and how this may contribute to linkage type and chain length speciﬁc recognition.
information. Therefore, to obtain information on thermodynamic equilibria between conformations, one needs additional
approaches.2 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is ideally
suited to complement experimental data and to provide
insights into properties of proteins, like the nature and
thermodynamic stability of distinct conformations in solution.3
However, due to the large amount of degrees of freedom, it is
often not possible to obtain converged (equilibrated)
ensembles for systems with a size that is relevant for the
biomolecular process under investigation. One method to
overcome such limitations is the use of coarse grained (CG)
models that accelerate conformational sampling signiﬁcantly by
reducing the number of degrees of freedom and a smoothened
free energy landscape.4−6 This technique was proven to yield
valuable insights about the behavior of macromolecules in the
past and will continue to be a signiﬁcant computational tool. In

1. INTRODUCTION
The amino acid sequence of a protein is the primary
determinant of the structure or, more precisely, the structural
ensemble it can adopt and, thus, of its eventual cellular
function(s). Most, if not all, proteins are subjected to distinct
post-translational modiﬁcations and interact with other
biomolecules including proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids.
These covalent and noncovalent interactions do not only
depend on the actual conformation of a protein of interest but
in turn may also aﬀect its conformation and, thus, its function.
In consequence, proteins and, in particular, protein complexes
represent highly dynamic and complex conformational
ensembles with diﬀerent states, thermodynamic stabilities,
and biochemical/physiological functions.
For a detailed understanding of the function of a protein or
protein complex, high resolution structures/conformations in
combination with their thermodynamic weights are required.
Although crystallographic data can contribute indispensable
structural information, it represents only a snapshot of the
underlying dynamic conformational ensemble. With spectroscopic methods, e.g., nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy, it is possible to obtain information about
ensemble averages;1 however, interpretation of such experimental results often relies on already existing structural
© 2020 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Nomenclature and topologies of Ub chains. A: Cartoon representation of (atomistic) Ub colored by a secondary structure. All possible
linkage sitesseven lysine (K) residues and the N-terminal methionine (M)are shown in stick representation (blue) labeled by the amino acid
and residue number. B: Generic conformations of two diUb chains of diﬀerent linkage types (K48- and K63-linked) in cartoon representation. The
so-called proximal Ub moiety which provides the lysine residue for the linkage is displayed at the topin the same orientation for both dimers. The
distal Ub moiety, which is always linked by its C-terminus, is displayed at the bottom. C: Schematic representation of Ub chains linked to a
substrate and nomenclature used in this study. Top: covalently linked Ub dimer (diUb). Bottom: covalently linked Ub trimer (triUb); Ub moieties
inside the oligomer: distal (d), middle (m), and proximal (p).

assumed that the diﬀerent functions of diﬀerent Ub chains
are at least in part mediated by proteins harboring distinct Ub
binding domains (UBDs) that show either relative or absolute
selectivity for distinct Ub chains.19,20
Despite extensive eﬀorts, how diﬀerent Ub chains are
selectively recognized by diﬀerent UBDs is largely unknown.21,22 It was supposed, however, that thermodynamic
stabilities of distinct conformations depend on the linkage type
of a Ub chain and, thus, may explain the binding speciﬁcity of
UBDs. Yet, thermodynamic information about Ub chain
conformation in solution is largely missing. Therefore, we
recently performed MD simulation with Ub dimers and
identiﬁed a high-dimensional set of CVs that describes the
multidomain orientation of two covalently linked Ub moieties
by internal coordinates and that is suitable for dimensionality
reduction to a two-dimensional (2D) representation of the
conformational landscape.23 We have also demonstrated that
this set of CVs is suitable to characterize the conﬁguration of
two unlinked Ub proteins and allows investigation of the
impact of covalent linkage formation.24
Here, we capitalize on this experience and present a new
method for the analysis of massive data sets from CG
simulations of various Ub oligomer topologies on the
microsecond time scale (Figure 2). The nature of the selected
sets of CVs enables us to use this method to characterize and
compare Ub−Ub interaction patterns in diﬀerently linked Ub
dimers (diUb) and trimers (triUb) and to describe the fulllength conformation of triUb. We show how a recently
developed neural network based dimensionality reduction
method (EncoderMap25) allows meaningful low-dimensional
(i.e., 2D) representations (maps) of the huge high-dimensional
data sets of several million simulated structures to be
generated. In combination with an eﬃcient, density based
clustering algorithm, HDBSCAN,26 we could then use these
maps to identify conformational states of Ub dimers and
trimers of diﬀerent linkage types. This enabled us to gain new
insights into the eﬀects that linkage type and chain length have
on diﬀerent Ub chains.27,28

combination with modern high performance computational
resources, such simulation approaches produce huge conformational (i.e., very high dimensional) data sets on the
microsecond or even millisecond time scale. In consequence,
postprocessing, analysis, and interpretation of simulation data
is a veritable challenge on its own which requires the
development of new, eﬀective techniques and algorithms.7
An important ingredient to most of these techniques is the
identiﬁcation of suitable descriptors, so-called collective
variables (CVs) that capture the characteristic (conformational) features of a system. Typically, the number of CVs that
is required is still very large, thus dimensionality reduction
techniques are applied that allow the data to be projected into
a low-dimensional representation for visualization and further
interpretation.8 Such low-dimensional maps can subsequently
be a basis for clustering of the simulation data into
conformational states.9−11
In order to apply molecular simulation to gain a better
understanding of the interplay of protein−protein interactions,
concordant analysis techniques are needed which are suitable
to extract relevant information from the enormous amount of
high-dimensional data produced. To this end, we recently
started to employ the ubiquitin (Ub) system as an ideal model
system.12−14 Ub consists of 76 amino acids and exerts its
cellular functions by becoming covalently attached to substrate
proteins via isopeptide bond formation between its C-terminal
carboxyl group and the ϵ-amino group of a substrate’s lysine
residue. Ub itself oﬀers eight sites (seven lysine residues and
the α-amino group of the initial methionine) for attachment of
additional Ub moieties (“ubiquitylation”) resulting in the
formation of Ub chains/oligomers with diﬀerent linkage types
and variable length15 (Figure 1). Importantly, diﬀerently linked
Ub chains appear to signal respectively modiﬁed proteins for
diﬀerent fates or functions.16 For instance, Met1- and Lys63linked chains have been involved in NF-κB activation. Lys48and possibly Lys33- and K29-linked chains target proteins for
proteasomal degradation, while Lys6-linked chains have been
linked to mitophagy.17,18 Furthermore, it is commonly
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internal CVs that had previously been shown to be particularly
suited for the investigation of protein−protein interactions.23,24
Importantly, the analysis relies on new machine learning based
algorithms that can handle large data sets so that simultaneous
processing (and thus comparison) of molecular conformations
from multiple topologies and linkages becomes possible. The
CVs are sets of residue-wise minimum distances (RMDs)
between the Ub subunits. These internal coordinates are
invariant to translations and rotations of the system and thus
do not require any alignment of the structures. They give highdimensional descriptions of the conformational state of the
system for every frame of the trajectory: (1) a 144dimensionional (144D) set was used to characterize
interaction modes between two Ub moieties, and (2) an
extended 288-dimensional (288D) set was found to be suitable
to describe the full-length conformation of triUb.
To reduce the dimensionality of these descriptions and get
an understanding of the behavior of the proteins, a
dimensionality reduction algorithm called EncoderMap was
used.25,29 The EncoderMap combines an autoencoder with the
pairwise distance based cost function of the multidimensional
scaling variant Sketch-map.30 An autoencoder is a neural
network that consists of an encoder and a decoder part which
are connected by a bottleneck layer. The network is trained to
reproduce the high-dimensional data which is provided to the
encoder part (input) as accurately as possible as the output of
its decoder part. Due to the narrow bottleneck layer, the
autoencoder has to ﬁnd a low-dimensional representation
(encoding) for the high-dimensional training data. EncoderMap combines the autoencoder cost with a pairwise distancebased cost function in order to ensure that distances between
pairs of data points in the high-dimensional input space are
comparable to distances between the corresponding points in
the low-dimensional representation. Here, Encodermap uses a
sigmoid-based cost function to shift the focus to intermediate
relative distancessimilar to the approach used for SketchMap. For further details on EncoderMap, see the Methods
section and ref 25. Once trained, EncoderMap gives a
functional connection between the high-dimensional and
low-dimensional space that can be used to project points in
either direction, even if they were not part of the training
sample. This means that it can be used to process massive
amounts of data (on the order of several million points) in a
very eﬃcient way. Due to the multidimensional scaling type
addition to the cost function, the map that arises from
projecting all high-dimensional points into 2D retains
information about distances and can thus be interpreted as a
landscape of the conformational space in which the point
density in a region is related to the free energy of the
corresponding conformations. Low-energy basins in the free
energy landscape (regions of high point density) which are
separated by regions of low population (“free energy ridge/
transition state”) can be then considered (meta-)stable states
that the system frequently visits. However, this clustering of
conformational space based on identifying high point density
regions is by no means a trivial task for the complex low
dimensional maps obtained in cases like the present.
Here, these states along with their fractions (thermodynamic
weights) were identiﬁed using the clustering algorithm
HDBSCAN,26 which provides a hierarchical, density-based
spatial clustering with noise. It ﬁnds the (high density) basins
in the conformational landscape and assigns them to clusters,
while sparsely populated regions are assigned to noise, as it was

Figure 2. Ub coarse grained model. A: Ball and stick representation of
coarse grained Ub topology. Backbone beads and bonds between
them colored by secondary structure elements usually observed in
atomistic conformations. Thin gray lines illustrate the supportive
network which was used to preserve intrinsic dynamic properties of
Ub. B: Diﬀerent CG topologies used in this study. Two and three Ub
proteins without any covalent interactions between the Ub proteins:
2xUb and 3xUb. Example initial conformations of diUb and triUb
(solvent not shown). All eight diﬀerently linked diUb were simulated.
For triUb all eight homotypic (both linkages of the same type) chains
were simulated. For a detailed overview of simulations analyzed in this
study see Table 1.

2. RESULTS
To study the linkage speciﬁc conformation of diUb and triUb
in solution, extensive CG simulations for diﬀerent Ub
topologies and linkage types (Figure 2, Table 1) were
performed. We employed a modiﬁed MARTINI v2.2 CG
force ﬁeld (see the Methods section and ref 23 for further
details). In the following, we brieﬂy outline the general setup of
how the resulting simulation data are analyzed based on
Table 1. Coarse Grained Simulations Analyzed in This
Studya
system

linkage

Nsimulations

Nstructures

tmax (μs)

ttot (μs)

2xUb
3xUb
diUb

M1
K6
K11
K27
K29
K33
K48
K63
M1
K6
K11
K27
K29
K33
K48
K63

80
90
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

4
9
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

10
40
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

800
3600
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

triUb

Article

a

2xUb: two unlinked Ub proteins in a box. 3xUb: three unlinked Ub
proteins in a box. diUb: two Ub proteins covalently linked via an
isopeptide bond (Kx) or a peptide bond (M1). triUb: three Ub
proteins covalently linked by isotypic isopeptide bonds (Kx) or
peptide bonds (M1). Nsimulations is the number of independent MD
runs for the respective topology. Nstructures is the number of diﬀerent
initial conformations/conﬁgurations used to start Nsimulations runs.
Duration tmax is the simulation time for each run. Total duration ttot
results from Nsimulations·tmax.
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Figure 3. EncoderMap projection of 2xUb. Conﬁgurational landscape of 2xUb (large colored histogram: red, high probability; blue, low
probability; coloring according to the logarithm of the probability density). The histogram was obtained from projected (2D) RMD data of two
unlinked Ub proteins. States found by clustering with the HDBSCAN shown as gray outlines (described in more detail in the following text).
Structure bundles of CG conﬁgurations extracted for two states as a sphere representation of backbone beads (a, d). Structures selected from
certain points of the projection were back-mapped to the atomistic level in order to display the protein structure in a cartoon representation (b, c,
d). Bottom Ub moiety (unit B) is always in the same orientation. Right panels: Maps colored according to the mean value of a certain property
after structures were binned into histograms. Top (green): Mean center of geometry distance between units A and B. Middle (orange): Mean
contact count between Ub proteins evaluated for residues involved in a β-sheet motif. Bottom (purple): Contact count between Ub proteins
evaluated for residues involved in an α-helix motif.

demonstrated by Melvin et al.31 by clustering protein
conformations based on their Cartesian coordinates of heavy
atoms.31 While this clustering algorithm can be used with highdimensional data, this is computationally expensive and subject
to the problem that clusters can be diﬃcult to detect in sparse
high-dimensional space. The feature selection via CVs and the
dimensionality reduction condense the high-dimensional phase
space to a 2D space relevant to the underlying scientiﬁc
question.32,33 Like EncoderMap, it can be used for out-ofsample assignment after training on a subset of the data, which
allows the processing of huge data sets. HDBSCAN only
requires one quite intuitive input parameter to be adjusted
(minimum cluster size) and robustly produces clustering with
the other input parameters kept at default values. Taken
together, this combination of algorithms provides a powerful
platform to process, understand, and compare the massive
amounts of data that arise during MD simulations and makes
the analysis of large and complex molecular systems computationally tractable.
For the present study two EncoderMap networks were
trained on data obtained from simulations of unlinked Ub
proteins. This approach to use the broadest available
information about possible Ub−Ub interaction patterns as a
basis for the construction of a low-dimensional representation
of protein−protein contacts had previously been found to be
beneﬁcial in regard to transferability between diﬀerent linkage
topologies.24 In the following we will ﬁrst describe how a

network was trained on data from two unlinked Ub proteins
(2xUb) for the investigation of diUb conformation and
interaction between adjacent moieties in triUb. Subsequently,
a second network was trained on data from simulations of
three unlinked Ub proteins (3xUb) as a basis for the
investigation of full-length triUb conformation.
2.1. Projection and Classiﬁcation of Ub−Ub Contact
Interfaces. The aim of this part of the study is to construct an
as versatile as possible map of the conﬁgurational space
available to two Ub proteins. Such a map should then be the
basis to analyze how the covalent linkage and whether a Ub
moiety part of a longer chain aﬀect Ub interaction patterns and
the population of Ub−Ub interfaces. To this end, we
performed 80 independent CG simulations of two unlinked
Ub proteins (2xUb) of 10 μs each, which were started from
four diﬀerent initial conﬁgurations. From these simulations
conﬁgurations were analyzed every 100 ps to give 8 × 106
frames. For each 2xUb conﬁguration backbone beads of the
ﬁrst 72 residues of each Ub unit were considered for
calculation of a 144 dimensional residue-wise minimum
distances (RMD) vector RMDi144 = ABBA (Figure S3.1). The
last four residues of Ub were excluded from calculation to
avoid additional noise from the ﬂexible C-terminus. In this
nomenclature AB = [a1, ..., a72] where a1 is the minimum
distance of the backbone bead of residue 1 in unit A to any
backbone bead in unit B (and vice versa for BA). For a detailed
description of the RMD calculation see the Methods section.
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Figure 4. States (conﬁgurational clusters) of 2xUb obtained with HDBSCAN. A: Histogram of projected 2xUb conﬁgurations in gray (compare to
Figure 3 for colored version). 2xUb conﬁgurations assigned to certain clusters as a scatter plot in blue. Clusters which are equivalent with respect to
the altered Ub unit order are considered as a single cluster (same cluster id and color). B: Cluster fractions (blue) and mean conﬁgurational
properties for each cluster. Mean center of geometry distance between Ub proteins (green). Mean contact count between Ub proteins evaluated for
residues involved in a β-sheet (yellow) or α-helix (purple) motif. Cluster ids were assigned based on cluster fraction. C: Cartoon representation of
representative 2xUb conﬁgurations obtained from clustered structures and subsequent back-mapping to the atomistic level. Unit B is always in the
same orientation.

can be used to learn how two Ub proteins interact with each
other. Highly dense (red) areas indicate stable conﬁgurations
while blue indicates less populated regions. Insets of
characteristic structures as well as three versions of the 2D
map on the right-hand side of Figure 3 which are colored
according to diﬀerent properties of the Ub−Ub system guide
the interpretation of the map. Conﬁgurations where the two
Ub proteins do not have any intermolecular contacts are found
in the upper right corner of the map (Figure 3: green distance
histogram and structure bundle (a)). Conversely, the lower left
part of the map, where highly populated states occur,
represents conﬁgurations where the two proteins form diﬀerent
types of contact interface. Conﬁgurations on the symmetry axis
(diagonal from bottom left to top right corner) exhibit a point
symmetry with respect to their molecular structure and are
mostly dominated by contacts between β-sheet regions of the
Ub proteins (Figure 3: orange histogram and inset structure
(b)). Other types of conﬁgurations with less symmetric
contacts that involve also α-helical or loop regions of the Ub
proteins are found oﬀ the symmetry axis (see, for example,
inset structures (c) and (d) in Figure 3).
In the following, we demonstrate how this 2D map can be
used to identify meaningful conﬁgurational states (clusters).
This clustering of noncovalent 2xUb conﬁgurations is an

Note that in a related, preliminary analysis ansatz (relying on
a signiﬁcantly smaller 2xUb data set and a diﬀerent
dimensionality reduction method) we had observed that
although unit A and B are chemically equivalent inside the
simulation box, they are pseudo-ordered in high-dimensional
CV space.24 This results in a 2-fold axial symmetry of the
resulting 2D map of protein−protein contacts. We were able to
conﬁrm that two 2xUb conﬁgurations from two symmetry
equivalent regions on the map are also equivalent if the order
of Ub units was exchanged from AB to BA. In other words,
each 2xUb conﬁguration contains the information about how
unit A interacts with unit B but also how unit B interacts with
unit A. In consequence we can exploit this equivalence and
double/symmetrize the data set for 2xUb in CV space by
adding BAAB to the data pool. This adjusts the resulting 2D
map for distortions introduced by possibly incomplete
sampling that becomes visible if only an “un-symmetrized”
ABBA data set is used for dimensionality reduction (Figure
S3.2).
From this “symmetrized” data set of 16 × 106 data points 5
× 106 samples were selected randomly for training of an
EncoderMap neural network to obtain a two-dimensional
representation. Figure 3 shows the resulting map, which is a
histogram of all 2D representations of 2xUb conﬁgurations and
3209
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Figure 5. EncoderMap projections of covalently linked Ub moieties obtained with a neural network which was trained on 2xUb data. A:
Conformational landscapes of diUb (left colored histograms) and interaction landscapes for two adjacent chains inside a triUb (middle and right
colored histograms) for two of eight linkage types (K48, K63). Landscape (black) and clusters (gray) found for 2xUb indicated as outlines. A full
set of histograms for all eight linkage types is shown in Figures S5.1 and S5.2. B: Relative pairwise Earth Mover Distances (pwEMDs) calculated
between all pairwise combinations of the 24 landscapes shown in Figure S5.1. Values were scaled so that 1 represents a pair of 2D distributions
which diﬀer most. Two identical distributions would give a value of zero. C: Similarity map obtained from multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) using
pwEMDs as input for optimization. Squares represent conformational landscapes of diUb. Triangles represent triUb interaction landscapes.
Markers which are close to each other have a small EMD and are therefore very similar.

determined and then used for back-mapping to the atomistic
level for visualization purposes. For a detailed description on
representative structure determination and back-mapping see
the Methods section. Such back-mapped structures can be
used as input for atomistic MD simulation to validate the CG
model prediction or for comparison to experimental data.23,34
As described earlier, there is an intrinsic symmetry in the 2D
map due to the arbitrary order of the two in principle
indistinguishable Ub units in the RMD vector. This symmetry
naturally reappears in the clustering. Conﬁgurations where the
protein−protein interface is symmetric give two very similar
RMD vectors ABBA and BAAB. Therefore, these two vectors are
located in close proximity to the symmetry axis and are
assigned to the same cluster (see e.g. Figure S4.1B). For a
conﬁguration for which the molecular structure is not
symmetric, like in Figure S4.1C, the two arrangements of Ub
units (ABBA and BAAB) are projected to diﬀerent areas in the
2D map but in such a way that they can be assigned to each
other by mirroring at the symmetry axis. This equivalence of
symmetry related clusters (e.g., cluster ids 2 and 3 or 4 and 5,
see Figure S4.1A) can be validated on the conﬁgurational level
but also by comparing cluster properties. Thus, the initial

important prerequisite for reinserting atomistic details into
representative structures from CG simulations, structural
interpretation of the map in terms of Ub−Ub contact
interfaces, comparison to experimental data, and comparison
to the Ub−Ub contacts found in Ub chains. A total of 250 000
sample data points were selected randomly from the 2D map
to ﬁt a HDBSCAN model with a cluster minimum size of
1000. Other input parameters for HDBSCAN were kept at
their default values. Using the predict functionality implemented in HDBSCAN all other out-of-sample conﬁgurations
were assigned to either a certain state or noise (Figure S4.1A).
Based on this assignment, CG conﬁgurations for each state
were extracted from the simulations and aligned to give
structure bundles illustrating the success of clustering (Figure
S4.2). The conﬁgurational variability within these structure
bundles can be assessed via the positional root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) calculated between all members of each
cluster (Figure S4.3, left panels). It shows that the clusters
show a large degree of structural consistency. Note that cluster
id 1, which has the largest mean RMSD value, refers to an open
undeﬁned (in respect to the relative orientation) conﬁguration.
For each structure bundle, a representative structure was
3210
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we selected two PDB entries without an interaction partner
and two entries where a binding domain was present (for more
details see Table 2). Using the EncoderMap network which

cluster assignment from the HDBSCAN clustering could be
further reﬁned by identifying symmetry related clusters and by
performing a cluster mapping where these equivalent clusters
are merged.
With this method the ﬁnal clustering shown in Figure 4A
was obtained. These states were validated on the conﬁgurational level, by extraction of structure bundles from CG
simulations, and by the mean RMSD values shown in Figure
S4.3 (right panels). In total we assigned 10 major states for
2xUb plus one state in which the Ub proteins have no
intermolecular contacts (cluster id 1). Two aggregated states
are very dominant in our simulations (cluster ids 2 and 3),
where in both cases the β-sheet region of one Ub unit interacts
with the unstructured region of the second Ub. Additionally,
we found two β-sheet dominated states (cluster ids 4 and 6),
which agree with NMR data obtained for two unlinked Ub
proteins and large scale atomistic simulations of dense Ub
solutions,35,36 thus qualitatively conﬁrming the structures
visited by the CG model. These four states will in the
following be important for the investigation of protein−protein
interface patterns formed between covalently linked Ub
proteins.
2.2. Protein−Protein Interaction in Covalently Linked
Ub Moieties. Now we use the 2D representation of 2xUb
conﬁgurations as a map into which we project the simulation
data from covalently linked Ub proteins. By doing this we can
investigate how the diﬀerent chain topologies aﬀect/restrict
the conﬁgurational landscape available to and visited by the
two Ub moieties. Previously we had demonstrated that the
multidimensional scaling-like dimensionality reduction method
Sketch-map30 is suitable to project RMD data from diUb
simulations into a map generated from unlinked 2xUb
simulationsand that the resulting projections can serve as
a basis for a structural explanation of linkage speciﬁc properties
of Ub dimers.23,24 Here, we make use of the impressive
computational eﬃciency of EncoderMap and HDBSCAN to
extend this procedure and obtain two-dimensional representations for conformations of two covalently linked Ub moieties
from diUb and triUb simulations of all linkage types. For diUb
we analyzed 20 × 10 μs simulations for each linkage type and
used the RMD vector ABBA only, where moiety A is the distal
and moiety B the proximal Ub (Figure 1C). Please note that
we extended both 2xUb and diUb simulations, compared to
data presented in ref 24. Qualitatively, the EncoderMap
projections recover the results obtained previously with
Sketch-map in terms of the similarity of diUb landscapes of
diﬀerent linkage types.37 For all linkage types, the diUb
conformations occupy areas of the 2xUb landscape characterized by small distances between the Ub moieties which is
natural due to the covalent connection of the subunits (Figure
5, left column). Upon closer inspection one observes that the
intensities and positions of certain density maxima are linkage
speciﬁc and in some cases they overlap with states found for
2xUb (Figure S5.2, left column). This is most apparent for M1,
K27, K48, and K63 linked diUb, which all show a signiﬁcant
overlap with a highly populated state of 2xUb (represented by
cluster 2 in Figure 4). These diUb landscapes are used below
for comparison with experimental structures and as reference
for the investigation of interaction patterns in triUb.
For comparison with experimental results, RMD144 values
were calculated for published diUb conformations of two
linkage types, which are, due to their abundance, referred to as
canonical linkage types (K48 and K63). For both linkage types,

Table 2. Meta Information for Experimental Structures
from the PDB which Were Used for Comparison with
Simulated Ensembles in This Study
PDB ID

linkage type

method

N structures

binding partner

ref

1AAR
2BGF
5YMY
2LVP
2JF5
3H7P
3DVG
3DVN

K48
K48
K48
K48
K63
K63
K63
K63

X-ray
NMR
NMR
NMR
X-ray
X-ray
X-ray
X-ray

1
10
20
20
1
1
1
1

Rpn13
gp78CUE
Fab Apu.3A8
Fab Apu2.16

53
54
40
55
56
57
58
58

was trained on 2xUb data, we could project the data of the
experimental conformations into the two-dimensional representations/landscapes obtained for the respective linkage type
shown in Figure 6. The ﬁgure also shows the outlines of the

Figure 6. Comparison of EncoderMap projections with experimental
conformations of diUb. Conformational landscape (gray histograms)
of K48 and K63 linked diUb. States found by HDBSCAN as shown in
Figure 7 as a black outline. State with the highest population for the
respective linkage type is shaded in red. DiUb conformations from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB, colored marker) projected on top of the
respective conformational landscape of diUb. Respective diUb
structures (colored cartoon representation) are shown below together
with their PDB ID. For entries with more than one conformation,
structure bundles are shown. Interaction partner is shown in white.
Proximal Ub is always aligned.

clusters obtained from linkage type speciﬁc HDBSCAN
clustering of the K48 and K63 diUb simulation data which is
described in more detail in the next section.
We observe that all experimental diUb conformations
investigated here lie in areas which were sampled by the CG
simulations. For K48 linked diUb without an interaction
partner, a compact conformation was reported from X-ray
3211
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Figure 7. Conformational states for two linkage types (K48 and K63) obtained with HDBSCAN. Left panels show conformational states of
disurface area of diﬀerently linked diUb’s as a scatter plot (purple) on top of a 2D histogram of diUb (gray) and the respective fractions as a bar
diagram below. Middle panels show conformational states of distal and middle Ub moieties inside triUb and their respective fractions as a bar
diagram (green) compared with fractions from diUb (purple). Right panels show the conformational states of the middle and proximal Ub moieties
inside triUb. Black arrows indicate the impact of chain elongation on the fraction of conformational states if compared to diUb.

comparable fraction of open conformations (Figure 7) in the
simulations. Thus, we conclude that typical reported diUb
conformations like 1AAR and 2JF5 show one possible diUb
conformation out of a much wider ensemble. Although each of
the eight Ub dimers occupies a linkage speciﬁc conformational
space, they all show a tendency to form metastable states with
a signiﬁcant amount of contacts between the two diUb
moieties.
All experimental diUb conformations investigated here,
where diUb is in contact with a binding partner, are in areas
where simulations of the respective dimer predict stable
aggregates. This indicates that diUb is able to adopt these
conﬁgurations without an interaction partner. For several
linkage types (M1, K27, K48, K63) we can ﬁnd a very
dominant state (Figure 6, red shaded area, compare with
Figure 4C, cluster id 2), which we were not able to ﬁnd in any
experimental results. Assuming that this conformation is not an
artifact from simulation and force ﬁeld, we propose that this
might be a state which has not been observed in experimental
structures yet and which should be considered in the future
when conformations are ﬁtted to experimental data or when
conformations are scanned as candidates for interaction
studies.

crystallography (1AAR), as well as from NMR spectroscopy
(2BGF). In our simulations this conformation is obtained by
K48 linked diUb with a fraction of about 24%, but we can ﬁnd
this interaction pattern also in 2xUb simulations (well
represented by cluster 4 in Figure 4). Also some noncanonical
diUb types (K6, K11, K29, K33) adopt similar conformations
(Figure S5.2). Thus, this interface formed by symmetric
contacts between the two β-sheet regions is a characteristic,
stable contact mode for Ub−Ub interactions. In experimental
structures where a further interaction partner is present
(5YMY, 2LVP) the diUb conformation is also projected into
regions of states representative for K48 linked diUb. For K63
linked diUb an open conformation (2JF5, 3H7P) was reported
if no interaction partner is present. This open conformation
can be found in our simulations but has a fraction of only 5%.
Experimentally determined conformations of K63 linked diUb
in contact with Fab antibody fragments (3DVG, 3DVN) are
similar to a state which is present in our simulations of K63
linked diUb (12% cluster fraction) but also in those of 2xUb
(Figure 4, cluster id 6).
Taken together, our data indicate that in the case of both
linkage types (K48, K63), diUb adopts multiple aggregated
stable states in solution, which was already shown by several
experimental studies.27,38−40 Both linkage types also adopt a
3212
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Now we will more closely look at (the canonical) K48 and
K63 linked chains. Curiously, they appear to exhibit very
diﬀerent sensitivities toward chain elongation (Figure 5C).
While Ub subunits in K63 linked triUb appear to behave very
similarly compared to diUb, for K48 linked chains, elongation
has a strong eﬀect on the conformations of the dimeric
fragments. Figure 7 shows results of two HDBSCAN models
(clusterings) which were ﬁtted on the two-dimensional
EncoderMap projections of diUb and the two pairs of adjacent
moieties in triUb shown in Figure 5A. Each model was ﬁtted
on 300 000 samples from a single linkage type only (with a
cluster minimum size of 1095 which gave the most consistent
results for multiple model ﬁts with diﬀerent random samples).
This procedure was necessary, since it turned out that for the
HDBSCAN model which was trained on 2xUb data (Figure
S4.1A), it was not possible to assign diUb conformations
properly to the clusters. Due to the covalent bond between the
Ub monomers the conformational landscapes of Ub conjugates
is too strongly altered compared to 2xUb, i.e., the density
peaks of distributions are shifted and reshaped and a new
partitioning of the landscape into states becomes necessary.
However, the three data sets per linkage type (one from diUb
and two from triUb) are suﬃciently similar so that they can be
jointly clustered and the populations of the clusters can be
compared. Thus, beyond the quantiﬁcation of the similarity
between the 2D landscapes (Figure 5), we can also get
quantitative information about the population of diﬀerent
states of dimeric units in triUb compared to diUb.
For K63 linked triUb, Figure 7 validates our ﬁnding that
inside a trimer the ensembles of both protein−protein
interfaces between adjacent Ub moieties are comparable to
the one formed in a K63 linked diUb. A few minor shifts in the
populations of the states can be observed for the interface
between middle and proximal moieties in K63 linked triUb,
where fractions of clusters 3 and 5 are increased while 1 and 2
are decreased (Figure 7 lower right panel). The situation is
quite diﬀerent for K48 linked di- and triUb. The most
signiﬁcant observation is that the population of a certain state
(cluster id 2) is drastically reduced in both protein−protein
interfaces of triUb compared to diUb. This state has been
described before and is almost identical to the β-sheet
dominated, symmetrical state in 2xUb (Figure 4, cluster id
4) and to experimental conformations of K48 linked diUb
(PDB ID: 1AAR, 2BGF, see Figure 6). In triUb this kind of
interface is much less stable, probably since K48 is in close
proximity to the β-sheet region of Ub. Presumably, the
additional Ub moiety in the chain topology either introduces a
steric hindrance or oﬀers the opportunity for formation of an
alternative stable protein−protein interface. For both linkage
types we ﬁnd that the population of an open state is increased
in the case of the adjacent pair formed by the middle and the
proximal moieties of triUb compared with diUb. This eﬀect is
more pronounced for K48 (cluster id 8) than for K63 (cluster
id 5), and it may be signiﬁcant in the context of chain length
speciﬁc recognition of Ub oligomers.
2.4. Overall Conformation of Ub Trimers. In the
previous sections we investigated the conﬁguration and states
of two Ub proteins (unlinked and covalently connected in
dimers and trimers). To complete the investigation of triUb
conformation in solution, we extended the analysis developed
for the characterization of interaction patterns between two Ub
proteins/subunits to three Ub proteins, or three domains in
general. To obtain an EncoderMap neural network, which is

Just as with the diUb conformations, the EncoderMap
network which was trained on 2xUb data can be used to
project structures from any pair of covalently linked Ub
moieties. To investigate the interaction patterns between
adjacent Ub moieties in triUb simulations, we used the two
RMD144 vectors, ABBA and BCCB, that describe the minimum
distances between the directly covalently linked pairs of Ub
moieties. For triUb, A, B, and C correspond to distal, middle,
and proximal moieties, respectively (Figure 1C). We analyzed
triUb conformations from 20 × 100 μs simulations for each
linkage type. By doing this, two interaction landscapes for each
triUb linkage type were obtained (Figure 5A, Figure S5.1 and
Figure S5.2, middle and right columns). Comparison of these
three landscapes (including diUb) for a certain linkage type
can reveal the impact of Ub chain elongation. From a
qualitative point of view, we can already see that, while the
general patterns of the landscapes of Ub dimers and the two
Ub dimers that are part of a trimer are very similar, certain
diﬀerences in the population of the states (i.e., the coloring of
the yellow to red regions in the maps) can be observed. This
impact of the presence of a further Ub unit appears to be more
pronounced for some linkage types, e.g., K6 and K11, than for
others, e.g., K27 and K63. In the following, we will investigate
this eﬀect in more detail with the help of a metric that allows
quantitative assessment of the similarity/dissimilarity of these
landscapes.
2.3. Impact of Ub Oligomer Elongation. To obtain a
quantitative measure for the similarity of 2D distributions
describing conformational landscapes, the Earth-Mover-Distance (EMD) metric has been found to be highly suitable.23,24
For the present study, we calculated EMDs for each pair of the
24 2D distributions/conﬁgurational landscapes of Ub dimers
shown in Figure S5.1. This gives a set of 276 pairwise relative
distances which quantify the similarities/dissimilarities between the maps (Figure 5B). After normalization, low values
(close to zero) indicate very similar maps, while a value of one
indicates the most dissimilar pair among these 24 maps, these
relative distances were used as input for a Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (MDS) algorithm to position symbols representing
each map in two dimensions based on their similarity. The
result is shown in Figure 5C. As already indicated by
qualitative analysis of the landscapes, the linkages can be
divided in two classes: (1) for some linkage types the symbols
associated with diUb and the two dimers that are part of triUb
are positioned very close to each other, i.e., their conformational landscapes are very similar: M1, K27, K29, K33, and
K63. Here, Ub chain elongation has no or only a minor eﬀect;
(2) for K6, K11, and K48 linked chains, however, oligomer
elongation has a signiﬁcant eﬀect. The main reason for this
observation might be that, in the latter cases, the linking lysine
residues lie inside of the β-sheet dominated interface (Figure 4,
cluster id 4, 8, 11), which is also formed by these diUb linkage
types (Figure S5.3). Thus, attachment of a third Ub moiety
prevents formation of this β-sheet dominated interface and
therefore alters the interaction pattern in triUb compared to
diUb. These observations could be relevant for the
interpretation of (experimental) results involving diUb, since
these experimental results obtained for diUb might be not in
all cases be transferable to longer chains. Moreover, the degree
of inﬂuence of chain elongation on the properties of Ub
oligomers appears to be linkage speciﬁc and thus should be
considered for each linkage type individually.
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able to display noncovalent Ub aggregation and triUb
conformation at the same time, we have performed 90 × 40
μs simulations of three unlinked Ub proteins (3xUb), which
were started from 9 diﬀerent conﬁgurations. These simulations
yielded an extensive data set (36 × 106 frames every 100 ps)
which describes the conﬁguration of three Ub proteins relative
to each other by an extended 288 dimensional RMD288 vector.
In analogy to 2xUb, the indistinguishability of the three Ub
proteins, which again get a pseudo order in CV space, was
accounted for by a systematic permutation of the Ub unit
order to obtain 216 × 106 data points. From this 288
dimensional CV space 5 × 106 samples were selected randomly
to train an EncoderMap network to obtain a 2D representation
for 3xUb conﬁgurations (Figure 8, colored histogram). For
more details on RMD288 and parameters used for training see
the Methods section.
The conformational landscape for 3xUb shown in Figure 8 is
more complex than the 2xUb landscape, but both have some
properties in common. For the 3xUb projection we can ﬁnd
again a symmetry axis which lies diagonally from the bottom
left to the upper right corner of the map. Conﬁgurations where
no contacts between the Ub moieties occur are again in a
separate region at the upper right corner of the map. This time
aggregated states (high densities, red color) are placed on a 5
× 5 grid-like pattern. On both sides of this grid, one can ﬁnd
wing-like patterns of medium density, which represent
conﬁgurations where two Ub moieties are in contact while
the third moiety is separated.
To identify states and obtain representative conﬁgurations
for 3xUb, a HDBSCAN model was ﬁtted to 500 000 2D
samples with a cluster minimum size of 565 which yielded 47
clusters in total (Figure 8B, orange areas on the gray
histogram). To obtain representative structures for each
cluster, the same procedure was applied as for 2xUb. Mean
RMSD values for 3xUb clusters are obviously larger than for
2xUb conﬁgurations but are in the same range if normalized to
the number of atoms, which were considered for the RMSD
calculation (Figure S8.1, 2xUb: 0.002−0.006 nm; 3xUb:
0.002−0.010 nm). However, some clusters which are
positioned next to each other in 2D are relatively diﬀerent
from a conformational point of view (compare cluster ids 11
with 25, 12, 34). Note that while the EncoderMap algorithm
due to the multidimensional scaling like the distance cost aims
for the preservation of distances (i.e., structural similarities)
upon reducing the dimensionality of the RMD data to 2D, we
expect that the network introduces certain distortions of the
conﬁgutational space upon projection. However, it appears
that these distortions (probably because they occur in low
density areas of the space) do not impair the interpretability of
the high density regions as structurally consistent clusters.
The 3xUb landscape is more complex and therefore more
diﬃcult to interpret than the one of 2xUb; nevertheless, a
closer look at the region in the map which represents the
conﬁgurations with contacts between the three Ub proteins
reveals characteristic structural features (Figure 8B and cartoon
representations). This inspection will be useful later. Thus, in
Figure 8 representative structures are shown that lie in regions
which turn out to be relevant for covalently linked triUb. Areas
where triUb conformations are present (compare Figure 9A)
have mostly in common that contacts are formed between unit
A and unit B and also between unit B and unit C, which is
reasonable since these are the adjacent Ub units, which are
covalently linked in this order in triUb. In general

Figure 8. EncoderMap projection of 3xUb. A: Conﬁgurational
landscape of 3xUb (large colored histogram: red, high probability;
blue, low probability; coloring according to the logarithm of the
probability density). Histogram was obtained from projected (2D)
RMD data of three unlinked Ub proteins. For the larger version with
color bars see Figure S8.4. B: Clusters found by HDBSCAN (orange)
on top of the landscape (gray histogram). Representative conﬁgurations for relevant areas were obtained from clustered structures
(example in lower left corner; sphere representation of aligned CG
backbone beads) and subsequent back-mapping to the atomistic level
of the representative structure (cartoon representation). Unit C is
always oriented in the same way.

representative conﬁgurations in Figure 8 can be divided into
linear, rod-like, conﬁgurations and into a few very compact
ones (cluster ids 7, 34, and 25). In the latter case we ﬁnd
exceptions to the above-described arrangement where unit A
appears to come in between unit B and unit C (cluster ids 34
and 25).
As shown previously for diUb, we can use an EncoderMap
neural network, which was trained on unlinked conﬁgurations
(3xUb) to obtain a two-dimensional representation for
conformations of linked Ub proteins (triUb) (Figure S9.1,
colored histograms). As for diUb, we observe that triUb chains
occupy certain parts of the 3xUb landscape. This has again two
reasons: (1) Ub moieties in triUb are limited regarding the
distance they can separate from each other due to the linkage
length, and (2) dependent on the linkage position, Ub moieties
3214
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Figure 9. EncoderMap projections of triUb. A: Conformational landscapes of triUb (colored histograms: red, high probability; blue, low
probability), zoomed in to the highly dense areas (for full histograms see Figure S9.1). Clusters found for 3xUb indicated by gray outlines. B: Pairwise EMDs between the eight landscapes of triUb. C: Similarity map of triUb obtained by MDS with pwEMDs from B as the input for
optimization.

data, it is something to be kept in mind in the future.
Furthermore, there are two pairs of linkage types which had
been found to adopt very similar dimer conformational
ensembles:23 K29 and K33 as well as K63 and M1. Figure 9
shows that also as trimers these pairs of linkages show similar
behavior.
Summarizing, we found that the various linkage types result
in qualitatively diﬀerent overall conformational ensembles of
Ub trimers and that for certain linkages the conformations and
the types of interfaces between adjacent subunits are
particularly strongly aﬀected by chain elongation (K6, K11,
and K48; Figure 5C).
Previously we used data from CG and atomistic simulations
started from backmapped representative conformational states
to perform a residue-wise analysis of the solvent accessible
surface area of diﬀerently linked Ub dimers. This provided
valuable insight into how the chain topology aﬀects the
accessibility of the Ub surface which has implications for
linkage speciﬁc interactions. Moreover, the data could be
directly correlated with and compared to chemical shift
diﬀerences from NMR experiments.23,34 Thus, NMR and
simulation data could be combined to provide a bundle of
structures that describes the conformational ensemble of
diﬀerently linked Ub dimers in solution. A preliminary analysis
of the solvent accessible surface of triUb indicates that the
accessibility of the residues (and possibly of interaction
patches) is dependent not only on the linkage but also on
the position of the moiety in the chain and in consequence on
the chain length. The data presented here will allow us to

are constrained regarding their relative orientation to each
other. Figure 9A shows a zoom into the regions of these
conformational landscapes that represents the characteristic
states of three Ub moieties discussed previously (Figure 8).
Inspection of these conformational maps in combination with
pairwise distance distributions between Ub moieties in all
diﬀerently linked triUb chains (Figure S9.2) allows us to
roughly divide the triUb chains into two groups: a set of
trimers which tend to adopt compact, triangular-like
conformations (K6, K11, K33) and a set of trimers that also
form elongated, rod-like conformations (M1, K27, K29, K48,
K63). We observe also that some linkage types have a
landscape with well-deﬁned substates and barriers between
them (K63, K48, M1, K6, K27) while some exhibit a rather
broad single state (K11, K29, K33) (Figure 9A). Again we can
draw up a similarity map for the diﬀerent linkages based on
pairwise EMDs between the landscapes (Figure 9C). Here we
obtain slightly diﬀerent results compared to diUb.23 Namely,
K48 and K63 linked triUb are much closer together in this
arrangement (i.e., their conformational landscapes are more
similar) than they are in diUb. This ﬁts the observation made
earlier (Figure 5) that in the case of K48 the conformations of
the dimer fragments in triUb diﬀer signiﬁcantly from diUb
while this is not the case for K63. One might speculate that,
upon chain elongation, K48 linked Ub chains become more
similar to K63 linked ones. Furthermore, K11 linked triUb
turned out to be set apart from the other linkages in the
classiﬁcation of triUb (Figure 9C). While at present there is no
immediate interpretation of this in the context of experimental
3215
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9,10

continue this analysis in the futureby generating a
backmapped atomistic ensemble that correctly reﬂects the
population of the conformational states of triUb, analyzing the
availability of interaction patches and comparison to data from
NMR and proteomics experiments.

here.
Beyond that, these methods can easily be transferred
to the characterization of conformations and interaction
patterns of other multiprotein complexes, making it a valuable
tool for the investigation of large biomolecular systems in the
future.

3. CONCLUSIONS
With state-of-the art molecular simulation approaches that
often rely on enhanced sampling or multiscaling methodologies, the extraction of information from the generated
enormous high-dimensional data sets has become a major
challenge. In the present paper we have demonstrated how
machine learning based postprocessing and analysis methods
can be employed to guide the interpretation of large scale
molecular dynamics simulations of multiple Ub proteins and
Ub oligomers. We have employed a set of (minimum-distance
based) collective variables that is suitable to describe the
interaction patterns between diﬀerent proteins or protein
subunits. With the help of the recently developed neural
network based dimensionality reduction method EncoderMap
we could generate meaningful two-dimensional maps of these
high dimensional data sets. Due to the eﬃciency of the
method, very large data sets of long-time scale simulations of
multiple chain topologies (unlinked and linked systems,
diﬀerent linkage types, and diﬀerent chain lengths) could be
processed and projected into the same map. From the resulting
maps, discrete conformational states were identiﬁed with
HDBSCAN, an eﬃcient density based clustering algorithm.
From these low-dimensional representations and the
identiﬁed states we obtained a very detailed picture about
Ub aggregation in solution with representative conﬁgurations
on the atomistic scale and thermodynamic weights, respectively. Some of the states found in unlinked 2xUb systems are
relevant in diUb but also in interaction patterns between
adjacent Ub moieties in triUb and will contribute to the
interpretation of experimental data on the conformational level
in the future. Although the two-dimensional landscape
obtained for 3xUb/triUb turned out to be very complex,
conformational clustering using the HDBSCAN algorithm was
still feasible to identify states and to obtain representative
conformations. Using EMDs as a 2D distribution metric, we
were able to show that the eﬀect of chain elongation
(comparing triUb with diUb) is linkage dependent. Detailed
understanding of the interaction patterns in diUb revealed that
these patterns are altered in triUb if the linkage position is
close to the contact interface formed in diUb (K6, K11, K48).
For all Ub topologies investigated here, we found that they
obtain a very dynamic conformational ensemble in solution
while experimental structures which we compared with our
results represent snapshots of possible conformations. For
triUb we observe that although all eight chain types have a
tendency to form compact triangular like conformations, they
have also a linkage type dependent fraction of elongated, rodlike conformations.
The methods presented here oﬀer a powerful platform to
understand large protein ensembles. This includes more
complex instances of post-translational modiﬁcations, e.g.,
tetraUb, for which we have already started simulations and
preliminary analysis for all homotypic chain types. Phase space
discretization and assignment of conformational states will be
used in the future for the application of detailed balance
models (Markov State models) to add kinetic information to
the highly dynamic Ub−Ub interaction model presented

4. METHODS
4.1. MD Simulations. All simulations were performed with
the GROMACS simulation package v5.41 Temperature and
pressure were kept at 300 K and 1 bar using the velocity
rescaling thermostat and the Parrinello−Rahman barostat,
respectively. The Verlet cutoﬀ scheme was applied. The
LINCS algorithm was used to constrain all bonds. The default
md (leapfrog) integrator was used. A modiﬁed MARTINI force
ﬁeld was used23 (based on MARTINI v2.242,43) where
protein−water interactions were increased to avoid the wellknown problem that proteins are too sticky with the native
parameters. Recently, this approach to scale protein−water
interactions to improve this aspect in the MARTINI model
was conﬁrmed by Larsen et al.44 by comparison with
experimental scattering data.44 The MARTINI nonpolarizable
coarse grained water was used as the solvent. A shorter 10 fs
time step was used due to the soft elastic network potentials
(IDEN45). The cutoﬀ distance for short-range van der Waals
interactions was set to 1.1 nm, and electrostatics were treated
by the reaction ﬁeld method with a cutoﬀ distance of 1.1 nm
and a dielectric constant of 15.46 For further details on force
ﬁeld modiﬁcations see ref 23.
4.2. Setup. Initial conﬁgurations for simulation of two
unlinked Ub proteins (2xUb) were obtained by placing two
copies of Ub (PDB-ID: 1UBQ47) well separated in a
dodecahedron box with a box vector of 11 × 11 × 7 nm.
The initial position of the two Ub proteins was chosen such
that the distance between atoms on diﬀerent units was at least
2.5 nm. To obtain four diﬀerent initial conformations, unit B
was successively rotated by 90° around all three Cartesian axes.
All “open” initial conformations of diUb were constructed from
two Ub units by placing the Ub moieties next to each other so
that the C-terminal carboxyl group of the ﬁrst Ub unit and a
lysine side chain of the second Ub unit were close in space. For
each linkage type, four diﬀerent conformations were generated.
For this, the relative orientation between the two proteins was
altered. For all simulations, diUb was placed in a 10 × 10 × 7
nm dodecahedron box. Initial conﬁgurations for simulations of
three unlinked Ub proteins (3xUb) were obtained following
the method described for 2xUb but with nine diﬀerent initial
conﬁgurations and a dodecahedron box with a box vector of
12.2 × 12.2 × 8.6 nm. For triUb 20 initial conformations for
each linkage type were generated following the criteria
described for diUb using a dodecahedron box with box vectors
of 13.2 × 13.2 × 9.3 nm. Only homotypic Ub trimers were
investigated here, which means, for which both linkages inside
a trimer are of the same type. For a detailed overview of
simulations performed for this study, please see Table 1. All
structures were relaxed by energy minimization before and
after solvation. Solvated systems were equilibrated in three
short runs of 200 ps each: (1) under constant temperature
(NVT) with position restrained backbone beads; (2) under
constant temperature and pressure (NPT) with the position
restrained backbone beads; (3) and under NPT without any
position restrains.
4.3. Residue-wise Minimum Distances and Contact
Count. RMD values were determined from pairwise distances
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structure motif was used which was observed in atomistic
simulations of Ub.
4.4. EncoderMap. A detailed description on the
functionality of EncoderMap can be found in ref 25. This
software is available as a python package on github.com
(https://github.com/AG-Peter/encodermap). EncoderMap is
based on an autoencoder neural network which consists of an
encoder and decoder part with several hidden layers of neurons
each. They are connected by a bottleneck layer with a certain
number of neurons which determines the dimensionality of the
low-dimensional representation. In its original form an
autoencoder is trained to reproduce the input provided to
the network as accurately as possible by reducing the
autoencoder cost Cauto which is a measure for the deviation
between input and output values (the mean square deviation
was used in this study). By introduction of the bottleneck layer
the autoencoder is forced to ﬁnd a low-dimensional
representation for the high-dimensional training set. EncoderMap introduces an additional cost function for the training

between two disjoint sets of atoms. For two domains A and B
with A = (a1, a2, ..., an) and B = (b1, b2, ..., bm), where ai and bj
are positions of backbone beads, computation of pairwise
distances dai,bj gives a n × m matrix

with xj representing the columns and yi the rows of the matrix.
The n + m dimensional vector
RMDn + m = ABBA

(1)

results from row- and column-wise minima of DA,B with
AB = [min(y1), ..., min(yn )]

(2)

BA = [min(x1), ..., min(xm)]

(3)

Article

Csketch =

For an illustration for a 2xUb conﬁguration see Figure S3.1. To
obtain an RMD vector to describe the relative conﬁguration of
three domains A, B, and C a second pairwise distance matrix
DB,C is calculated which results in

1
m

∑ [SIGh(R ij) − SIGl(rij)]2
i≠j

where m is the number of samples used for training and Rij and
rij are pair distances between the samples in the high- and lowdimensional space, respectively. Using the sigmoid function
SIG(r ) = 1 − (1 + (2a / b − 1)(r /σ )a )−b / a

RMDn + 2m + l = ABBA BC CB

enables oneby adjustment of σ, a, and bto select a certain
range of high-dimensional distances which should be preserved
during dimensionality reduction (Figure S3.3). By adding this
pairwise-distance cost to the normal autoencoder cost function
upon training, EncoderMap aims (similarly to Sketch-map) to
reproduce the relative distances between data points in the
low-dimensional projection (latent space). Parameters which
were used for training of the two EncoderMap neural networks
presented here are listed and described in Table 3. Illustration
of sigmoid function parameters used here are shown in Figure
S3.3 and Figure S8.3. These parameters were selected to give
an optimal (visual inspection) separation of highly dense areas

where l is the number of beads/particles in domain C and BC
and CB are calculated following eqs 2 and 3, respectively.
As described in the Results section, unlinked Ub proteins are
equivalent inside the simulation box but become a pseudo
order in CV space. Therefore, we permuted the Ub protein
order to obtain a symmetry revised RMD data set. For two Ub
proteins (2xUb) this gives two permutations
RMD144 = ABBA
BA AB

while for three proteins (3xUb) one obtains six permutations
RMD288 = ABBA BC CB

Table 3. EncoderMap Parameters Used to Train the Two
Neural Networks which Were Used for Projection in This
Studya

BC CBCAAC
CAAC ABBA
CBBC BA AB
BA ABAC CA
AC CACBBC

Conﬁgurations of unlinked Ub proteins had to be prepared
for analysis after simulation. This was necessary since
otherwise the Ub proteins can (seemingly) interact with
each other in two directions over periodic boundary
conditions. Therefore, for 2xUb and 3xUb, periodic boundary
conditions were “removed” by placing the proteins in a much
larger cubic box after ﬁnding the closest periodic images for a
certain time step.
Postprocessing and distance analysis were performed using
the MDAnalysis python package.48,49 For the β-sheet and αhelix contact count between diﬀerent Ub moieties RMD values
were used. A residue was counted in contact if its minimum
distance was below 1.0 nm. The most common secondary

data set

2xUb

3xUb

Nsamples (106)
Nsteps (103)
σ
A
B
a
b
Nlayers
Nneurons

5
10
10
6
10
2
6
3
150

5
20
15
12
10
2
10
3
300

a
Nsamples is the number of samples used for training over Nsteps.
Neuronal network architectures are Nlayers hidden layers with Nneurons
neurons in each hidden layer. Parameters for the sigmoid function are
σ, A, and B for high-dimensional distances and 1, a, and b for lowdimensional distances. The hyperbolic tangent function was used as
the activation function for all neurons. EncoderMap default weights
for the autoencoder cost function (ka = 500) and the sketch cost
function (ks = 1) were used.
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(states) in 2D by performing several independent training runs
with diﬀerent parameter combinations. Trained networks were
tested for overﬁtting by comparing the Cauto cost of the training
set with samples which were not used for training.
4.5. HDBSCAN. Clustering of two-dimensional data was
performed using HDBSCAN v0.8.2026 with the parameter
min_cluster_size being adjusted for each clustering. Other input
parameters were kept at default values. After assignment of all
other points of the respective data set, clusters were sorted
based on their fraction and cluster ids were reassigned while
noise was not considered (cluster id −1).
4.6. Miscellaneous. Data analysis was performed using
python v3.5 and graphs were created with matplotlib v2.2.2.
Protein structures were visualized using pymol v1.8.4.
Root mean square deviation (RMSD) values between
members of a cluster were calculated using mdtraj v1.9.2.50
To ﬁnd a representative conﬁguration for each cluster these
pairwise RMSD values were transferred to similarity scores by
sij = e−RMSDij / σRMSD
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where σRMSD is the standard deviation of all RMSD values for a
certain cluster.50 The conﬁguration which had the highest
similarity score to all other conﬁgurations was then selected as
the representative structure for the cluster.
Coarse grained diUb structures were back-mapped with
BACKWARD 51 to obtain atomistic representations of
simulated conformations.
Two-dimensional histograms were quantitatively compared
using the Earth Mover Distance (EMD) algorithm as it is
implemented in pyemd v0.5.1.52 Histograms with quadratic
bins with a bin size of 0.4 in 2D space were used for EMD
calculation which results in 26 × 22 bins for 2xUb (diUb and
adjacent moieties in triUb) and 33 × 28 bins for triUb. These
distances were then used together with metric multidimensional scaling (implemented in sklearn.manifold.MDS) to image
the relationship between linkage types in 2D.
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Figure S3.1: Collective variables. Illustration of residue-wise minimum distances (RMD) between two unlinked
Ub proteins. Upper part of diagram shows the minimum distance for each residue in unit A to unit B. Lower
part of diagram shows corresponding distances for residues in unit B with an inverted y-axis to give a butterfly
plot. Corresponding 2xUb configuration on the right has a very point symmetric interaction interface.

Figure S3.2: Impact of training on doubled data set. Left histogram shows EncoderMap projection of 2xUb
configurations which was trained on a normal RMD data set (AB BA ). Right histogram shows EncoderMap
projection which was used in this study and was trained on doubled/symmetrized RMD data set (AB BA and
BA AB ). Coloring according to the logarithm of the probability density.
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Figure S3.3: Illustration of parameters for sigmoid function used to train an EncoderMap neural network on
RMD data from 2xUb CG simulations. Distance distribution (blue) of high-dimensional data (RMD, 144D)
and resulting sigmoid function (orange) and its first derivative (green). Green graph indicates window where
distances should be preserved during dimensionality reduction.
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Figure S4.1: Illustration of cluster-mapping performed for 2xUb. A: Low-dimensional representation of clustered
2xUb configurations (orange scatter) on 2xUb landscape (gray histogram) with cluster ids. Right graphs show
fractions and mean configurational properties for each cluster. B: RMD values as butterfly plot for 2xUb
configurations which were assigned to cluster id 6 (left graph) and corresponding CG structure bundle with
back-mapped (atomistic) representative configuration (cartoon). C: RMD values as butterfly plots for 2xUb
configurations from two clusters (id 2 and id 3) which are symmetry equivalent. Similarity of parts of RMD
vector is indicated by arrows. Below: illustration how representative configurations from these two clusters
become almost identical if Ub unit order is exchanged.
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Figure S4.2: 2xUb configurations found by clustering. Structure bundles of CG structures (spheres) obtained
from clustering with HDBSCAN. Structures were aligned to back bone beads of the representative configuration
inside a cluster. Colored according to secondary structure assignment obtained from PDB-ID: 1UBQ. Cartoon
representation shows representative configuration obtained by back-mapping to the atomistic level. Cluster ids
according to Figure S4.1 as number above each representation.

Figure S4.3: Mean RMSD values obtained from pair-wise RMSD matrix between conformations found by
clustering. RMSD was calculated for those beads of the CG model, which were used to obtain RMD values
(back-bone beads of residues 1 to 72 in each Ub protein). Left graphs (orange) show mean RMSD values
calculated between CG 2xUb configurations which were clustered together initially by HDBSCAN (according
to Figure S4.1). Right graphs (blue) show mean RMSD values calculated after cluster mapping of symmetry
equivalent clusters (according to Figure 4).
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Figure S5.1: EncoderMap projections of diUb and triUb. Two-dimensional representations/landscapes separated by linkage type (colored histograms) with outer rim of 2xUb landscape (black) and outlines of clusters
found for 2xUb (gray). Coloring according to the logarithm of the probability density. Color-bar according to
Figure 5. Left column: conformational landscapes of diUb; middle and right column: interaction landscapes of
triUb between distal and middle Ub moiety and middle and proximal moiety, respectively.
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Figure S5.2: EncoderMap projections of diUb and triUb. Zoom into Figure S5.1. Two-dimensional representations/landscapes separated by linkage type (colored histograms) with outer rim of 2xUb landscape (black)
and outlines of clusters found for 2xUb (gray). Coloring according to the logarithm of the probability density. Color-bar according to Figure 5. Left column: conformational landscapes of diUb; middle and right
column: interaction landscapes of triUb between distal and middle Ub moiety and middle and proximal moiety,
respectively.
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Figure S5.3: Representative conformation for an interface formed by K6, K11 and K48-linked diUb. Lysine
residues are shown as spheres and K6, K11 and K48 are colored red, which illustrates their positions inside the
interface. In consequence this interface is unfavorable in triUb where these lysine side-chains are linked to the
next Ub moiety.

Figure S8.1: Mean RMSD values obtained from RMSD matrix between conformations found by HDBSCAN
clustering of 3xUb configurations. RMSD was calculated for those beads of the CG model, which were used to
obtain RMD values (back bone beads of residues 1 to 72 in each Ub protein, 216 beads).
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Figure S8.2: 3xUb cluster properties. Cluster fractions (orange) and mean configurational properties for clusters
found by HDBSCAN for 3xUb. Mean center of geometry distance between Ub proteins (green). Mean contact
count between Ub proteins evaluated for residues involved in a β-sheet (yellow) or α-helix (purple) motif.

Figure S8.3: Illustration of parameters used to train an EncoderMap neural network on RMD data from 3xUb
CG simulations. Distance distribution (blue) of high dimensional data (RMD, 288D) and resulting sigmoid
function (orange) and its first derivative (green). Green graph indicates window where distances should be
preserved during dimensionality reduction.
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Figure S8.4: Larger version of Figure 8A. Configurational landscape of 3xUb (coloring according to the logarithm
of the probability density). Histogram was obtained from projected (2D) RMD data of three unlinked Ub
proteins.
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Figure S9.1: EncoderMap projections of triUb. Two-dimensional representations/landscapes separated by
linkage type (colored histograms) with outer rim of 3xUb landscape (black) and outlines of clusters found for
3xUb (grey). Coloring according to the logarithm of the probability density. Color-bar according to Figure 9.
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Figure S9.2: Distance distributions in diUb and triUb. Histogram of center of geometry distances calculated
between Ub moieties in diUb (black) and adjacent moieties in triUb (blue, orange) and the distal and proximal
moiety in triUb (end-to-end, green).
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3 Summary
A full thermodynamically weighted description of conformational states for all relevant Ub chains under physiological conditions is required for the understanding of the
Ub signalling system. Although, such detailed data are not available yet, results presented in this thesis yield valuable knowledge about the dynamic Ub chain behaviour
and will facilitate further research on this topic. This was achieved by systematically
performing a set of simulations of differently linked Ub oligomers (linkage type)
of different chain length (diUb and triUb) on two levels of resolution (atomistic
and CG). Furthermore, an analysis framework was developed, implemented and
validated, which is suitable to characterise the conformational space of Ub oligomers
from massive trajectory data sets as they were required and obtained for diUb and
triUb. By this, the impact of linkage type and chain length on the conformation of
Ub chains was studied qualitatively and quantitatively.
In section 2.2 [53] large-scale CG simulations of eight differently linked diUb were
carried out. An initial version of an analysis framework was presented for the
conformational characterisation of diUb by the use of a suitable set of CVs which are
sensitive to the relative orientation of two Ub subunits to each other. These CVs are
internal and can be used to compare protein-protein interaction patterns from diUb
conformations with different linkage positions and from models with different levels
of resolution (atomistic vs. CG). When used in combination with an MDS based
dimensionality reduction technique (Sketch-map), two-dimensional landscapes were
obtained for all eight Ub dimers which allowed to compare the conformational space
of these diUb topologies on a qualitative, but also on a quantitative level. From
these maps low energy conformations for each linkage type were systematically
extracted and back-mapped to the atomistic level as a starting point for additional
MD simulations. Since no unphysical behaviour was observed for these back-mapped
conformations when an atomistic force field was applied to them, CG results were
confirmed to give a reasonable prediction on the conformation of diUb. Based on
results from this dual-scale simulation ansatz and in relation to other studies on the
conformation of diUb, [50,51] one can conclude, that all Ub dimers, independent of
linkage type, have a dynamic conformational behaviour in solution with transitions
between multiple meta-stable states. Furthermore, the linkage type was confirmed
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to have an impact on the conformational space of diUb in solution thus affecting
the contact interface character and stability between the Ub subunits and the nature
of the surface exposed to possible binding partners. However, some linkage types
appear to be very similar from a conformational point of view, e.g. K6 and K11. Also
the distal subunit, i.e. the Ub subunit which is linked by its C-tail to the second Ub,
has a linkage type independent residue-wise coverage pattern. This might indicate
that the Ub code has a redundant character to some extent and that the very last
moiety inside an Ub chain contributes less to the specific recognition of these chains
than Ub moieties which are ubiquitylated themself.
Based on the finding, that some diUb linkage types appear to have a similar
conformational space, while other are significantly different, in section 2.3 two most
diverse diUb linkage types were selected. For K11 and K27-linked diUb representative
structures were extracted and used to verify and interpret experimental NMR data
on a residue-by-residue basis. By this, the structural and dynamical features of these
two diUb types were investigated and a structural model for each linkage type was
obtained. These models show that these two linkage types have indeed very distinct
conformational features which might play a crucial role for the specific interaction
with potential binding partners, and thus be the basis for their linkage specificity,
and finally their involvement in different cellular functionalities.
Methods and results, which were presented in section 2.2, were used as a basis
and extended in section 2.4 by CG simulations of two unlinked Ub proteins. A lowdimensional representation (Sketch-map) was obtained for this system, where the
two proteins were allowed to obtain configurations without any covalent constrain.
Due to the missing covalent bond the conformational space of two unlinked Ub
proteins is larger than of each diUb and can therefore be used as basis for the Sketchmap setup, i.e. landmark selection and parameter optimisation. This representation
was used to project diUb conformations on top of this larger map, that was obtained
from the simulation of two unlinked Ub proteins. By this, it was possible to extend
the capabilities of the dimensionality reduction and to study the immediate impact
of covalent bond formation on the interaction patterns between two Ub proteins.
Interestingly, some linkage types tend to populate and amplify states which are
already present in unlinked Ub (K6, K11, K48, K63) but in other cases – K27-linked
diUb is the most remarkable candidate – new states do appear which were not
significant in unlinked Ub. Such differences might play a role in the mechanism of
Ub ligation, i.e. the formation of Ub chains, and in the evolution of differently linked
Ub chains as signalling proteins in cellular communication cascades.
In section 2.5 the CG data set was further extended by large scale simulations
of triUb and three unlinked Ub proteins. To allow the analysis of such massive
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data sets, as they were obtained for these systems, dimensionality reduction was
carried out with EncoderMap, a machine learning autoencoder ANN based technique.
Additionally, HDBSCAN clustering was used to identify conformational states and
to determine their thermodynamic weight. The hypothesis, that the conformational
ensembles of Ub chains have a linkage specific, highly dynamic character, was
confirmed for all triUb linkage types, as well. [51] By applying EncoderMap and
HDBSCAN on trajectory data of two unlinked Ub proteins a very detailed picture
of Ub aggregation in solution was obtained which served as a basis for a closer
examination of protein-protein interaction patterns in diUb and triUb. It turned out,
that states found in the conformational maps of two unlinked Ub are relevant in
Ub dimers but also in the interaction patterns found between adjacent Ub moieties
in triUb. The impact of chain elongation on these interaction patterns is linkage
dependent, namely they are altered in triUb compared to diUb if the linkage position
is close to the contact interface primarily formed in the respective dimer. This effect
appears to be most significant for K6, K11 and K48-linked chains, but not in the case
of K63-linked chains. Finally, for the overall conformation of triUb, it was found that
all eight linkage types have a tendency to form compact triangular like conformations.
However, Ub trimers have also a linkage type dependent fraction of elongated rod
like states.
Development and implementation of the analysis framework presented in chapter 2
allows a systematic characterisation of large-scale MD trajectory data. Based on
this characterisation, simulation results obtained on the CG level were validated on
the atomistic level. This indicates, that the Ub oligomer CG model∗ yields valuable
predictions on the interaction patterns between proteins. Therefore, this CG model,
which was tailored for Ub oligomers, should be extended to simulate ubiquitilated
proteins and UBDs in the future, although ongoing work of the MARTINI developers
and other groups should be considered and integrated. [222,223] Since the linkage type
and Ub chain length determines the conformational states of Ub oligomers, selective
binding of Ub chains by UBDs is, at least to some extent, presumably driven by the
conformational selection mechanism. [41,51]
The linkage type dependent impact of chain elongation, which turned out to be
most significant for K6, K11 and K48 linked chains, should be considered in the
interpretation of (experimental) results. Very recently, this effect was experimentally
studied by Lutz et al. and Jussupow et al. for K27, K29, K33 and M1-linked chains,
and it was shown that the impact of chain elongation is linkage type dependent. [11,223]
These results and the analytical framework presented in section 2.5 might be a
starting point to obtain a more detailed picture about the properties of longer Ub
∗

See methods in section 2.2 for more details.
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chains in solution. It should be noted, that the conformational space of Ub chains
under real physiological conditions (in cells) might be significantly different from
the results obtained from simulations of a single Ub chain in CG water. This should
be considered and investigated in the future by studying the effect of crowded
environments on the protein-protein conformation. [39] Furthermore, it might be
beneficial to apply an experimental data based refinement on the MD ensembles
presented in this work in the future. [224]
Beyond that, a powerful computational platform was presented to obtain a detailed
understanding of multi-domain protein conformations from massive simulated ensembles. The ability to detect and extract conformational states from these ensembles
allows to extend the analysis by a Markov state model (MSM), which may yield
an even more sophisticated protein-protein interaction model for Ub chains. [225] Although optimised and applied to Ub oligomers, all analysis steps should, in principle,
work for other systems, as well, which makes it a valuable tool for conformational
characterisation of complex biological systems. This will accelerate the investigation
of protein-protein conformation in the future and contribute to the understanding of
cell (mal)function, which plays a seminal role in the emergence and treatment of
diseases in general.
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3.1 Zusammenfassung (german translation)
Für das Verständnis des Ub Signalsystems, ist eine vollständige thermodynamisch
gewichtete Beschreibung der Konformationszustände aller relevanten Ub Ketten
unter physiologischen Bedingungen erforderlich. Obwohl solche detaillierten Daten
noch nicht verfügbar sind, liefern die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Ergebnisse wertvolle Erkenntnisse über das dynamische Verhalten von Ub Ketten und werden die
weitere Forschung auf diesem Gebiet erleichtern. Diese Ergebnisse wurden durch die
systematische simulation von unterschiedlich verknüpften Ub Oligomeren (Verknüpfungstyp) unterschiedlicher Kettenlänge (diUb und triUb) auf zwei Auflösungsstufen
(atomistisch und CG) erhalten. Darüber hinaus wurde ein Analyseverfahren entwickelt, implementiert und validiert, das geeignet ist, den Konformationsraum von
Ub Oligomeren aus massiven Trajektoriendatensätzen zu charakterisieren, wie sie
für diUb und triUb notwendig waren und erhalten wurden. Auf diese Weise wurde
der Einfluss des Verknüpfungstyps und der Kettenlänge auf die Konformation von Ub
Ketten qualitativ und quantitativ untersucht.
In Unterkapitel 2.2 wurden groß angelegte CG Simulationen von acht unterschiedlich verknüpften diUb durchgeführt. Eine erste Version des Analyseverfahrens wurde
präsentiert, das durch die Verwendung von einem geeigneten Satz von CVs in der Lage ist die relative Orientierung von zwei Ub Untereinheiten zu beschreiben und damit
die Konformation von diUb zu charakterisieren. Diese CVs sind intern und können verwendet werden, um Protein-Protein-Interaktionsmuster in diUb Konformationen mit
unterschiedlichen Verknüpfungspositionen und aus Modellen mit unterschiedlichen
Auflösungsstufen (atomistisch vs. CG) zu vergleichen. In Kombination mit einer MDS
basierten Dimensionalitätsreduktionstechnik (Sketch-Map) wurden zweidimensionale Landschaften für alle acht Ub Dimere erhalten, mit denen der Konformationsraum
dieser diUb Topologien auf qualitativer, aber auch quantitativer Ebene verglichen werden konnte. Aus diesen Karten wurden für jeden Verknüpfungstyp Konformationen
mit niedriger Energie systematisch extrahiert und auf die atomistische Ebene abgebildet als Ausgangspunkt für zusätzliche MD Simulationen. Da für die atomistisch
abgebildeten Konformationen kein unphysikalisches Verhalten beobachtet werden
konnte, wurde bestätigt, dass CG Simulationen in der Lage sind eine realistische
Vorhersage für die Konformation von diUb zu liefern. Basierend auf den Ergebnissen dieses dual-scalen Simulationsansatzes und in Verbindung mit Ergebnissen aus
anderen Studien zur Konformation von diUb [50,51] kann man darauf schließen, dass
alle Ub Dimere, unabhängig vom Verknüpfungstyp, ein dynamisches Konformationsverhalten in Lösung aufweisen mit Übergängen zwischen mehreren metastabilen
Zuständen. Darüber hinaus wurde bestätigt, dass der Verknüpfungstyp einen Einfluss
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auf den Konformationsraum von diUb in Lösung hat, wodurch der Charakter und
die Stabilität der Kontaktgrenzfläche zwischen den Ub Untereinheiten und damit die
Art der Oberfläche, die möglichen Bindungspartnern zur Verfügung steht, beeinflusst
werden. Einige Verknüpfungstypen, wie K6 und K11, scheinen jedoch einen sehr
ähnlichen Konformationsraum zu haben. Auch die distale Untereinheit, das heißt
die Ub Untereinheit, die durch ihren C-Terminus mit dem zweiten Ub verbunden ist,
weist ein vom Verknüpfungstyp unabhängiges aminosäureweises Abdeckungsmuster
auf. Dies könnte darauf hinweisen, dass der Ub Code bis zu einem gewissen Grad
einen redundanten Charakter hat und dass die letzte Einheit innerhalb einer Ub
Kette weniger zur spezifischen Erkennung dieser Ketten beiträgt als Ub Einheiten,
die selbst ubiquitiniert sind.
Basierend auf der Feststellung, dass einige diUb Verbindungstypen einen ähnlichen
Konformationsraum zu haben scheinen, während andere sich signifikant unterscheiden, wurden in Unterkapitel 2.3 die zwei unterschiedlichsten Verknüpfungstypen
ausgesucht. Für K11- und K27-verknüpfte diUb wurden repräsentative Strukturen
extrahiert und verwendet, um experimentelle NMR Daten zu verifizieren und zu
interpretieren. Auf diese Weise wurden die strukturellen und dynamischen Merkmale
dieser beiden diUb Typen untersucht und ein Strukturmodell für diese Verknüpfungstypen erhalten. Diese Modelle zeigen, dass diese zwei Verknüpfungstypen tatsächlich
sehr unterschiedliche Konformationsmerkmale aufweisen, was eine entscheidende
Rolle bei der spezifischen Interaktion mit potenziellen Bindungspartnern spielen
könnte und somit die Grundlage für ihre Verknüpfungstypspezifität und schließlich
für ihre Beteiligung an verschiedenen zellulären Funktionalitäten sein könnte.
Methoden und Ergebnisse, die in Unterkapitel 2.2 vorgestellt wurden, wurden in
Unterkapitel 2.4 als Basis verwendet und durch CG Simulationen von zwei nicht
miteinander verknüpften Ub Proteinen erweitert. Für dieses System, bei dem die
beiden Proteine in der Lage sind Konfigurationen ohne kovalente Einschränkung
anzunehmen, wurde eine niedrigdimensionale Darstellung (Sketch-Map) erhalten.
Aufgrund der fehlenden kovalenten Bindung ist der Konformationsraum von zwei
nicht verknüpften Ub Proteinen größer als der von jedem diUb und kann daher als
Grundlage für die Auswahl von Orientierungspunkten und die Parameteroptimierung
von Sketch-Map verwendet werden. Diese Darstellung wurde verwendet, um diUb
Konformationen auf diese größere Karte zu projizieren, die aus der Simulation von
zwei nicht verknüpften Ub Proteinen erhalten wurde. Auf diese Weise war es möglich,
die Funktionalität der Dimensionsreduktion zu erweitern und den unmittelbaren
Einfluss einer kovalenten Bindung auf die Wechselwirkungsmuster zwischen zwei
Ub Proteinen zu untersuchen. Interessanterweise neigen einige Verknüpfungstypen
dazu, Zustände zu besetzen und zu verstärken, die bereits bei nicht verknüpften
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Ub Proteinen vorhanden sind (K6, K11, K48, K63), aber in anderen Fällen – K27verknüpfte diUb ist hier der bemerkenswerteste Kandidat – erscheinen neue Zustände,
die bei nicht verknüpften Ub nicht signifikant waren. Solche Unterschiede könnten
eine Rolle beim Mechanismus der Ub Ligation, also bei der Bildung von Ub Ketten,
spielen, aber auch bei der Evolution unterschiedlich verknüpfter Ub Ketten als
Signalproteine in zellulären Kommunikationskaskaden.
In Unterkapitel 2.5 wurde der CG Datensatz durch groß angelegte Simulationen
von triUb und von drei nicht verknüpften Ub Proteinen erweitert. Um die Analyse
von derart massiven Datensätzen zu ermöglichen, wie sie für diese Systeme erhalten wurden, wurde die Dimensionsreduzierung mit EncoderMap durchgeführt,
einer maschinell lernenden Autoencoder ANN basierten Technik. Zusätzlich wurde
HDBSCAN Clustering verwendet, um Konformationszustände zu identifizieren und
ihr thermodynamisches Gewicht zu bestimmen. Die Hypothese, dass die Konformationsensembles von Ub Ketten einen verbindungsspezifischen, hochdynamischen
Charakter haben, konnte dadurch auch für alle Verbindungstypen von Ub Trimeren
bestätigt werden. [51] Durch die Anwendung von EncoderMap und HDBSCAN auf
Trajektorien von zwei nicht verknüpften Ub Proteinen konnte ein sehr detailliertes
Bild der Ub Aggregation in Lösung erhalten werden, das als Grundlage für eine
genauere Untersuchung der Protein-Protein-Interaktionsmuster in diUb und triUb
diente. Es stellte sich heraus, dass Zustände, die in den Konformationskarten von
zwei nicht verknüpften Ub gefunden wurden, auch in Ub Dimeren relevant sind, aber
auch in den Interaktionsmustern, die zwischen benachbarten Ub Einheiten in triUb
gefunden wurden eine Rolle spielen. Der Einfluss der Kettenverlängerung auf diese
Interaktionsmuster ist verknüpfungstypabhängig, das heißt, dass sich diese Muster
in triUb im Vergleich zu diUb unterscheiden, wenn sich die Verknüpfungsposition
in der Nähe der Kontaktfläche befindet, die vorwiegend im entsprechenden Dimer
gebildet wird. Dieser Effekt scheint für K6-, K11- und K48-verknüpfte Ketten am
signifikantesten zu sein, nicht jedoch für K63-verknüpfte Ketten. Schließlich konnte
für für die Konformation von triUb festgestellt werden, dass alle acht Verknüpfungstypen dazu neigen, kompakte dreieckförmige Konformationen zu bilden. Ub Trimere
haben jedoch auch einen vom Verknüpfungstyp abhängigen Anteil an ausgestreckten
stäbchenförmigen Konformationszuständen.
Die Entwicklung und Implementierung des in Kapitel 2 vorgestellten Analyseverfahrens ermöglicht die systematische Charakterisierung großer MD Trajektoriendaten.
Basierend auf dieser Charakterisierung wurden Simulationsergebnisse, die auf der
CG Ebene erhalten wurden, auf atomistischer Ebene validiert. Dies weist darauf
hin, dass das verwendete Ub Oligomer CG Modell∗ in der Lage ist verwertbare Vor∗

Siehe Methoden in Unterkapitel 2.2 für weitere Details.
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hersagen über die Interaktionsmuster zwischen Proteinen zu liefern. Daher sollte
dieses auf Ub Oligomere zugeschnittenes CG Modell, erweitert werden, um in Zukunft ubiquitinierte Proteine und UBDs zu simulieren. Dabei sollten die laufenden
Weiterentwicklungen der MARTINI-Entwickler und anderer Gruppen berücksichtigt und integriert werden. [222,223] Da der Verknüpfungstyp und die Kettenlänge
von Ub Oligomeren deren Konformationszustände beeinflusst, ist es wahscheinlich,
dass die selektive Bindung von Ub Ketten an UBDs zumindest teilweise über den
conformational selection Mechanismus abläuft. [41,51]
Der vom Verknüpfungstyp abhängige Einfluss der Kettenverlängerung, der sich
für K6-, K11- und K48-verknüpften Ketten als am signifikantesten herausstellte, sollte bei der Interpretation der (experimentellen) Ergebnisse berücksichtigt werden.
Dieser Effekt wurde kürzlich experimentell von Lutz et al. und Jussupow et al. für
K27-, K29-, K33- und M1-verknüpfte Ketten untersucht und es wurde gezeigt, dass
der Einfluss der Kettenverlängerung vom Verknüpfungstyp abhängt. [11,223] Diese
Ergebnisse und das in Unterkapitel 2.5 vorgestellte analytische Verfahren können ein
Ausgangspunkt sein, um ein detaillierteres Bild von den Eigenschaften längerer Ub
Ketten in Lösung zu erhalten. Es sollte beachtet werden, dass der Konformationsraum
von Ub Ketten unter realen physiologischen Bedingungen (in Zellen) sich signifikant
von den Ergebnissen aus Simulationen von einzelnen Ub Kette in CG Wasser unterscheiden kann. Dies sollte in Zukunft berücksichtigt und untersucht werden, indem
die Auswirkungen von crowded environments auf die Protein-Protein-Konformation
untersucht werden. [39] Darüber hinaus können die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten MD
Ensembles in Zukunft durch experimentelle Daten weiter verbessert werden. [224]
Darüber hinaus wurde eine leistungsstarke Plattform vorgestellt, die es ermöglicht
ein detailliertes Konformationsverständnis von Proteinen mit mehreren Domänen aus
massiven, simulierten Ensembles zu erhalten. Die Fähigkeit, Konformationszustände
in diesen Ensembles zu erkennen und aus ihnen zu extrahieren, ermöglicht es,
die Analyse um ein MSM zu erweitern, was ein noch komplexeres Protein-ProteinInteraktionsmodell für Ub Ketten liefern kann. [225] Obwohl das Verfahren für Ub
Oligomere optimiert und angewendet wurde, sollten alle Analyseschritte im Prinzip
auch auf andere Systeme übertragbar sein, was es zu einem wertvollen Werkzeug für
die Konformationscharakterisierung komplexer biologischer Systeme macht. Das wird
die Untersuchung von Protein-Protein-Konformationen in Zukunft beschleunigen
und zum Verständnis von Zell(fehl)funktionen beitragen, die eine wichtige Rolle bei
der Entstehung und Behandlung von Krankheiten im Allgemeinen spielt.
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Appendix

Abbreviations
ANN
CG
CSP
CV
diUb
DNA
DUB
EMD
FAT10
ISG15
LJ
MD
MDS
MSM
NEDD8
NF-κB
NMR
PDB
PEF
PTM
RMD
RMSD
RMSF
SASA
SAXS
SUMO
triUb
Ub
UBD
Ubl
Wnt

artificial neural network
coarse grain
chemical shift differences
collective variable
ubiquitin dimer
deoxyribonucleic acid
deubiquitinating enzyme
earth mover distance
human leukocyte antigen-F adjacent transcript 10
interferon-stimulated gene 15
Lennard-Jones
molecular dynamics
multi-dimensional scaling
Markov state model
neural precursor cell expressed developmentally down-regulated
protein 8
nuclear factor ’κ-light-chain-enhancer’ of activated B-cells
nuclear magnetic resonance
(RCSB) protein data bank
potential energy function
post translational modification
residue-wise minimum distance
root mean square deviation
root mean square fluctuation
solvent accessible surface area
small-angle X-ray scattering
small ubiquitin-related modifier
ubiquitin trimer
ubiquitin
ubiquitin binding domain
ubiquitin-like protein
gene family that encodes proteins related to cell membrane signalling
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